OUR GUARANTEE

You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new. Many are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days.
Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address. * means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount.

If you are shipping this order to one of the following states please add sales tax:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Tax Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>7.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>6.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>4.166%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>4.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV</td>
<td>6.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>6.625%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>4.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>6.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>4.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

States in red above also have local taxes. To get the total rate go to HamiltonBook.com/tax

1Alaska has no state tax but may have a city or borough tax.
and enter the item number in the search box.
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**CD 3847942** ROCK-POP: The Rolling Stones on Air. This collection of eighteen tracks offers a unique insight into the formative days of this group, performing live on the BBC’s Light Programme, including: ‘Comin’ Home’; ‘Ruby Tuesday’; ‘Satisfaction’; ‘Paint It, Black’. From their early recording sessions, this collection is available at $17.95.

**CD 3867103** PRINCE: Transmission Impossible. This three-CD set compiles recordings of live FM broadcasts from the late 1980s. Disc one collects the entire Purple Rain album recorded live at various venues over the yoke. Disc two includes numerous television appearances by Prince across the decades. Finally, disc three concludes the set in style with a rare small club after show party from 1986. Eat to the Beat. Muse; Route 66; Mona; and Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99.


**CD 4669955** GREEN’S FLEETWOOD MAC: Transmission Impossible. From various live FM broadcasts and radio performances are collected these 45 tracks on three CDs: ‘Man of the woods’; ‘Green Man MOVe’; ‘I Loved Another Woman’; ‘I’ll Dust My Broom’. Long Tall Sally; Evening Boogie; Wine; Whiskey; Woman; ‘It Takes Time’; Stranger Blues; and more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 3887110** SIMON & GARFUNKEL: Green Leaves & Yellow Skies. Collects 24 tracks from the iconic duo, recorded from a live FM broadcast at Hollywood Bowl, Los Angeles, California on August 23, 1968. Songs include ‘Mrs. Robinson; Homebound Train; April’s Love; Bridge Over Troubled Water’. Bye Love; Old Friends; and more. HOB. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 2959763** CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL: Transmission Impossible. This three CD collection features live and studio recordings broadcast across FM radio during their short but dynamic tenure. Songs include ‘Bad Moon Rising’; ‘Green Leaves’; Born on the Bayou; ‘Put a Spell on You’; ‘Commotion’; ‘Suzie Q’; ‘Have You Ever Seen The Rain’; ‘Wrong Way Road’; ‘Fortunate Son’; and more. PolyGram Records. $9.95.

**CD 3810925** THE JIMI HENDRIX TRIBUTE CONCERT: Live at Rockpalast 1991. Collecting the more “meaningful” songs of Hendrix, this two-CD, 21 track set includes his gentle and more lyrical tunes, which by many are considered his true masterpieces, but also some of the really intense and “heavy” Hendrix as well. Performance, live at Rockpalast, 1991. 15 tracks on 2 CD’s. BMG Music. Public at $25.99.

**CD 4659430** LYNYRD SKYNYRD: Icon. The group, performing the ir songs live on the FM, broadcast across FM radio during their short but dynamic tenure. Songs include ‘Free Bird’; ‘Sweet Home Alabama’; ‘I Ain’t the One’; Simple Man; That Smell’; Swamp Mom; Saturday Night Special. Warner Music Group. $9.95.


**CD 3790444** BILLY JOEL: Piano Man. Features ten tracks: ‘Travelin’ Prayer’; Piano Man; ‘ Ain’t No Crime’; ‘You’re My Home’; ‘The Ballad of Billy the Kid’; ‘Worse Comes to Worst’; ‘Stop in Nevada’; If I Only had the Words; ‘Some More’; and more. Warner Music Group. $11.95.

**CD 3889343** SANTANA: Berkeley Community Center 1970. Recorded from live performances in 1970 and 1971, this CD collects 10 songs from the acclaimed musician: ‘Treat: Hope You’re Feeling Better; Soul Sacrifice; Incident at Neshabur; Savor; Jingo; Black Magic Woman/Gypsy Queen; Evil Ways; Jungle Strut; and Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 2959771** DIRE STRAITS: Down Under. This two CD set collects the complete, incredible performance from April 26, 1986 at the Sydney Entertainment Centre in Australia. Twenty tracks, including ‘So Far Away’; ‘Walk of Life’; ‘Brothers in Arms’; ‘Money for Nothing’; ‘Brotherlatch; Sweet Nuthins; Middie Age Anxiety; Lonely No More; Five Long Years; Fool for a Pretty Face and more. Pub. at $11.95.

**CD 4700023** HUMBLE PIE: The Atlantic Years. Sixteen tracks on 2 CDs compile the best songs from this British rock group from the Atlantic years including Headbopper; Sweet Nuthins; Middle Age Anxiety; Lonely No More; Five Long Years; Fool for a Pretty Face and more. FM. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 3768554** YES: Extended Versions. This British progressive group is presented in this 6 track collection. Includes: ‘Siberian Khatru; America; Onward, Awaken; Roundabout; and Starship Trooper. BMG. $3.95.


**CD 3934985** THE BEST OF PETER GREEN’S FLEETWOOD MAC: Collects 20 tracks of this celebrated group’s early recordings. Includes: Alabrocks; Black Magic Woman; ‘Need Your Love So Bad’; My Heart Beats Like a Hammer; Rollin’ Man; ‘Man of the Move’; ‘Something Inside of Me’; ‘Looking at You’; Somebody; Rattlesnake Shake; I Loved Another Woman; ‘Need Your Love Tonight’; Worried Dream; and more. Columbia. $7.95.

**CD 4679934** VAN HALEN: In the Club. Get a taste of early Van Halen with 17 tracks brought together from three live performances in 1975 and 1976. The group tears through both covers and originals, including Rock ‘n Roll All Nite; Beer Drinkers & Hell Raisers; ‘Boots on for Nowhere; Runnin’ with the Devil; ‘Meaner Than Most’; and more. Starship Trooper. BMG. $9.95.

**CD 4678192** FLEETWOOD MAC: 50 Years, Don’t Stop. A must have for any fan of this iconic rock band. The three CD set collects 50 songs, including ‘Don’t Stop’; Dreams; Landslide; You Make Loving Fun; Little Lies; Shake Your Moneymaker; Monday Morning; Hold toady Gypsy; Albatross; and more. BMG. $14.99.

**CD 4679831** THE DOORS: Shot to Pieces. On February 25th, 1969, the band members went into Sunset Sound Recorders Studio for a one night rehearsal session, which was recorded and is offered here for the first time. Twelve tracks include: ‘When the Music’s Over’; ‘Hello, I Love You’; ‘Love Me Two Times; and more. BMG. $11.95.

**CD 3841693** THE GREAT TRAGEDY, NO. 2: Winter Dance Party 1959. A superb broadcast recorded at the House of Blues in Hollywood on April 26, 1986. This collection contains 12 tracks of this celebrated group’s early recordings. Includes ‘Alabrocks’; Black Magic Woman; ‘Need Your Love So Bad’; My Heart Beats Like a Hammer; Rollin’ Man; ‘Man of the Move’; ‘Something Inside of Me’; ‘Looking at You’; Somebody; Rattlesnake Shake; I Loved Another Woman; ‘Need Your Love Tonight’; Worried Dream; and more. Columbia. $7.95.

**CD 3934985** VAN HALEN: ICON. This three CD collection features live and studio recordings broadcast across FM radio during their short but dynamic tenure. Songs include ‘Bad Moon Rising’; ‘Green Leaves’; Born on the Bayou; ‘Put a Spell on You’; ‘Commotion’; ‘Suzie Q’; ‘Have You Ever Seen The Rain’; ‘Wrong Way Road’; ‘Fortunate Son’; and more. PolyGram Records. $9.95.

**CD 3934985** VAN HALEN: ICON. This three CD collection features live and studio recordings broadcast across FM radio during their short but dynamic tenure. Songs include ‘Bad Moon Rising’; ‘Green Leaves’; Born on the Bayou; ‘Put a Spell on You’; ‘Commotion’; ‘Suzie Q’; ‘Have You Ever Seen The Rain’; ‘Wrong Way Road’; ‘Fortunate Son’; and more. PolyGram Records. $9.95.

**CD 4659430** LYNYRD SKYNYRD: Icon. No band embodies southern rock quite like Lynyrd Skynyrd. With these 12 tracks, you’ll remember why they remain a household name to this day. Includes ‘Sweet Home Alabama; I Ain’t the One; Simple Man; That Smell; Swamp Mom; Saturday Night Special and of course, Free Bird (Live). Gelfen. $6.95.


For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/845
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**CD 5818532 ROCKABILLY RARITIES: 75 Obscure Cuts from the 1950s.** Two huge collections, The Rarest Rockabilly Album in the World Volume Two and Two and Two featuring many of the earliest rockabilly artists give fans an addictive, toe-tapping journey through this distinctive musical sub-genre. Includes rockabilly barn-burners by Ernest Hickey, Pat the Baker, Fats Domino, Joe Louis Walker, and many others. Three CDs. Enlighment. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 6992137 JACKSON BROWNE: The Broadcast Archive.** Featuring a trio of the finest live recordings available by Browne, this four CD set includes full broadcasts from the 70s, 80s and 90s period during which this maverick troubadour was at his creative peak. Songs include Take it Easy, The Pretender, The First Time, Running On Empty, Take It Easy, Teardrops, These Days; and many more. Four CDs. Enlighment. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 3861462 ONE STEP BACK: The Broadcasts.** Collects 22 tracks from three live broadcast recordings in 1970 and 1971. Songs include Moonshadow; Tuesday's Dead; Wild World; Father and Son; Long Dark Road; Ronnie's Birthday; and many more. Three CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3844778 DIO: Ronnie's Birthday Show.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Maer Festival Park, Milwaukee, WI, in July of 1984 this sixteen track collection features Cornish Highway, Stuck In The Middle With You, The Mob Rules, and more. One hour jammed rock band played at New Orleans' Lakefront Arena, where they put on a memorable show. This two CD set collects 25 songs from that night. Tracks include Back in Black; Hells Bells; Whole Lotta Rosie; Highway To Hell; Balbersonic; Shot Down in Flames; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 3776077 JANE'S ADDICTION: Alive at Twenty-Five.** The band performs their double platinum alt-rock album, along with the band's first three live broadcast recordings in 1991 and 1992. Songs include Up the Creek; Unplugged; No Frills; and many more. Two CDs. Live Nation. Pub. at $14.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3794784 QUEEN: Mammalian.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Malkinarmargeland, Melbourne, June 1986. Twenty-six tracks on this one CD include Live Aid; Under Pressure; Love of My Life; Crazy Little Thing Called Love; Radio Ga Ga; We Are the Champions; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 3736717 WISHBONE ASH: Live at Rockpalast 1976.** This collection of twenty-six tracks was recorded live at Rockpalast, Cologne, Germany, December 1976 when the band was still included the core original line-up. Tracks include Runaway; The King Will Come; Mother of Pearl; Bad Weather Blues; Jail Bait; and more on 2 CDs and one 95 minute DVD. MCA Music. Pub. at $29.99. **$19.95**

**CD 3919730 LYNYRD SKYNYRD: Second Helping.** More这首歌 are compiled from the iconic southern rock band, including Sweet Home Alabama; I Need You; Take Your Time; Don't Ask Me No Questions; Was I Right or Wrong?; and more. Two CDs. Enlighment. Pub. at $14.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3957069 FAIRPORT CONVENTION & FRIENDS: A Tree with Roots.** This English band was the UK's most popular folk/rock band. This set contains recorded versions for covers of songs by U.S. singers, primarily Bob Dylan. This album is a tribute to Dylan with its 17 tracks, including Tomorrow is a Long Time, Two Hearts, and many others. Packshot: Mary Anne Open Outlaw; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99. **$19.95**

**CD 4659333 THE BEST OF PETER FRAMPTON: 20th Century Masters.** Ten top-tier songs by a rock ‘n roll survivor. Songs include Show Me the Way; I'm in You; Nazareth; Baby Love Your Way; Lines on My Face; Baby (Something's Happening); I Want It All (Is By Your Side); Signed, Sealed, Delivered (I'm Yours); I Can't Stand It No More; and more. Universal Music. **$6.95**

**CD 4659025 NEIL YOUNG: Touch the Sky.** These tracks compiled on this CD are taken from various radio broadcasts, 1967-1974. Songs include, Flying on the Ground Is Wrong; Mr. Soul; Bad Fog of Loneliness; County Home; I've Got a Woman; Give Love All You've Got; and more. Two CDs. Universal Music. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 3844502 THE FLYING BURRITO BROTHERS: Devils in Disguise.** Recorded from a live broadcast by WMUR-FM, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania on July 22, 1971. Compiles 18 songs, including Six Days on the Road; One Hundred Years from Now; Four Days of Rain; Wake Up Little Susie; Hot Burrito; and more. Two CDs. MCA Records. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 3909020 JIMMY PAGE: Ohio.** From a live FM broadcast recorded in Tokyo, Japan in April 1989 come seventeen tracks including Ordinary Lives; House of Shame; Messiah; You Gotta Get a Message To You; Tokyo Nights; You Should Be Dancing; Staying' Alive; I Started a Joke; and more. Three CDs. Universal Music. Pub. at $37.95. **$24.95**

**CD 2977075 BOB SEGER & THE SILVER BULLET BAND: THE CLASSIC 1970’s, 1980’s & 1990’s BROADCASTS.** From a live FM broadcast recorded during the 1980 European Tour “Against the Wind,” these sixteen tracks include Feel Like A Number; Travelin’ Man; Beautiful Lover; Still the Same; Main Man; Old Time Rock & Roll; Outlaw; Luck of the Draw; I Love Your Way; Li nes on My Face; Baby Take It Off; and more. Two CDs. MCA Music. Pub. at $16.99. **$12.95**

**CD 295964X BRIAN WILSON: N’Roll Against the Wind: Her Strut; The Horizontal Bop; Fire Lake; Betty Lou’s Getting Out Tonight; and more. MCA Music. Pub. at $29.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3883723 TOM WAITS: Storytellers.** In the same year Waits released Mule Variations, VH1 broadcast an episode of their popular Storytellers series with Waits as the subject. It aired April 1999. This two CD set features fifteen tracks, including Over The Road; One Hundred Years from Now; Four Days of Rain; I Voted; and more. Two CDs. Acetate. Pub. at $12.95. **$9.95**

**CD 3798719 GUNS N’ ROSES: Appetite for Destruction.** Collects 30 tracks from the popular hard rock band’s debut album, including Welcome to the Jungle; It’s So Easy; Nighttrain; Reckless Life; Nice Boys; Move to the City; Knockin’ on Heaven’s Door; You’re Crazy; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Two CDs. Geffen. **$9.95**

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/845
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- **CD 379416X** JOHN PRINE, CHICAGO 70: The Early Sessions. From a live radio broadcast recorded at The 5th Peg in August of 1970. The show recorded from WLS and WOSU, Columbus, OH, July 1970. Twenty-eight tracks include Home in There; Souvenirs; A Good Time; The Great Compromise; as well as interviews. Some performances include AMO. **$19.95**

- **CD 6961440** GRATEFUL DEAD: Pirates of the Deep South. An obscure event and a rare recording, this brief performance of March 1970 at Pirates World, an amusement park in Dania, Florida, is a legendary tape. Thirteen tracks include Morning Dew; Mama Tried; Good Lovin'; Don't Ease Me In; Cold Rain and Snow; High Time; Dark Star; The Other One; St Stephen; Drums; Not Fade Away; Turn on Your Lovelight; and Me and My Uncle. Samm's Pub. **@ $14.99**

- **CD 377410X** SPRINGSTEEN ON BROADWAY. An album of music and stories by Springsteen, and the soundtrack to the Netflix film of the same name. The solo acoustic performance was written and performed by the 20-time Grammy Award winner. Songs performed include Thunder Road; My Hometown; Born in the U.S.A.; Born to Run; The Rising; and more. Sixteen tracks on 2 CDs. Sony Music. **$9.95**

- **CD 3875231** ROLLER McQUINN’S TOUR OF THE TROJAN ROAD Live at Roanoke 1977. Recorded at Grugghalje Essen in Germany on July 23 and July 24, 1977. This collection includes both, a CD and a DVD (72 minutes) of the performance. Fifteen tracks, including Lover of the Bayou; Him; Mr. Tambourine Man; Mr. Spaceman; Pub. @ $23.99 **$17.95**

- **CD 3991150** TEENAGER IN LOVE. Collects 56 teen classics from the 50s & 60s by artists including Dion & The Belmonts; Fats Domino; Bruce Channel; The Marvelettes; Bill Haley and His Comets; Patsy Cline; Connie Francis; Buddy Holly and many more. Three CDs. Demon Music Group. **$9.95**

- **CD 3852375** GRANT THOMPSON BAND: Live at Rockpalast. This wonderful set includes two DVDs (over three hours) and three CDs (34 tracks) of two performances in Hamburg (December 10, 1983) and in Cambridge (January 26, 1984) including The Wrong Heartbeat; Man in Neon; Night Can’t Sit Down; and more. Includes multiple MIG Music. Pub. @ $25.99 **$19.95**

- **CD 3854213** DOKKEN: The Anthems. Melodic hard rock legend, Dokken, return with a career collection on 14 tracks. Includes Just Got Lucky; Breaking the Chain; Into the Fire; The Hunter; In My Dreams; It’s Not Love; Alone Again; Dream Warriors; Unchain the Night; Tooth and Nail; Almost Over; Music; Man; Big. Two CDs. The Store For Music. **@ $29.99**

- **CD 2841223** EAGLES: Unplugged 1994. Captured across two CDs, this delightful and rare performance will prove a must have item for Eagles fans everywhere. Songs include Peaceful Easy Feeling; Tequila Sunrise; Hotel California; Heartache Tonight; Desperado; Life in the Fast Lane; and more. Twenty-four tracks. Good Ship Funk. Pub. @ $19.99 **$14.95**

- **CD 3945375** BLACK SABBATH: Heaven in Hertford. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Hertford Civic Center, Hertford, Connecticut on August 10, 1980. Thirteen songs, including War Pigs; Neon Knights; Children of the Sea; Black Sabbath; lazy Young; Children of the Grave; and more. **SOLD OUT**

- **CD 2903644** JOE WALSH: Life’s Been Good. Recorded for live FM broadcast via the King Biscuit network, while touring his 1983 releases You’ve Got the Love and Yearning. The show presented here was played at the Irvine Meadows Amphitheater in 1983. Eleven tracks include People Get Ready; In the City; Welcome to the Club; Life in the Fast Lane; All Night Long; Life’s Been Good. **@ $14.95** **$11.95**

- **CD 3875261** STRAY CATS: Live at Rockpalast. Includes a DVD (145 minutes) and two CDs (31 tracks) of performances-August 20, 1983 at Open Air Loreley and July 16, 1981 at Satory-Sale Cologne. Songs include Baby Blue Eyes; Sweet Love on My Mind; Double Takein’ Baby; Missing; Darkness; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. MIG Music. Pub. @ $24.99 **$17.95**

- **CD 4664728** MARTIN BARRE: 50 Years of Jethro Tull. Collects 28 tracks including: My Sunday Feeling; For a Thousand Mothers; Hymn; Love Story; Sealion; Song for Jeffrey; Someday the Sun Won’t Shine; One White Duke; Slow Marching Band; and more. Two CDs. The Store For Music. **@ $14.99** **$11.95**

- **CD 3895560** THE ROLLING STONES: Sympathy for the Devil. This unique collection covers songs of Sympathy for the Devil. Includes radio and full length remixes from The Neptunes, Fatboy Slim and Full Phat. The seven track first track is an original recording from Stones. ARBKO Records. **$9.95**

- **CD 3771113** NEIL YOUNG & CRAZY HORSE: Roskilde Festival. Collected from a live FM broadcast recorded at the Roskilde Festival, Roskilde, Denmark in June of 2001 these eighteen tracks include Don’t Let Me Die; I’ve Been Waiting for You; Only Love Can Break Your Heart; Hey Hey My My; Rockin’ in the Free World; and more. Twenty-three tracks. Zip City. **@ $14.99** **$11.95**

- **CD 5814443** EMMYLOU HARRIS WITH RICKY SKAGGS: Hickory Wind. Recorded from a live broadcast of 2001 appearing at The Catalyst in Santa Cruz, CA, this stellar 1978 performance features Harris Performing To Daddy; If I Could Only Win Your Love; The Angels Rejected in Heaven Last Night; So You’re My Jewel Crown; Hickory Wind. **SOLD OUT**

- **CD 292478X** QUEEN: The Platinum Collection. This fifty-one track collection of Queen’s greatest hits includes such titles as: Bohemian Rhapsody; Another One Bites the Dust; Killer Queen; Radio Ga Ga; We Will Rock You; We Are the Champions; and more. Two CDs. MIG Music. **@ $17.95** **$14.95**

- **CD 3887375** BLONDIE: In the Flesh. Recorded from an FM broadcast of a live performance at The Old Waldorf, San Francisco on September 21, 1971. Collects 17 tracks, including X Offender; Youth Nabbit as Sniper; Fan Mail; Cautious Lip; Detroit; In the Flesh; and more. Songs include Heart Of Glass; Call Me; Heart Of Glass; and more. Two CDs. The Store For Music. **@ $19.99** **$16.99**

- **CD 6992072** ERIC CLAPTON: New York 1966. A two CD set featuring a performance from the Ritz in New York City on November 28, 1966. Songs include Crossroads; Layla; The Sheriff; Cocaine; Layla; Treating Us Apart; White Room; and more. Twenty-six tracks. Leftfield Media. **@ $14.95** **$11.95**

- **CD 394221X** TODD RUNDGREN: Global Guardian. This CD collects 12 tracks from the classic 1969 album, including Everybodys Rise; Terra Firma; This Island Earth; Skyscraper; Global Nation; and more. MVD Audio. **@ $18.99** **$15.99**

- **CD 3753940** STEVE WINWOOD: Ohio High. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Blossom Center, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio on September 17, 1978. Thirteen tracks, including Low Spark of High Heeled Boys; Valiente; Higher Love; Back in the High Life; Gimme Some Lovin’; and more. All Access. **@ $14.99** **$11.95**


- **CD 5924867** JEFFERSON AIRPLANE: Cleared for Take Off. A ’60s performance that illustrates beyond a doubt that Jefferson Airplane was one of the most important and influential bands to emerge from the Summer of Love. Eighteen tracks include live renditions of Somebody to Love; It’s No Secret; Running Around the World; White Rabbit; and more. Acrobat. **@ $16.95** **$12.95**

and enter the item number in the search box.
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**CD 3967042 THE CREAM OF CLAPTON.** Some of Clapton's golden moments are captured in this collection of 18 tracks including "Lay Down, Darlin' & the Dominoes; Badge; I Feel Free; Sunshine of Your Love; Cream; and his solo numbers including "I Shot the Sheriff; Lay Down Sally; Wonderful Tonight; and more. **PolyGram**. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 2842295 HAPPY TOGETHER: The Best of the Turtles.** This two CD collection includes 48 tracks by this rock band, who between 1965-1970 released 18 hit singles. They are most remembered for their chart topping singles "Happy Together. Contains all their singles including; "If Ain't Me Babe; Almost There; Let Me Be; Sound Asleep; Umbassa the Dragon; The Story of Rock and Roll; Eve of Destruction; and more. **Demon Music Group**. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 3961044 STEVIE NIXES: New Jersey 1963.** This live FM broadcast recorded at the Brendan Byrne Arena, East Rutherford, NJ, in June of 1963. Sixteen tracks include Gold Dust Woman; Outside the Rain; Dreams; Gold and Brass; I Need to Know; Stage Banner; Gypsy; and more. **Lufthold/Reprise**. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 3987383 BOB DYLAN WITH TOM PETTY: Across the Borderline.** Recorded from a live broadcast at The Sydney Entertainment Centre, Sydney, Australia on February 24, 1986. Thirty-one tracks, including Just Like a Woman; All the Watchers; Kenny; Bridge Over Troubled Water; Lonesome Town; Refugee; Knockin’ on Heaven’s Door; and more. **Two CDs. Sonic Boom**. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 2819910 THE DUANE ALLMAN ARCHIVES.** Collects three CDs: The Allman Brothers Band & R & Studio's York 26th August 1971; A & R Studios 1971: Delaney & Bonnie with The Allman Brothers & King Curtis; and Duane Allman's Jukebox; comprising 50 tracks including Turn on Your Love; Here I Go Somewhere I Know; Over; and more. **HOB. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95**

**CD 3988163 AC/DC: On the Highway to Melbourne.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at The National Tennis Centre, Melbourne, Australia, in February 1988 these fourteen tracks include Who Made Who; Shot to Their Back in Black; You Shook Me All Night Long; High Voltage; and more. **HOB. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95**

**CD 3840999 STEVIE NICKS: Storytellers.** From a live TV broadcast recorded for VH1 Storytellers, New York, NY, in August of 1998 this CD collects ten tracks, most written by Stevie Nicks, including Dreams; Landslide; Stand Back; After the Glitter Fades; Edge of Seventeen; I’ll See You in My Dreams; and more. **Two CDs. Storytellers.** Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 377838X JIMMY PAGE & FRIENDS: Tribute to Alexis Korner.** From a live performance recorded June 1984 at The Palais, Nottingham, comes these 22 tracks including Sweet Home Chicago; When It All Came Together; The Second Time I Ever Saw Your Face; Let The Good Times Roll; King of All I Survey; and more. **Two CDs. The Store For Music**. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 3960900 JIMMY PAGE & THE BLACK CROWES: Praying in Pittsburgh.** Comprising tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at Star Lake Amphitheatre, Pittsburgh, PA, in June of 2000. Songs include Celebration Day; The Wanton Song; Halls on for Nowhere; In My Time of Dying; The Lemon Song; Whole Lotta Love; and more. **Two CDs. The Store For Music**. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 3991113 THREE STEPS TO HEAVEN.** Collects 56 heavenly classics of the ’50s and ’60s by artists like Buddy Holly, Eddie Cochran, Chuck Berry, Bobby Vee, Ricky Nelson, Billy Fury, Gene Vincent, Dion, Brenda Lee, and more. Three CDs. **Demon Music Group**. Pub. at $16.99. **$9.95**

**CD 3749509 MEAT: The Calling, Presents the Meat, Live.** This CD collection includes The First Time I Ever Saw Your Face; The Calling; Light, Listen, Listen; The Songline to Home; Wayfarin’ Stranger; Soave; Shenandoah; Once You Were My Lover; Gimme Some; Goggin’s Burning; and more. **Two CDs. Sonic Boom**. Pub. at $16.99. **$9.95**

**CD 3986034 PORNOGRAFFITTI LIVE: Metal Meltdown.** This 3 disc set presents the 25th anniversary of Extreme’s definitive album Pornograffitti. The CD features on 16 tracks Decadence Dance; LT Jack Horn; When I’m President; Get Out Of Here; World; Pornograffitti; When I First Kissed You; He-Man Woman Hater; and more. Includes on DVD and Blu-ray the live concert and a documentary of the band. **Loud & Proud**. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 3931536 CHICAGO: Transmission Impossible.** From three live FM broadcasts recorded at Freedom Hall, KY, 1974; and The Nassau Coliseum, New York, 1977, these thirty-eight tracks include In The Country; Call on Me; Anyway You Want; Beginnings; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Three CDs. **To the Last Whale**. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 2888505 THE WHO: Woodstock Festival 1969.** Retive the again sound of 1969 as this iconic group makes a memorable performance at Woodstock. Contains 23 tracks of unforgettable music which include Intro/Heaven & Hell; I Can’t Explain; It’s a Boy; Amazing Journey; The Acid Queen; Pinball Wizard, Go To The Mirror (See Me, Feel Me, Touch Me, Hear Me, Kiss Me, Love Me); My Generation/New York; Eve; and more. **The Store For Music**. Pub. at $12.99. **$11.95**

**CD 2827403 EDDIE COCHRAN: The Complete Releases 1955-62.** Career was drastically shortened, but Cochran still made a generous contribution to the rock ‘n roll explosion of the 1950s. The teenage heartthrob shines in 57 tracks, including landmark hits like C’Mon Everybody; Twenty Flight Rock; Summertime Blues; Three Steps to Heaven; and more. **Two CDs. Acrobat**. Pub. at $16.99. **$9.95**

**CD 3887316 AIR SUPPLY: Live in Toronto.** This brilliant concert, recorded at Casino Rama in Toronto, Canada in August 2004, is packed with all Air Supply’s hits, including The One That You Love; Making Love Out of Nothing at All; Lost in Love; Goodnight; and more. Sixteen tracks. Also includes a DVD of the performance. **Wienersworld**. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 3704090 THE FIRM: At the Arena.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Wembley Arena, London, England on May 22nd, 1985, these 21 tracks include City Sirens; Make or Break; Live in Peace; Midnight Moonlight; Behind the Lines; and more, on two CDs. **Loud & Proud**. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 3919811 WIND ON THE WATER: Crosby & Nash.** The second album from this legendary duo is presented here. Thirteen tracks, including Carry Me; Take the Money and Run; To the Last Whale; Wind on the Water; The Calling; Light, Listen, Listen; The Songline to Home; Wayfarin’ Stranger; Soave; Shenandoah; Once You Were My Lover; Gimme Some; Goggin’s Burning; and more. **Two CDs. Acrobat**. Pub. at $16.99. **$9.95**

**CD 3895548 LITTLE FEAT: Hellzapoppin’.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Orpheum Theater, Boston, Massachusetts on October 31, 1975. Fifteen tracks, including Two Trains; Skin It Back; Fat Man in the Bathtub; Spanish Moon; and more. **Two CDs. PolyGram**. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 3960935 THE KINKS: Transmission Impossible.** This three CD, 65 track set compiles FM broadcast performances from 1964 to 1982, recorded around the world. Songs include Little Queenie; Cadillac; You Really Got Me; Good Luck Charm; Give My Love to Rose; Mr.有更好的音楽!?; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. **To the Last Whale**. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 3704580 TOM PETTY AND THE HEARTBREAKERS: Long After Dark.** You’ll find ten songs collected here from the American rock band, including One Story Too Many; You’re Lucky; Deliver Me; Strange Darkness; We Stand a Chance; and more. **MCA Records**. Pub. at $14.99. **$6.95**

**CD 3775852 THE HUMAN LEAGUE: Icon.** Eleven tracks captures the music that makes this band so sensational. Includes Don’t You Want Me; Love Action; The Sound of the Crowd; Open Your Heart; Being Boiled; Mirror Man; Fascination; The Lebanon; Louise; Together in Electric Dreams; and Human. **Universal Music**. Pub. at $14.99. **$5.95**
CD 3945804 SIR DOUGLAS QUINTEM: Stockholm Broadcast 1983. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Ritz, Stockholm, Sweden on May 22, 1983. Includes 12 tracks, including Texas Tornado; At the Crossroads; Goin' Down to Mexico; Meet Me in Stockholm; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

CD 3821966 ROGER WATERS: Buenos Aires. Collects 25 songs from a live FM broadcast recorded at Estadio Velez Sarsfield, Buenos Aires, Argentina on March 7, 2002. Tracks include In the Flesh; The Happiest Days of Our Lives; Another Brick in the Wall (Part 2); and more. Two CDs. Recorded at $19.99. $14.95

CD 3988325 CHUCK BERRY: Rockin' Rollin' New Year's Eve. Collects 17 tracks from Berry's performance recorded in New York City on New Year's Eve, 1988 including Roll over Beethoven; Sweet Little Sixteen; Mojo Hand; Madison; Wise Woe Hours; Reelin' and Rockin'; and more. Liberation Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 3753859 LYNDRY SKYNYRD: Meet on the Ledge. This CD collects 11 tracks from a live FM broadcast at Convention Hall in Asbury Park, New Jersey in 1977. Songs include Ain't the One; Saturday Night; Sweet Home Alabama; Free Bird; What's Your Name; and more. Sonic Boom Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

CD 3967050 DEF LEPPARD: Pyromania. Selling over ten million copies in the U.S. this album has been certified diamond!. Ten songs are collected, including Photograph; Rock of Ages; Billy's Got a Gun; Rock Roll (Till You Drop). PolyGram Records. Pub. at $14.99

$9.95

CD 395952X DAVID CASSIDY: Romance. This hit album released in 1985 collects ten tracks including; Romance; Touched by Lightning; The Last Kiss; Thin Ice; Someone; The Letter; Heart of Emotion; Tenderly; She Belongs to Me; and Remember Me. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $13.99

$9.95

CD 3875121 JACK BRUCE: The 50th Birthday Concerts. Bruce and a few invited guests got together for a very special Rockpalast-concert. This issue contains two DVDs (over three hours) and a bonus CD (13 tracks) of “The Lost Songs.” Music includes Can You Follow?; As You Look; from a brilliant live performance. Tracks include Beethoven; Sweet Little Sixteen; Mojo Hand; and more. PolyGram Records. Pub. at $16.99

$12.95

CD 2947218 RORY GALLAGHER: Live in Budapest 1985. Collects 19 songs from a live performance, including Double Vision; Knockin' on Tulip's Door; Wallin' Blues; Secret Agent; Dizzy Miss Lizzy; Bad Penny; I Wonder Who; All Around Man; and more. Laser Media. Pub. at $17.99

$13.95

CD 3988344 DAVID BOWIE: Area 2 Festival. Recorded live from a FM broadcast at Wogan Amphitheatre, Toronto, Canada, August 5th, 2002, these 15 tracks include Ashes to Ashes; Cactus; Slip Away; China Girl; Fashion; Everyone Says Hi; Slow Burn; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

CD 3988345 ROGER WATERS: Live in the Flesh. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Blockbuster-Sony Music Entertainment Centre, Camden, NJ. in August 1999. Twenty-nine tracks include In the Flesh; The Thin Air; Another Brick in the Wall Part 1; Pigs on the Wing Part 1; Shine on You Crazy Diamond; and more. Two CDs. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

CD 2984504 TOMMY JAMES: Greatest Hits Live! Tommy James hits the stage for a show at New York City’s The Bitter End. Includes live renditions of 14 tracks, including Crystal Blue Persuasion; Say I Am; Getting’ Together; Crimson Love; Sweet Cherry Wine; Million Dollar Man; and more. Aura Records. Pub. at $14.99

$8.95

CD 4653041 THE OUTLAWS: Live at Rockpalast 1981. Collects nine songs from a live performance at Rockpalast-Tempodrom in Berlin, Germany on August 19, 1981. Tracks include Devil’s Road; Hurry Sundown; Holiday; Waterhole; Ghost Riders in the Sky; and more. Also includes a DVD of the performance. 60 minutes. MIG Music.

$12.95

CD 3887286 WARREN ZEVON: Accidentally on Purpose. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at The Record Plant, Sausalito, California on July 27, 1976. Twelve tracks include Johnny Strike; Your Tenderness on the Block; Mohammed’s Radio; Excitable Boy; I’ll Sleep When I’m Dead; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

CD 4659422 LYNDRY SKYNYRD: Collects eight songs from the southern rock band - I Ain’t the One; Tuesday’s Gone; Gimme Three Steps; Simple Man; Lootin’ On; Mississippi Kid; Whiskey; and Free Bird. MCA Records.

$6.95

CD 398836X THE STEVE MILLER BAND: New York 1976. Collects 12 songs from a brilliant live performance. Tracks include; Boogie; I Don’t Believe In Beatles; Lasts; Going to Mexico; Baby’s Callin’ Me Home; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

CD 2972263 DICK DALE: King of the Surf Guitar. If you love surf music, then you have to own Dick Dale in your collection. The twelve songs are compiled here, including Miserlou; King of the Surf Guitar; Let’s Go Trippin’; Tidal Wave; Surfing Drums; Surf’n Rebel; and more. Rock & Roll Decades. Pub. at $16.99

$12.95

CD 3991016 GREAT BRITISH SONGS: 100 Hits. Collects 100 tracks from classic British artists including All the Young Dudes by Mott the Hoople; Watch That Man by Lulu; Stand and Deliver by Adam & The Ants; Plus One by Haircut 100; First Picture of You by The Lotus Eaters, and more. Five CDs. Demon Music Group.

$9.95

CD 3888751 EMERSON, LAKE & PALMER: Wheeling, West Virginia. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Wheeling Civic Center, Wheeling, West Virginia on November 12, 1977. Fifteen tracks, including Peter Gunn Theme; Hoodoo; Lonely Man; Kari Evil; Tiger in the Spotlight; Nut Rocker; and more. MCA Records. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

CD 3735647 NEIL YOUNG: Austin City Limits. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Austin City Limits, Austin, Texas in September of 1984 come twenty-three tracks including Austin City Limits; My Baby’s Only You; Tonight; Back Home On the Ledge; A Rock & Roll Show; In the Flesh; The Happiest Days of Our Lives; In the Morning; In the Sound of My Voice; and more. Two CDs. Smokin’. Pub. at $19.99

$15.95

CD 3735734 GUIDED BY VOICES: Live from Austin, TX. One of the last performances from the acclaimed band recorded on November 9, 2004, is compiled here. Thirty tracks on two CDs. Songs include Demons are Real; Pimple Zoo; Everybody Loves You; A Rainy Day in重复; Looking); Sleep Over Jack; Echos Myron; and more. Also includes a DVD of the performance (97 minutes). New West Records.

$3.95

CD 6909877 TOM PETTY: Transmission Impossible. This three CD set presents a number of broadcast recordings from the live appearances of Tom Petty and his veteran Heartbreakers. A total of 43 songs are collected, including Free Fallin’ The Waiting; Should I Stay or Should I Go; Anyway You Want It; I Won’t Back Down;; and more. 39 Tracks. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

CD 3931552 DAVID CROSBY & GRAHAM NASH: Berkeley 1975. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Zellerbach Hall, CA, in 1975 come eleven tracks that include King of the Mountain; Triad; Carry Me; High Up In Time; Spins On; A Song For Janie; Wooden Ships; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

CD 3937577 LITTLE JUNIOR PARKER: The Singles Collection 1952-62. This 50 track two CD set comprises all the A & B sides he released on the Modern, Sun and Duke labels during this era. Songs include You’re My Angel; Feelin’ Good; Backtracking; My Dolly Bee; Pretty Baby; Mystery Train; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

$12.95
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★ CD 3887367 BLACKFOOT: Chicago 1980 & Hollywood 1983. This CD contains two superb, previously unreleased live performances, both taken from FM radio broadcasts. Fifteen songs, including Gimme Gimme Gimme; Got A Line on You; Wishing Well; Highway Song; and more. Includes Smokin'. Pub. at $14.99 ★ $11.95

★ CD 3959503 THE BEAU BRUMMELS: Triangle; Bradly's Barn. Dribbling in everything from Beattles-style pop to eclectic, psychedelia-tinged rock and even a little country, The Beau Brummels deliver two albums across 22 tracks. Are You Happy?; Only Dreaming Now; Painter of Women; Triangle; Turn Around; Deep Water; I'm a Sleeper; The Loneliest Man in Town; and more. Two CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.99 ★ $14.95

★ CD 3875245 ROY BUCHANAN: Live at Rockpalast–Hamburg 1985. This performance shows Buchanan's genius on the guitar in an extreme unique way–especially with his brilliant covers by artists including Jimi Hendrix or Don Gibson. Thirteen songs, including Thing in G (Short Fuse); Walk Don't Run; Peter Gunn; Linda Lou; and more. Includes a DVD (76 minutes) and CD of the performance. Mil Music. Pub. at $39.99 ★ $17.95

★ CD 3717259 THE BEACH BOYS: Transmission Impossible. This triple CD set features the group in various live settings during different eras of their splendid career. Sixty-seven tracks, including California Girls; Wouldn't It Be Nice; Help Me Rhonda; Surfin USA; Aren't You Glad; I Got Around; and many more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 ★ $14.95

★ CD 3754014 THE WHO: Old England, New England. Recorded from a live FM Broadcast at the Tanglewood Music Center in Lenox, Massachusetts on July 13, 1974. Twenty-three tracks, including Heaven and Hell; I Can't Explain; Don't Even Know Myself; We're Not Gonna Take It; Pinball Wizard; Acid Queen; and more. Unicorn. Pub. at $14.99 ★ $11.95

★ CD 3840727 THE 1960 R&B HITS COLLECTION. Providing a window onto a dynamic and exciting musical environment, this four CD set features 115 tracks that include Why by Frankie Avalon; I'll Go Crazy by James Brown; Among My Souveniers by Connie Francis; Shimmmy Shimmey Ko Ko Bop by Little Tony & The Imperials; Sweet Nothing's by Brenda Lee; and more. Includes a 47 page booklet. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 ★ $17.95

★ CD 3567036 DUANE EDDY: The Complete US & UK Singles and EPs As & Bs. Perhaps the most important artist in the genre of rock instrumentalists that burglarized the wane of the guitar, Eddy's career is celebrated in this 66-track collection. Some of his most beloved hits join material from B-sides and EPs, from Sofa Fountain Girl (1955) to Loojaane (1962). Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 ★ $12.95

★ CD 388922X FRANK ZAPPA: Halloween in the Big Apple. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at The Palladium, New York City on October 31, 1977. Eleven tracks, including Sanber Dino; Tryin' to Grow a Chin; City of Tiny Lies; The Black Page #2; Black Napkins; and more. Each track with the original titles, this CD includes bonus tracks and bonus stereo mixes. Twenty-three tracks include Maudie; Outcast; Sweet Little Sixteen; Gin House Blues; I Put a Spell on You; She'll Return It; and more. Secret Records. Pub. at $16.99 ★ $12.95

★ CD 3960870 IRON MAIDEN: A Quiet Night In. Ten tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at De Vereening, Nijmegen, in Netherlands in April 1981 include: Independence Day 1981; and more. This triple CD set features the group in various live settings during the years 1975 and 1991 in the U.S., and more. Unicorn. Pub. at $14.99 ★ $11.95

★ CD 3887131 ROGER WATERS: Live in Argentina. This 17-track FM broadcast recorded at Estadio Monumental, Buenos Aires, Argentina, in October 1981 includes: Money; Purgatory; Sanctuary; Remember Tomorrow; Twilight Zone; Phantom of the Opera; Iron Maiden; Transylvania; and Drifter. Smokin'. Pub. at $14.99 ★ $11.95

SOLD OUT


★ CD 3918157 NINE INCH NAILS & DAVID BOWIE: Under Pressure. Collects 17 tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at Fillmore, Ameintheater, Mountain City, California, in October 1995 that include Subterranean; Scary Monsters; Hallo Spaceboy; Hurt; Look Back in Anger; I'm Deranged; Andy Warhol; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 ★ $11.99

★ CD 3914593 PRINCE: Christmas in Utrecht. Recorded from a live FM broadcast recorded at Tivoli, Utrecht, Netherlands on December 24, 1998. Twenty-five songs are compiled, including Superition; I Want To Take You Higher; Cissy Strut; Chameleon; Mad; I Want To Take You Higher; and more. Two CDs. Unicon. Pub. at $19.99 ★ $14.95

★ CD 3975274 THE NOTORIOUS BURNING SCREAMERS. Features ninety songs from this ever-changing group: Bring It; Sometimes You Just Can't Win; Love is a River; Dark End of the Street; Do Right Man; Acoustic; Gravity; Hearts Desire; and Wheels of Fire. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Sutra. Pub. at $14.99 ★ $11.95

★ CD 3887324 ALICE COOPER: Slicker Than a Weasel. Recorded from an FM radio broadcast live from the Wender Arena, Saginaw, Michigan on October 30, 1982. Fourteen tracks, including Under My Wheels; School's Out; I'm Eighteen; Billion Dollar Babies; You and Me; School's Out; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 ★ $11.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/845
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The album artwork. Five CDs. $21.95

CD 3891075 705 ROCK. Collects 60 pop songs from the 50s by seventy artists including The Nolans, The Jacksons, Bay City Rollers, Lulu, Boney M., Eric Carmen, Mott the Hoople and more. Three CDs. Demon Music Group. $9.95

CD 4687824 THE CATHOLIC GIRLS: Rock 'n' Roll School for Girls. A retrospective anthology covering 1982 to 2017 of this well received, exciting New Wave Girl Group. The first CD presents 21 previously unreleased recordings and the second CD revisits the group's original 1982 LP Forty-one tracks, including Private School; Grounder; Someone Needs 'F' Impossible; A Boy for Me and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

CD 3894546 DAVID BOWIE: 50th Birthday Broadcast. Recorded from a live FM broadcast for BBC Radio on January 8, 1997. Collects 15 tracks which include several interview segments along with songs like H conversed with his band members as Nicky Wire, Andy Smillie, and Simon Tong, as well as in-demand Max Headroom's voice over that was recorded for live broadcast. Elton John performed both solo and with Clapton and his band during the concert. This entire pair is collected here on two CDs. Songs include I Shot Sally; Wonderful Tonight; Lady; I'm Still Standing; Candle in the Wind; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 3717402 JETHRO TULL: Skating On Thin Ice. This two CD set features a dynamic show from the band's 1977 tour, recorded at the Capitol Centre in Landover, Maryland. Songs include Wounding Angel; Skating Away on Thin Ice; Velvet Green; Hunting Girl; Too Old to Rock 'n' Roll; and more. Twenty-two tracks. Unicor, Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 3821900 J.J. CALE: After Hours in New Orleans. The 1969 show featured in this majestie CD was recorded for live radio broadcast at the Fine Line Music Cafe on May 9, Seventeen tracks, including After Midnight; Old Man; Deep Dark Dungeon; Cocaine; Hot Hot Hot; Killing Me; Everything Makes Me Nervous; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95

CD 377113X PETER GABRIEL: Woodstock 1984. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Woodstock Festival, Saugerties NY in August of 1994 come these eleven tracks: Come to Me; Quiet Steam; Skating the Tree; San Jacinto; Red Rain; Sotsbury Hill; Digging in the Dirt; Oh! Johhnyman; Secret World; and more. HOBO. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 3988171 AEROSMITH: Transmission Impossible. Forty-three tracks collect Aerosmith's live FM broadcasts between 1980 and 1990. Songs include Rats in the Cellar; Wake Up the Dead; Lord of the Rings; Seasons of Wither; Same Old Song & Dance; Lightning Strikes; and more. Includes multiple Three CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 3887790 ROY ORBISON: Only the Lonely. Orinon's music will surely be enjoyed by many for years to come. This collection of early material is the first chapter of a rock 'n' roll foundation on which his legend was built. Includes Only the Lonely; Devil Doll; Ooby Dooby; Bye! To Get to You; and many more. CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95

CD 6807747 COMMANDER CODY AND HIS LOST PLANET AIRMEN: Berkeley, Baby! Recorded live at the Keystone in Berkeley, California in July of 1975, these 16 tracks of the Commander Cody band performed at Milton Keynes National Bowl, Milton Keynes, England, in August of 1990. Space Oddity; Rebel Rebel; Ashes to Ashes; Fashion; Life on Mars; Pretty Pink Rose; and more. Eighteen tracks. Unicor, Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 3794504 ERIC CLAPTON: A Kind of Blues. Collected from a live broadcast recorded at The Forum, Los Angeles, CA, November 1994 are these 24 tracks that include: Motherless Child; Kidman Blues; County Jail; Third Degree; Rehearsal Baby; Sinners Prayer; and more. Two CDs. Letfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 3860009 DION & THE BELMONTS: The Singles & Albums Collection, 1958-62. This two CD, 58 track set comprises the A & B sides of Dion's early Mercury albums plus three of the A & B sides of the Dion & The Belmonts singles and Dion solo singles during this era. Top hits include: My Desire; Little Miss Blue; Kissin' Game; The Wanderer; Runaround Sue; and Teenager in Love; and more. The collection, Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

CD 3691705 RORY GALLAGHER: Open Air Festival 1982. The full set from their live performance on August 28, 1982 at the Loreley Open Air Festival in Germany is collected here. Sixteen tracks, including Wayward Child; Double Vision; The Last Days of Pompeii; The Memory ofkeeper; and more. Letfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 3918165 QUEENSRYCHE: Storming Detroit. These thirteen tracks are from a live WLLZ FM radio broadcast from Harpo's, Detroit, Michigan in December 1984. Nighttide; Prophecy; Deliverance; Child of Fire; Before the Storm; Heart of Stone; More than Me; Warning; Take Hold of the Flame; and more. Parallel Lines. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 4689634 THERE'S GONNA BE A BALL: Rock 'n' Roll Espanol. This three CD, 84 track collection takes you on an exploration of musica Espanol from 1948 through to 1963 and of the genre which became known as Chicano Rock. Sung by the original performers songs include Supergue; Bailando El Pana & Roll; There's Gonna Be A Ball; Lady in Love; Woman; Who-Hon; and more. Atomatic Records. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
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**CD 4690826** THAT’LL FLAT...GIT IT! Vol. 35. Thirty-five tracks by the original performers include Shakin’ It Up by Conway Twitty; Drop It by Roy Perkins; Can’t Stop Me by George Young; Maybe Later, Baby by Gary Shellton; and many more in this collection of rock and roll music. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.95

**CD 6972903** THE GRASS ROOTS: The Complete Dunhill/ABC Hit Singles. This collection offers the truest essence of the band whose hook filled singles punched through 60s and 70s AM radio. This 24-track album from one of the great singles bands includes all of their original and hit singles like Heaven Knows, Baby Hold On; Sooner or Later; Glory Bound; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.98

**CD 3774139** UB40-RED WINE: The Collection, Volume II. This collection brings together some of the band’s highlights, including Fall in Mi Kitchen, Red Wine; Sing Our Own Song; Light My Fire; Weary You to the Ball, Higher Ground; I Won’t Close My Eyes; and more. Twenty tracks. Spectrum Music. Pub. at $7.95

**CD 3959538** ELECTRIC PRUNES: The Complete Reprise Singles. Collects 24 hits singles on one CD including Ain’ It Hard; Little Olive; Wind-up Toys; Shadows; The Adoration; Violent Rose; Love Grows and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.99

**CD 2995529** THE BEST NINETIES ALBUM: 100 Hits. This live collection compiles 100 songs from the decade’s biggest stars, including Whitney Houston, Backstreet Boys, New Kids on the Block, Cyndi Lauper, Soul Asylum, Jennifer Lopez, Britney Spears, and more. Twenty tracks. Sony Music. Pub. at $21.95

**CD 688699X** EAGLES: The Kings of Hollywood. This CD features the live FM broadcast at The Forum in Inglewood, CA, 1980 with twelve tracks that include Hotel California; Already Gone; In the City; King of Hollywood; The Show; Lyin’ Eyes; I Can’t Even Fly; Why?; Those Shoes; Heartache Tonight; One of These Nights; Turn to Stone and The Long Run. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3960978** QUEEN: Tokyo 1985. Features 24 tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at Yoyogi Daichi Taiikukan, Tokyo, Japan, in May, 1985. Songs include Tie Your Mother Down; Under Pressure; Somebody to Love; Keep Yourself Alive; It’s A Hard Life; Dragon Attack; Love of My Life; and more. Twenty CDs. HOB0. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 3821943** MARTIN BARRE: Live in NY. Martin Barre, best known as guitarist in Jethro Tull, brings his famous guitar chops to the Big Apple in this intimate concert capturing the band live as they rock through classic hits. Two CDs collecting 23 songs, including Hammer; To Cry You a Song; Crossroads; Love Story; and more. Also includes a concert DVD. Cleopatra Records. Pub. at $17.95

**CD 3840948** QUEEN: Rock in Rio. Sixteen tracks are gathered from a live FM broadcast recorded at Rock In Rio Festival, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in January 1985 including Tie Your Mother Down; Seven Seas of Rhye; Keep Yourself Alive; It’s A Hard Life; and more. Twenty CDs. HOB0. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 3960986** RORY GALLAGHER: Bottom Line 1978. Features fourteen tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at The Bottom Line, New York. In November of 1978, songs include Shinkicker; Do You Read Me, Shadow Play; I Wonder, Who; Secret Agent; and more. Two CDs. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $19.99


**CD 3887045** BOBBY RYDELL: The Singles & Albums Collection, 1959-62. Thirty tracks by this rock ’n roll icon. Includes A Girl Like You; B Side of Rydell’s singles for the Vega and Cameo labels during this era, plus the titles from his albums We Got Love and Bobby Sings, Bobby Swings Along with Bobby Rydell Salutes the Great Ones. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 3881919** CHEAP TRICK: In the Joint. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at The Joint, Hard Rock Hotel, Las Vegas, Nevada on October 16, 1995. Seventeen tracks, including She’s Tight; Girlfriends, I Want You To Want Me; Cold Turkey; Heaven Tonight; and more. Smokin’ Pub. at $14.99

**CD 4652533** AEROSMITH: Japan Calling. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Tokyo Dome, Tokyo, Japan, November 28, 2011. Twenty-six songs, including Draw the Line; Love in an Elevator; Livin’ on the Edge; Janie’s Got A Gun; Dream On; Walk This Way; and more. Two CDs. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 4700155** SOCK HOP: Essential Collection. An essential collection of 75 tracks of hits from the fabulous ‘50s ‘60s ‘70s ‘80s and ‘90s. Including “Memories to Remember” and “Unchained Melody.” Bop Around the Clock; Peggy Sue; Maybe Baby; Sh-Boom; Sincerely; Come Go with Me; Sea of Love; and many more. Dynamic. Pub. at $23.99

**CD 388905X** AEROSMITH: Unplugged. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Ed Sullivan Theater in New York City on August 11, 1990. Includes Hangman Jury; Monkey on My Back; Dream On; Ten Thousand Miles; It Ain’t No Fair; I Don’t Want to Miss a Thing; and more. Fourteen tracks. Zipped City. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 372667X** PROCOL HARUM: A&R Studios ‘71. From a live FM broadcast recorded at A&R Studios, NY, April, 1971 and The Beat Club Workshop, Bremen, Germany, December, 1971 this collection features sixteen tracks recorded at Memorial Drive; Still There’ll Be More; Nothing That I Didn’t Know; Juicy John; and more. Consumer Records. Pub. at $18.99

**CD 3931587** GENESIS: The Lamb Lies in Rochester. These 26 tracks come from a live FM broadcast recorded at the Auditorium Theatre Rochester, NY, in 1974 and include Fly on a Windshield; The Grand Parade of Lilliputian Packages; The Carpet Crawlers; Anyway; The Musical Box; Riding the Scree and more. Two CDs. Lettuce Records. Pub. at $21.99

**CD 3854299** YES FAMILY TREE. Two CDs collect 18 tracks, the unique sounds of one of the world’s greatest progressive rock bands. Includes Something’s Coming; Lay Lady Lay; Roundabout; Loyal; Solaris; Survive; Break the Move; Astral Traveler; Heart of theMoment; Beyond and Before; Family Tree; Countdown to Zero; America, Journey to the Center of the Earth; and more. The Store For Music Pub. at $21.99

**CD 3753816** JIMMY PAGE & ROBERT PLANT: In the Mood – Live at Knebworth. Recorded from two live performances—May 1, 1995 at the Bradford Center in Milwaukee, Wisconsin and March 31, 1995 at the Palace in Auburn Hills, Michigan. Includes Whole Lotta Love; Stairway to Heaven; LED Zeppelin I; Bring Me My Sleepy Baby; Babe; Hey Baby; and more. Two CDs. Columbia. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 4690788** IGGY AND THE STOOGES: From K.O. to Chaos. This boxed set features the Iggy Pop & The Stooges collection of singles and a DVD, with box art and backstory with quotes and backstory from Iggy Pop. Iggy Pop’s biographer. Skydog. Pub. at $67.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/845
**CD 395949X THE B-52’s: Live**
8-24-1978. Recorded live in Boston, August of 1978, these nine tracks include: 52 Girls; Sex and Candy; Private Idaho; Devil in My Car; Dance This Mess Around; Runnin’ Around; Rock Lobster and Strobe Light. Real Gone Music. Pub at $14.99
$11.95

**CD 397445X BELINDA CARLISLE: Carat**
Fifty-two tracks in all. Gossip. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 3886670 DAVID CROSBY: New Year’s Eve with the Dead**
Recorded from a live FM broadcast at The Henry J. Kaiser Convention Center, Oakland, California on December 31, 1986. Ten tracks, including The Lee Shore; Tryin’; Almost Cut My Hair; Long Time Gone; Drive My Car; and more. Two CDs. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99
$14.95

**CD 6674232 EAGLES: Lives of Outlaw Men**
Performing live at the Paris Gala in 1973 and the California Jam in 1974, these rock legends offer classics like Take It Easy, Tequila Sunrise; Saturday Night; How Long; A Certain Kind of Fool; Witchy Woman; James Dean and more. Eighteen tracks. Iconography. Pub. at $29.99
$17.95

**CD 3854248 NAZARETH: Live from Classic T Stage**
Presents Scottish hard rockers Nazareth, performing a live session which include many of their greatest hits on 19 tracks. Selection are Hill the Far; Open Up Woman; Miss Mississippi; Ragman Blues: This Month’s Messiah; Sunshine; Bad Bad Boy; Love Leads to Madness; My White Bicycle; Heart’s Grown Cold; Shanghai’d In Store For Music. Pub at $14.99
$11.95

---

**CD 3967026 THE BAND: Greatest Hits**
Collects 18 songs from the roots rock band, including The Weight, Tears of Rage; Chest Fever; Stage Fright; Time to Kill; The Saga of the Peope Rouge; and more. Capital Records.

**CD 3945839 T. REX: Gold**
Collects 45 tracks from the English rock band, including Octopus; One Inch Rock; Telegram; Diamond Texas; Sam; Metal Gun; Born to Boogie; Cadillac; The Slider; Lean Woman Blues; and more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99

**CD 3775897 KISS: Hot in the Shade**
The legendary and most extreme of all rock bands is presented in this fabulous 15 track CD. Includes Raise It To; Betrayal; Hide Your Heart; Prisoner of Love; Read My Body; Love’s a Slip in the Face; Forever; Cadillac Dreams; King of Hearts; The Street Giveth and the Street Taketh Away; You Love Me To Hate You; and more. PolyGram Records.

**CD 3945758 RAINBOW: Tokyo 1980.**
Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Nippon Broadcasting, Tokyo, Japan on May 9, 1980. Two CDs, compiling nineteen tracks, including Pom and Circumstance/Somewhere over the Rainbow; Eyes of the World; Lost in Hollywood; Difficult to Cure; All Night Long; and more. Unicorn. Pub at $19.99
$14.95

**CD 3887081 PETER GABRIEL: No Memories**
Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Paramount Theater, Seattle, Washington on August 10, 1983. Twelve tracks, including Across the Universe; I Don’t Know How to Be; Shell of a Prayer; The Mission; I Don’t Remember, Lay Your Hands on Me; and more. Iconography. Pub at $14.99
$11.95

**CD 6857728 ROGER WATERS: Pros & Cons of New York**
This two CD collection, recorded at Radio City Music Hall in New York, 1984, includes Welcome to the Machine; Set the Controls for the Heart of the Sun; Wish You Were Here; They Were Traveling About; and more. Thirty tracks in all. Gossip. Pub at $19.99
$14.95

**CD 3771199 TOM PETTY AND THE HEARTBREAKERS: My Kinda Town**
From a live FM broadcast recorded at Vic’s, Chicago, IL. In April 2003 these 31 tracks including You Don’t Know How It Feels; Little Red Rooster; Done Somebody Wrong; I’m Crying; I Won’t Be the Last; I Used To Love Her Too; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99
$14.95

**CD 3753778 FLEETWOOD MAC: At the Other End**
Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Maine Road, Manchester, England on August 25, 1990. Twenty-six tracks, including The Chain, You Make Loving Fun; Everywhere; Dreams; Gold Dust Woman; Leavin’; Stop Messin’ Around; and more. Two CDs. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99
$14.95

**CD 2986043 SPIRIT: Live at Rockpalast 1978.**
Spirit’s concert, a Rockpalast Eurovision broadcast in March 1978, turned out to be one of the highlights of the first Rockpalast series (1977 to 1980). This two CD set collects 16 tracks, including Rockpalast Jam, Mr. Skin; It’s All the Same; Like a Rolling Stone; Wild Thing; and more. Also includes a DVD of the performance (114 minutes). MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99
$17.95

**CD 3966173 JOHN MELLENCAMP: Bowery Ballroom 1998.**
Collects from a live FM broadcast recorded at Bowery Ballroom, New York, NY in October of 1998, twelve tracks including Small Town; Jack and Diane; Eden Is Boxing; Rock It Out; Pink Houses; Authority Song; and more. Gossip. Pub. at $14.99
$11.95

**CD 3910068 ALANIS MORISSETTE: The Lost Broadcast 1996.**
These 15 tracks from a live FM broadcast in Rome, Italy, in July 1996 include All I Really Want; Not Me; Through You; Not the Doctor; Hand in My Pocket; You Learn; Your House and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99
$11.95

**CD 3900846 HEARTBREAK HOTEL: Rock ‘n’ Roll–Early Years.**
Features 15 hits by the original Rock ‘n’ Roll Queen, including Heartbreak Hotel, Elvis Presley; Heartbreak Hotel by Elvis Presley; I’m In Love Again by Fats Domino; In the Still of the Night by The Satins; The Chantels; The Flatfeters; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $29.99
$21.95

**CD 2929526 CREAM: The London Sessions.**
Recorded in London in 1966 and 1967, all 26 tracks are rehearsals for the Fresh Cream and Disraeli Gears albums including You Me Feel, Coffee Song, Beauty Queen, Wrapping Paper, Cal’s Squirrel, The Clearout Track, Sweet Wine Take One; Singalong; Blue Moon; and more. Virgin. Pub at $14.99
$11.95

**CD 6878253 MANIC MONDAY: THE BANGLES.**
Long before the Bangles Girls gave us “girl power” the Bangles gave the ‘80s an all female sensation. This two CD sets collects 36 tracks, including Manic Monday; Walk Like an Egyptian; Hazy Shade of Winter; Walking Down Your Street; Crime in the City; and many more. Demon Music Group. Pub at $29.99

**CD 2993910 THE STROKES: Comedown Machine.**
Eleven songs are compiled here from the American rock band, including Tap Out; All the Time; One Way Trigger; Slow Animals; Partners in Crime; Chances; and more. RCA. Pub at $14.99
$11.95

**CD 2996537 ELTON JOHN: Greatest Hits 1976-1986.**
Collects 13 songs from the music icon, including I’m Still Standing; I Guess that’s Why They Call It the Blues; Sad Songs (Say So Much); Who Wears These Shoes?; Can You Feel the Love Tonight; and more. MCA. Records. Pub at $14.95
$11.95

**CD 3480832 JOHN PRINE: THE BBC Sessions.**
From a live TV broadcast, BBC2 in 1971 and from a live FM radio broadcast, BBC Sessions, where ‘73 come these 14 tracks, all so written by John Prine, including Spanish Pipedream; Donald and Lydia; Sam Stone; Paradise; The Great Compromise; and more. MCA. Records. Pub at $14.95
$11.95

Some songs include multiple performances. Sutra. Pub. at $14.99
$11.95

**CD 2909741 PAUL SIMON: Transmission Impossible.**
Compiling Simon’s ten studio albums from the late 1960s through the 1980s, this 76 track, three CD collection includes: The Leaves That Are Green; A Most Peculiar Man; Benedictus; A Church Is Burning; Me and Julio Down by the Schoolyard; One-Trick Pony; Loves Me Like a Rock; Rubber Band Ball; American Tune; and more. Eat to the Beat. Pub at $19.99
$14.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
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**CD 4552991 MIKE OLDFIELD: Adventures in Hannover. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Eilenriedehalle, Hanover, Germany on April 2, 1981. Thirteen tracks, including Taurus; Mirage; Conflict; Punkadiddle; and more. Unidisc. Pub. at $13.95 $14.95 **

**CD 3889289 LOU REED: Transmission Impossible. This three CD set collects legendary FM broadcasts from the 1970s. Songs include White Light/White Heat; Sweet Jane; Take It; Portrait Of; The Wild Side of; I'm From Cincinnati Island Baby; Saftelle of; Kicks; Sheltered Life; and more. Thirty four tracks. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95 **

**CD 3961079 THE TOMMY SANDS SINGLES COLLECTION AS & BS, 1951-81. This CD set captures the best of the singles includes; Metal Guru by Rex; All the Young Dudes by Mott the Hoople; Teenage Rampage by Sweet; Gonna Make You a Star by David Essex; Blame It on the Boogey by The Paperboys; Best of My Love by The Oak Ridge Boys; and more. MGM Music. Pub. at $21.99 **

**CD 471124 STEVE HILLAGE: Live at Rockpalast 1977. Hillage has been active for more than 40 years, achieving success across a number of different genres. This CD features his 1977 performance at Rockpalast. Seven tracks, including Sahara Winds; In A Major Key; The Day We Were Made To; Who'd Have Guessed; and more. Also includes a DVD of the performance. 85 minutes.**

**CD 2903512 THE BEST SEVENTIES ALBUM: 100 Hits. A live CD, 100 track collection from the best of the seventies includes; Metal Guru by Rex; All the Young Dudes by Mott the Hoople; Teenage Rampage by Sweet; Gonna Make You a Star by David Essex; Blame It on the Boogey by The Paperboys; Best of My Love by The Oak Ridge Boys; and more. MGM Music. Pub. at $21.99 **


**CD 3821870 FRANK ZAPPA: Brest 1979. This recording is from a live FM broadcast at Parc de Pentefild, Brest, France on March 19, 1979. Nineteen tracks on two CDs, including Lather; Persona Non Grata; Dancin' Fool; Jumbo Go Away; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95 **

**CD 3891616 JEFF LYNN & THE IDLE RACE: The Lost Radio Sessions. This CD features seven sessions recorded between 1967 and 1969. This compilation of 19 songs will delight fans of Idle Race, of Jeff Lynne and of the tracks from his LPs The Singles, and Made in Heaven. Includes Here We Go Round the Lemon Tree; Impressions of Life Magazine; Hey Grandma; Deborah, Please No More Sad Songs; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95 **

**CD 3879024 BIG STAR: South West. The full 1977 WCFL radio broadcast from Southern University, Memphis, Tennessee. Eight tracks. Femme Fatale; Oh Dana; Take Me Home and Make Me Like It; Jesus Christ; Death Cab for Cutie; Kissa Me; I Will Always Love You; and more. Tied to the Playback FM Concert. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95 **

**CD 388875 EDDIE FISH: Rockpalast Shows. This two CD set contains three complete Rockpalast shows on two CDs. Includes a show from 1960 and two shows from 1983. Thirty-three tracks, including On Your Radio; Another World; Sunday Papers; I'm the Man; Friday; Mad at You; Don't Wanna Be Like You; and more. Also includes two DVDs of the performance (over four hours). MGM Music. Pub. at $17.95 **

**CD 3988309 CHICAGO: Christmas in L.A. This twelve track CD is from an FM broadcast recorded at House of Blues on December 8th, 1998. Songs include Little Drummer Boy; You're the Inspiration; The Christmas Song; Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas; and more. Sutra. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95 **

**CD 3720551 PRINCE: Live Box. Features 59 tracks on three CDs of live FM broadcasts. Titles include The Future; Housequake; Sexy Dancer; Purple Rain; Raspberry Beret; Dance On; Controversy; Anna Olivia; The Cure; and more. Laser Media. Pub. at $18.95 **

**CD 3985922 GUNS N' ROSES: The Ultra Rare Trax. Featuring 16 rarely heard recordings from the band, taken from broadcast sessions from through their career, this collection includes many tracks that fans have been searching for, including some songs that included Don't Say You're Sorry; Free; Knockin' on Heaven's Door; Madame X; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95 **

**CD 2818989 DAVID GILMOUR: The Stockholm Syndrome. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Johanneswas Istadion, Stockholm, Sweden, April 1984, this two CD 17 track collection includes: Use Me; Sleep; All Over You; Deranged; There's No Way Out of Here; Love on the Air; Out of the Blue; Let's Get Metaphysical; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95 **

**CD 3875016 THE BEST OF ROCK AND ROLL HALL OF FAME MUSIC. Includes a live in a lifetime performances from these prestigious induction ceremonies by rock 'n roll legends like Chuck Berry, Jeff Beck, Mick Jagger, Bruce Springsteen, John Mellencamp, Tom Petty, and more. The DVDs are live concerts at Rockpalast Germany in 2008. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $49.99 $30.95 **

**CD 2973456 DICK DAME: Live on the Santa Monica Pier. You never really know how appropriate the nickname “King of the Surf Guitar” is until you see Dick Dale perform live. This two CD set collects two live performances from two live performances. Songs include Shredded Heat; Nitro; The Trail of Tears; Misercruis; Shake 'n' Stomp; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. The DVDs are live concerts at Rockpalast Germany in 2008. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $49.99 $30.95 **

**CD 3857531 THE BYRDS: Transmission Impossible. Features three full length FM radio broadcasts of performances by different incarnations of The Byrds in 1968, 1971 and 1978. These 50 tracks provide an excellent showcase of the group’s live wall of sound. Includes Old Blue; My Back Pages/What You Want Me to Do; Mr Spaceman; Goin’ Back; Blue Suede Shoes; and more. Three CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95 **

**CD 4700058 THE JIM LOWE COLLECTION. A 58-track two CD set comprising most of Lowe’s A & B sides for Mercury, Dot, and Decca during this era, plus the tracks from his LPs The Songs They Sing; Behind the Green Door and Door of Fame. Songs include Gamble’s Guitar Legend; You Know What I Mean; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $30.99 $15.95 **

**CD 2958542 DICKIE BETTS & GREAT SOUTHERN: Live at Rockpalast 1971 and 2008. Featuring three CDs with 21 tracks, and two DVDs with 21 tracks, this boxed collection includes on CD One Way Out; Jessica; Having a Good Time; In Memory of Elisabeth Reed; and more. The two live concerts at Rockpalast Germany in 1971 and 2008, and over three hours total and include Statesboro Blues; Nothing You Can Do; Blue Sky; Get Away; No One to Run With; and more. MGM Music. Pub. at $25.99 $19.95 **

**CD 3771226 JOAN OSBORNE: Bring It on Home. Collects 12 songs from the singer-songwriter’s three albums The Very Best Of Joan Osborne; Bring It on Home; Roll Like a Big Wheel; Broken Wings; Rhymes; Shake Your Hips; and more. Saguaro Road Records. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95 **

**CD 4860731 FRANK VIRTUE & THE VIRTUES: Rock Collects 33 tracks that include Guitar Boogie Shuffle; Shuffle by the Esquires Boys; Rollin’ and a Rockin’ by Frank Virtuso & The Virtues; Corinne, Corinna by Frank Virtuso; Guitar in Orbit by The Virtues and much more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $30.99 $15.95 **

**CD 2925842 DIXIE BETTS & GREAT SOUTHERN: Great Pretender; The Songs They Sing; Behind the Green Door and Door of Fame. Songs include Gamble’s Guitar Legend; You Know What I Mean; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $30.99 $15.95 **

**CD 387513X ALDO INNOCENTI: Bring It on Home. Collects 12 songs from the singer-songwriter’s three albums The Very Best Of Joan Osborne; Bring It on Home; Roll Like a Big Wheel; Broken Wings; Rhymes; Shake Your Hips; and more. Saguaro Road Records. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95 **

**CD 3771563 EMERSON, LAKE & PALMER: Back in the Fatherland. Seven tracks, from a live FM broadcast recorded at The Dusseldorf, in June 1971. Includes: Take a Pebble; Blues Jam; The Barbarian; Rondo; Seven; Nutrocker; and Knife Edge (Beat Club). Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95 **

**CD 3763505 THE BEST OF DOO WOP: Featuring twenty Doo Wop songs from two live FM broadcasts from 1957 and 2012. This two CD collection. Includes 16 Candles by The Crests; Eddie My Love by The Teen Queens; A Story Untold by The Nutmegs There’s a Moon Out Tonight by The Capris; The Great Pretender by The Platters; In the Still of the Night by The Five Satins; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95 **

**CD**
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*CD 2903547 COMMANDER CODY: Live at Rockpalast 1980*. Their music consisted of Boogie, Rock ‘n Roll and Country, albeit the latter not of the “perfect world” variety. Seventeen tracks include: Thank You Lone Ranger; Two Triple Cheese; It Should Have Been Me; Who’s Got the Rock? and more. Also includes DVD of the performance. MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

*CD 2888327 STEPHEN STILLS: Transmission Impossible*. Having spent over 50 years forging an extraordinary music career, Stephen Stills remains a stunning musician. This 46-track collection celebrates his career, featuring tracks like Change Partners; Love the One You’re With; Love the One You’re With and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

---

*CD 6926991 B.J. THOMAS: The Complete Scepter Singles*. This collection of 46 tracks traces B.J.’s path to his career pinnacle of Midnight Rider; Born Under a Bad Sign; Everybody’s Talkin’; Woodstock; and more! Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

*CD 4719433 TITO & TARANTULA: Live at Rockpalast*. The Rockpalast performance of June 21, 1998 at the Loreley is a significant example of the first international phase of success for Tito & Tarantula. This set includes two CDs with 23 tracks, along with over three hours of concert on 2 DVDs. MIG Music. Pub. at $25.99 $19.95

*CD 3577333 LES PAUL & MARY FORD: The Complete US & UK Hits, 1945-61*. An eclectic 55-track collection captures the collaborative careers of these musical legends. Featuring all of Les’s solo chart entries from the period, as well as their hits as a duo, it is an incredible showcase of the legendary guitarist’s groundbreaking recording and instrumental tricker, and of the slowing vocals of Ford. The Rockpalast. Pub. at $31.99 $21.95

*CD 3988260 BADFINGER: Kansas City 1972*. Thirteen tracks are collected from a live FM broadcast recorded at Cowtown Ballroom, Kansas City, Missouri, in April of 1972. Tracks include: Better Days; Midnight Sun; Sometimes; Sweet Tuesday Morning; Take It All; Rip It Up; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

*CD 3978721 PHISH: Undermind*. Collects 14 songs from the American rock band, including ScentS and Subtle Sounds; Undermind; The Connection; Army of One; Tomorrow’s Song; Bird; Secret Smile; and more. Fresh Sound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

*CD 3887294 THE WHO: Philadelphia*. This awesome collection includes eleven songs from a live broadcast recorded at Philadelphia Spectrum, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania on December 10, 1973. Tracks include: Magic Bus; Summertime Blues; My Wife; Drawn; I’m One; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

*CD 3794628 KISS: Re-Masked in Tokyo*. Twenty-five tracks, recorded from a live FM broadcast from Tokyo Dome, Japan, March 20, 2001. Includes: Detroit Rock City; Deuce; Shout it Out Loud; Psycho Circus; Black Diamond; Lick it Up; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

*CD 3945324 BAD COMPANY: Unplugged at the Hall*. This collection of ten tracks is from a live FM broadcast at the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, Cleveland, Ohio on July 21, 1999. Collects eight songs, including Feel Like Makin’ Love, Shooting Star; Soul of Love; Silver, Blue and more. Also includes an interview with Paul Rodgers. Rodger Faster Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

*CD 2985861 BAD COMPANY: The Northern Lights*. Recorded from a live performance at New City Hall on March 9, 2014. Includes Little Miss Fortune; Rock Steady; Can’t Get Enough; Ready for Love; Movin’ On; and more. Eleven tracks. Uncorn. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

*CD 4728491 POP-O-PIES: The White EP*. Collects 13 tracks from the American punk rock band, including Truckin’; The Catholics Are Attacking; Timothy Mose; Fascists Eat Donuts; I Love NY; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


*CD 3794806 SID VICIOUS: Sid Lives*. Features the tracks of four live sets over two nights, about twelve years before Nancy’s death. Also included is a 24-page booklet with exclusive eyewitness story from guitarist Steve Dior. Includes multiple versions of Search and Destroy, Chatterbox, Something Else; Stepping Stone; Chinese Rocks; and more. Two CDs. Jungle. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

*CD 3988995 COMMANDER AND THE SANTA MONICA FLYERS: Goodbye Waterface*. On November 15, 1973 Young and the ensemble performed at Queens College in Flushing, New York, for a show which remains quite staggering and is featured on this CD. Fifteen tracks, including Tonight’s the Night; Don’t Be Denied; When You Dance I Can Really Love; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

*CD 3988341 CROSBY, STILLS, NASH & YOUNG: A Bridge of Spies*. Collects fifteen tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at Oakland-Alameda County Coliseum, Oakland, California, December 4th, 1988. Songs include Helplessly Hoping; This Old House; Southern Comfort; Believe; Waiting for the Day; Somewhere I belong; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

*CD 3889076 THE ALLMANN BROTHERS BAND: Transmission Impossible*. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Woodstock in Sleepy Hollow, New York on August 14, 1994. The three CDs included compile 31 songs such as Statesboro Blues; Trouble No More; Don’t Keep Me Wandering; Wasted; Done Somebody Wrong; Blue Sky; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

*CD 3945588 JOHN STEWART: Summer’s Child*. Collects 14 songs from a 1975 live show recorded at Ebbets Field, a small club in Denver, Colorado. Tracks include Runaway Girl; Rosie, Crow Lending; Wolves in the Kitchen; Wingless Angels; Never Gone Back; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

*CD 3738415 GENE CLARK & FRIENDS: Live at the Three T’s*. Live at the Three T’s. from a live FM broadcast recorded for the Tom Joad Radio Hour. Songs include All night Long; Long Live Rock ‘n’ Roll; and more. Gossip. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

*CD 3945359 THE BEST OF SOFT ROCK: Into the Night*. Collects 30 of your soft rock favorites on two CDs. Songs include Majestic; Feel Like Makin’ Love; Changing partners; Love the One You’re With; Fool for the Night; All Night Long; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

*CD 3891978 RAINING JOHNS: Tofts and Tofts*. On September 14, 1983 the band put on a stunning show in Cardiff, Wales that remains a fan favorite to this day. Recorded for live FM radio broadcast, the full concert is available here. Thirty two tracks, including Song of Sweden; Miss Misdemeanor; Fool for the Night; All Night Long; Long Live Rock ‘n’ Roll; and more. Gossip. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

*CD 4284813 THE RAINBOYS: Straight Time*. Beautifully packed with tracks like Tokyo, in the East; Born in the USA; California Dreamin’; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
**CD 4700090 Krauti** Features two CDs, a 100 page booklet with text in German, and 17 tracks including Kirthago; Birth Control; Metropolis; Mythos; Tangerine Dream; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $24.95

**CD 3952940 Epitaph** Five Decades of Classic Rock. The best version of their songs has been compiled from past albums, live recordings, and once lost tapes for this three CD, 43 track collection. Songs include: Stop, Look, and Listen; Visions; Early Morning; Crossroads; Woman; Big City; In Your Eyes; Windy City; Good Times; Are You Ready; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99

**CD 3954264 Sir Rod Stewart and Some of His Early Faces.** Two CDs and 26 tracks pay tribute to Sir Rod and Superstar Rod Stewart. Includes Why Does It Go On; I Just Got Some; Shake; Bright Lights; Big City; Little Miss Understood; Diamond Ring; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 3959600 Sanford & Townsend:** Smoke from a Distant Fire/Nail Me to the Wall. Two albums are collected here featuring 19 tracks that include Smoke from a Distant Fire; Squire; James; In for the Night; Every Day; Just Another Lie; Just a Fool and more. One Real Gone. MIG Music. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 3841685 The Elvis Presley Connection, Vol. 2.** A unique collection of original and rare cover versions of famous Elvis tunes from the '50s and '60s and this collection of 32 songs includes: All Shook Up; Roustabout; Are You Lonesome Tonight; A Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin' On; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99

**CD 3893596 Jesse McReynolds & Friends: Songs of the Grateful Dead.** A collection of 13 tracks brings the remarkable music of Jerry Garcia and Robert Hunter on this tribute album. Includes Black Muddy River; Ripple; The Wheel; Bird Song; Franklin's Tower; Standing On the Moon; Lover; Fire On the Mountain; Stella Blue; Deep Elem Blues; Deal; Aquarium; and Day By Day. Woodstock Records. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3897629 The Black Keys: Rubber Factory.** Features thirteen tracks from this garage rock band including: When the Lights Go Out; All Hands Around; Stack Shot Billy 10; and many more. Possum Records. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 2847145 Jack Bruce: Live at Rockpalast 1980, 1983 and 1990.** Bruce was a guest at Rockpalast various times, this boxset contains his 1980 concert at Jack Bruce & Friends, his 1983 concert as Jack Bruce & Band and his 1990 solo Rockpalast. Collects 43 songs on five CDs, including White Room; Hit and Run; Outsiders; Third Degree; Up Town Breakdown; and many more. Also includes two DVDs covering these three shows. Over four hours. MIG Music. Pub. at $34.99

**CD 3965945 We Will Rock You: A Tribute to Queen.** Fifteen tracks including Killer Queen by Straitjacket Smile; Keep Yourself Alive by Tim Owens/Neil Zaza; Hammer to Fall by Sinful Lilly... We Will Rock You by Flash/Harry... and more are gathered together on this CD for this tribute to Queen. MVD Audio. Pub. at $10.00

**CD 3868883 Joe Satriani: Surfing in San Jose.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at The Cabaret, San Jose, California on April 14, 1988. Eleven tracks, including Memorials; Ice; Midnight; The Crush of Love; Surfing with the Alien; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3900320 Scotty Mckay: Rocks.** McKay was a true rock and roll star in the '50s and '60s and this collection of 32 songs includes: all the proof you'll need. This collection includes Rollin' Dynamite; The Girl Next Door; I've Got My Eyes on You; Little Miss Blue; Evenin' Time; Cry Me a River; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99

**CD 4664415 Earth, Wind & Fire: Gold.** Collects for fifteen tracks on 3 CDs including: Let's Groove; Shining Star; Runnin'; Love's Holiday; Mighty Mighty; Magic Mind; Touch; Fantasy; On Your Face; and much more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 4664395 Depeche Mode: New Life in the Netherlands.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Paradiso Grote Zaal, Amsterdam, Netherlands, in December 1983. Everything Counts; See You; The Balance Right; Love in Arc; Pipeline; and more. Recorded from a live FM broadcast. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 4716078 Runrig: One Legend, Two Concerts.** The two concerts captured in this remarkable collection feature the Scottish Country Rock band live at Rockpalast in 1996 and 2001. Collects 47 tracks on four CDs, including Day in a Boat; City of Lights; Healer in Your Heart; The Stamping Ground; and much more. Also includes two bonus tracks. MIG Music. Pub. at $26.99

**CD 4664755 The New Seekers: Gold.** Fifty-six tracks from the British pop group include: Meet My Lord; All Right My Love; Cincinnati; One by One; Mystic Queen; Time Limit; The Singer; Tell Me; California Night; and more. Three CDs. Black Friar. Pub. at $29.99

**CD 3850870 Dream Theater: Time to Ring Some Changes.** Collecting eleven tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at Wbroncos, Westinghouse, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania on June 1998, this CD includes: A Change of Seasons; The Mirror; Just Let Me Breathe; Take the Time; Hollow Years; Caught in a Web; and more. Black Friar. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3945499 Flamin' Groovies: Now.** Collects 14 songs from the British rock band, including: Feel a Whole Lot Better; Green Eyed Lines; Up's and Down's; I Got Back; Yeah My Baby; I All Want; There's a Place; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 4664477 Foo Fighters: Easy Targets.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Concert Hall, Toronto, Canada, in April 1996. This is a Cast; Winnie; Wastedter; For All the Cows; Wessie Bennett 2; and more. Twenty tracks. HBOO. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3950320 Scotty Mckay: Rocks.** McKay was a true rock and roll star in the '50s and '60s and this collection of 32 songs includes: all the proof you'll need. This collection includes Rollin' Dynamite; The Girl Next Door; I've Got My Eyes on You; Little Miss Blue; Evenin' Time; Cry Me a River; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99

**CD 4664415 Earth, Wind & Fire: Gold.** Collects for fifteen tracks on 3 CDs including: Let's Groove; Shining Star; Runnin'; Love's Holiday; Mighty Mighty; Magic Mind; Touch; Fantasy; On Your Face; and much more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $14.95
Rock - Pop

**CD 3794830 TOTO: In the Far East.** Twenty-seven tracks are collected here from a live FM broadcast recorded at The Pacifico Yokohama, Japan, April 1999 including Caught in the Balance; Tale of a Man; A Million Miles Away; Mama; Better World; Child’s Anthem; Girl Goodbye; and more. Two CDs. Leftridge. Pub. at $19.95


**CD 4670566 NINE BELOW ZERO: Live at Rockpalast 1995 & 1996.** Collects 30 tracks on three CDs from live recordings in Lorraine, Germany. Songs include Don’t Point Your Finger at the Guitar Man; Homework; Helen, It’s Nothing New; Soft Touch; Tico Tico; Off the Handle; Let’s Work Together, and more. Also includes two DVDs of the live performances (150 minutes). MIG Music. Pub. at $25.99

**CD 4652885 JOHNNY THUNDERS: Que Sera, Sera.** This three CD set contains the “restored” new version, the original album together with related tracks, and a bonus live album. Fifty tracks, including Alone In a Crowd; Blame It on Mom; Short Lives; Cool Operator; Countdown Love; Billy Boy; and more. Includes liner notes. Janus. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 3887111 R.E.M.: Right on Target.** Recorded from a live broadcast at the Capitol Theater, Passaic, New Jersey on June 9, 1984. Eighteen tracks, including Pale Blue Eyes; Second Guessing; Radio Free Europe; Little America; Pressure; and more. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 387298X CLAUDIO SIMONETTI’S GOBLIN: The Devil Is Back.** Ten tracks from the Italian progressive rock band. Brain Zero One Revenge; Drug’s Theme; Apros Dei; The Devil Is Back; Neverland; Solitude; Chi?; Chi Parte Seconda; and Saint Ange. Deep Red. Pub. at $29.99

**CD 3875172 MARC COHN: Listening Booth, 1970.** In Cohn’s words this album is his humbling attempt to repay a dept of gratitude to the artists who changed his life, while trying to bring something fresh to their work. Songs include Wild World; Look at Me; Maybe I’m Amazing; The Mystic; and more. Record Road. Records. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 3840980 STEVE HACKETT: Cured in Cleveland.** Collected from a live FM broadcast recorded at Agora Ballroom, Cleveland, OH, in October 1981 are 18 tracks including Jacuzzi; Funny Feeling; Ace of Wands; Horiizons; Slorgans; The Show; Spectral Mornings; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 3900045 ATMOSPHERES: Featuring Clive Stevens & Friends.** This album was the result of a super session of the highest level with Rick Laird, Billy Cobham, John Abercrombie, Ralph Towner and Harry Wilkinson. Six tracks. Earth Spirit, Nova 72; Yesterday, Today & Tomorrow; Astral Dreams; All Day Next Week; Electric Toys; and more. Warner Brothers. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 4700147 RUBBER SOUL QUARTET: Blackbird.** Consists of English standards from the 1960s, but all one are made by one of music history’s most influential songwriter partnerships, and the compositions are from Liverpool and London, but distilled in the studio and bottled in Oslo. Eleven tracks include I Feel Fine; She’s Leaving Home; Drive My Car; Lady Madonna; and more. Packaged in a cardboard slipcase. Losjen Records. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 3918173 RICHIE KOTZEN: Telecaster/Stratocaster.** This must have collection, from the world renowned guitarist, song writer and musician Richie Kotzen. The 3 CD box set contains the albums Break It All Down 14 tracks; Something to Say 14 tracks; and I’ll Be There 14 tracks. Plus bonus tracks from the album Wave of Emotion. The Store For Music. Pub. at $22.99

**CD 3888473 HENRIK MOLLUGHO: Anthology.** Collects four albums on four CDs including Belfast to Boston; Hell of a Record; Poor Man’s Moon and Unfinished Business culminating in 46 tracks from this British rock musician. Silverwolf. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 4652541 ALBERT HAMMOND: Songbook 2013 Live in Wilmington.** The performance was on the evening of the recording, May 2013. Thirty tracks on two CDs, including Everything I Want to Do; I Don’t Wanna Die in an Air Disaster; The Peacemaker; Don’t Ask Me Why; and more. Hypertension. Pub. at $15.99

**CD 4652967 LUCKY IN LOVE: The Best of Rick Vito.** Collects 19 tracks from the American guitarist and singer, including Mr. Lucky; Walk Another Mile; Desires; Blues Town, I Believe That Talk A Change; Gonna Come; and more. Hypertension. Pub. at $15.99

**CD 3821889 FRANKIE MILLER: Live at Rockpalast 1978, 1979 and 1982.** A compilation of three live recordings in Germany with a total of 43 songs on three CDs. Tracks include Ain’t Got No Money; Zap Zap; Drunken Nights in the City; Be Good to Yourself; Let’s Spend the Night Together; A Fool in Love; and many more. Also includes two DVDs of these performances totaling over three hours. MIG Music. Pub. at $25.99

**CD 4370933 THE BEST OF ROD STEWART.** Collects 16 songs from the British rock star, including Maggie May; You Wear It Well; Baby Jane; This Old Heart of Mine; The Night; Downtown Train; Every Beat of My Heart; and more. Warner Bros. Records.

**CD 3888672 MALT SHOP MEMORIES.** This collection includes 10 CDs of the greatest pop/rock hits from the ‘50s and Doo Wop songs of all time, for a total of 150 hits! Featuring all-time artists such as: Frankie Valli and The Four Seasons. Dion and the Belmonts, Neil Sedaka. The Everly Brothers, The Beach Boys, The Stylistics. Also includes a DVD of the live performance in Cleveland, Ohio on March 21, 1977. Twelve tracks, including Raw Power; 1969; Turn Blue; I Wanna Be Your Dog; Sister Midnight; and more. Sold Out. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 4728505 READYMADES: San Francisco, Mostly Live.** This CD compiles 17 tracks from the new wave rock band, including 41 Music; Alter the Earthquake; Electric Toys; Run a Way; Edge City; It’s My Life; Spy; Good Loving; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 4716043 RADIO MOSCOW: Live at Rockpalast 2015.** Collects 19 tracks from a live performance at Crossroads-Festival, Bonn, Germany on March 29, 2015. This album includes Death of a Queen; I Just Don’t Know; Rancho Tehama Airport; Mistreating Queen; No Time; and more. Also includes a DVD of the live performance at Crassroads-Festival, Bonn, Germany on March 29, 2015. Songs include Killing Me; Snub; No One Rides for Free; Falling Out; Everyone Knows that You’re the One; Runaway Train; and more. Sold Out. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 4715727 THE ANDERSONS! Family Secrets.** This album is a collection of 14 tracks from the power-pop underground rock band. Songs include Killing Me; Snub; No One Rides for Free; Falling Out; Everyone Knows that You’re the One; Runaway Train; and more. Sold Out. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 4760582 ROGER CHAPMAN: Maybe the Last Time.** Collects 11 songs from a live performance in 2011. Tracks include: Goodbye Vanilla; Kiss My Soul; Can I Get to Heaven?; Let’s Spend the Night Together; Everybodones the Short List; and more. Hypertension. Pub. at $15.99

**CD 470634X SUPREMIUM: Tales.** Features 17 tracks including: Not for You; What She Needs; This Time; Fall Out; She Is Everywhere; I Am Alive; Lucky; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99
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CD 3828948 STEVENS: Iacon. Collects 12 tracks by this legendary singer and songwriter, including Peace Train; Montmartre; Oh Very Young; The Wind; Roadsginger; Everyday I Dream; Morning Has Broken; Father and Son; Miles from Nowhere; Trouble; If You Want To Sing Out, Sing Out; and more.

CD 3862682 BLACKFOOT: Southern Native. This 10 track collection presents the best from this Southern rock group, includes Need My Ride; Southern Native; Everyday; Call Of A Hero; Take Me Home; Whiskey Train; Satisfaction; and Who Love This Town; and Diabo Loves Guitar; Loud & Proud.

CD 3828883 THE BEST OF ‘70S ROCK: The Millennium Collection. A wonderful and symbolic collection of ‘70s rock ‘n’ roll. Songs include Woodstock, Get Fooled Again by the Who, After Midnight by Eric Clapton, Lie by Three Dog Night, Smoke on the Water by Deep Purple; and more. Thirteen tracks, including ‘Ain’t No Mountain High Enough;’ ‘Don’t Stop Believin’;’ ‘Black Is Black.’

CD 376849X THE BEST OF CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVISITED: 20th Century Masters. That distinctive southern sound plays on in ten tracks, representing some of the band’s most memorable rock anthems: Born on the Bayou; Green River; Lodi; Commotion; Who’ll Stop the Rain; Hey Tonight; and more. Five tracks, including ‘讲师***ing Free;’ ‘Fortunate Son.’

CD 3919749 THE MOODY BLUES: Icon. Eleven favorites from these long-lived kings of British progressive rock. Nights in White Satin; Tuesday Afternoon (Forever Afternoon); See–See–Question; The Story in Your Eyes; Isn’t Life Strange; Gemini Dream; The Voice; Your Wildest.

CD 3874669 LIONEL RICHIE: Icon. Relive the smooth cool sound of Lionel Richie in this 11 track CD. Featured songs include You Are; My Love; Hello; All Night Long (All Night); Say You, Say Me; Dancing on the Ceiling; Deep River Woman; Lady; Cinderella Monday; and more. Ten tracks, including ‘I’ll Remember’; ‘Say You, Say Me.’

CD 2894432 GEORGE THOROGOOD: 20th Century Masters. Collects the ten tracks for which this high-energy blues-rock legend is known: Bad to the Bone; I Drink Alone; Who Do You Love (Live); Tell Dragster; If You；Move On; Move It on Over (Live); Treat Her Right; I’m a Satisfied Man; and more. Ten tracks, including ‘Bad to the Bone.’

CD 3905845 ‘70S CLASSIC HITS. Collects 11 tracks from some of your seventies‘ favorites, including Go All the Way by The Raspberries; Magic Man by Heart; You’re No Good by Linda Ronstadt; Come Sail Away by Styx; and more. UMG Recording.

CD 3843810 THE WHO: Icon. Nine tracks include I Can’t Explain; My Generation; Happy Jack; I Can See for Miles; Magic Bus; Pinball Wizard; Squeeze Box; Baba O’ Riley; Behind Blue Eyes; Who Are You; Join Tody and Woman; and I’ve Fooled Again. Universal.

CD 699203X THE BEACH BOYS: The Broadcast Archive. The 51 tracks collected in this three CD set include broadcasts from 1967, 1968, and 1969. Includes Good Vibrations; Good Old Charlie; God Only Knows; and more. Broadcast Archive.

CD 37852X FOREIGNER: Extended Versions. The rock gods perform 10 tracks live at Texas Stadium, Las Vegas on November 26, 2005. Head Games; Cold as Ice; Waiting for a Girl Like You; Dirty White Boy; Starrider; Feels Like the First Time; Urgent; Juke Box Hero; When You Love Me; I Want to Know What Love Is; and Hot Blooded. SONY BMG.

CD 2903520 THE BEST SIXTIES ALBUM: 100 Hits. A live CD, 100 track collection of the best of the sixties, includes ‘Summer in the City by The Lovin’ Spoonful;’ ‘I’d Rather Go Blind by Chicken Shack. Runaway by Del Shannon; Breaking Up Is Hard to Do by Neil Sedaka; I Will Follow Him by Little Piggy Here I Come by The Dellincons: more.


CD 3914356 AC/DC: Live Classics with Bon Scott. The 15 tracks collected here were recorded from several live FM radio broadcasts at various venues. Songs include Live Wire; The Jack; Let There Be Rock; Highway to Hell; Problem Child; Jailbreak; Whole Lotta Rosie; and more. Smoke on the Water.

CD 3914534 JEFF BECK WITH THE JAN HAMMER GROUP: Brisbane 1977. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Activity Centre, Brisbane, Australia on February 7, 1977. Nine tracks, including ‘Blind Faith;’ ‘Black and Blue;’ ‘Sun; You Know What I Mean;’ Goodbye Pork Pie Hat; Come Dancing; She’s a Woman; Sophie; and more. Brisbane, Australia.

CD 3957845 THE EVERYLY BROTHERS: Icon. This live radio broadcast from the early 1960s shows the First Time; Long Tall Sally; Send Me Some Lovin’; Voices in the Night; and more. Five tracks, including ‘The Great Divide;’ ‘Sentimental Journey;’ ‘Wreckin’ Ball;’ ‘Wake Up Little Suzie;’ and ‘More.’

CD 3866025 FRANK ZAPPA: Under the Covers. From live FM radio broadcasts recorded at various venues come these 23 tracks that feature Bacon Fat; No, No Cherry; I Am the Walrus; The Closer You Are; This Is My Life; Lullaby; and more. Five tracks, including ‘You Don’t Start Drinkin’;’ ‘I’m Gonna Leave;’ ‘I’m Not Happy.’

CD 3952770 THE EVERYLORS: Love Songs. Don and Phil, slick hair, sharp angles, and Southern countenances cut with teen energy were rock’s first Boy Band. They were cemented as part of their early love songs, including Devoted to You; Let It Be Me; Cathy’s Clown; Only Me; Maybe; and more. Five tracks, including ‘Teenage Adventurer;’ ‘I’m Gonna Leave;’ ‘I’m Not Happy.’

CD 3774090 ADELE: 25. Features eleven tracks from the popular singer/songwriter’s new album: Hello; Send My Love (To Your new Lover); I Miss You; When We Were Young; Remedy; Water Under the Bridge; River Lea; Love in the Dark; Million Years Ago; All I Ask; and more. Five tracks, including ‘Hello;’ ‘Send My Love;’ ‘I Miss You;’ ‘When We Were Young.’

CD 3780498 VAN HALEN: Pasadena 1977. Collected from two live FM radio broadcast performances in October of 1977 these 11 tracks include On Fire; Feel Young Tonight; Atomic Punk; Little Dreamer; and more. Five tracks, including ‘Runnin’ Down a Dream;’ ‘Feel Young Tonight;’ ‘Atomic Punk;’ ‘Little Dreamer.’

CD 3704564 TOM PETTY: Full Moon Fever. The debut solo album from the rock legend includes 12 tracks, including Free Fallin’; I Won’t Back Down; Runnin’ Down a Dream; Feel a Whole Lot Better; Love is a Long Road; and more. MCA Recording.

CD 3847934 ROLLING STONES: Blue & Lonesome. This recording takes the band back to their roots and the passion for blues music. Collects 12 tracks, including Just Your Fool; Commit a Crime; I Can’t Quit You Baby; All Of Your Love; Little Rice; Everybody Knows About My Johnny B. Goode; Roll Over Beethoven; Sweet Little Sixteen; and more. MCA Records.

CD 3905981 CHUCK BERRY: Hail Hail Rock ‘N Roll. Many would say Berry is the one and only rock and roll star and this CD will provide all the evidence you need. Thirteen tracks, including Maybellene; Around and Around; Johnny B. Goode; Roll Over Beethoven; Sweet Little Sixteen; and more. MCA Records.

CD 3905993 NEIL YOUNG: Old Ways. Collects 11 tracks from the Canadian singer-songwriter, including The Wayward Way; Get Back to the Country; Are There Any More Real Cowboys; Misfits; Where Is the Highway Tonight; and more. Universal Music.

CD 2893954 The Wayward Way; Get Back to the Country; Are There Any More Real Cowboys; Misfits; Where Is the Highway Tonight; and more. Universal Music.
CD 3991083 805 POP. Collects 60 pop songs from the eighties by artists including Bonnie Tyler, Paul Young, Spandau Ballet, Kenny Loggins, Dead or Alive, Belinda Carlisle, KC & The Sunshine Band and more. Three CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. @ $19.99

CD 3919684 BLUE CHEER; Vincebus Eruptum. Collects six songs from the American rock band: Summertime Blues; Rock Me Baby; Doctor Please; Out of Focus; Parchment Fairies; and Second Time Around. Mercury Records. $6.95

★ SOLD OUT ★ CD 3886697 THE DOORS: Transmission Impossible. This three-CD set compiles legendary radio broadcasts from the 1960s and 1970s. A total of 45 tracks, including Back Door Man/Love Hides; Adolf Hitler; Break on Through (to the Other Side); Light My Fire; Roadhouse Blues; The End; and more. Includes four songs. The Beat. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

CD 3949354 THE BEST OF THE EVERLY BROTHERS: The Millennium Collection. The duo that helped lay the groundwork for early rock and roll give us 11 of their most addictive hits: All I Have to Do Is Dream; Wake Up Little Susie; Cathy’s Clown; Bye Bye Love; Problems; When Will I Be Loved; Crying in the Rain; and more. Universal Music. SOLD OUT

CD 3878667 THE VERY BEST OF BUDDY HOLLY. Forty-three tracks are compiled in this three-CD set. The first CD includes Holly’s debut which includes the hits Peggy Sue; Words of Love; Everyday, and Love Me. The second CD features the album Buddy Holly and the Crimpin’ Chords which includes the hit That’ll Be the Day. PolyGram Records. Pub. at $9.99

★ CD 3736237 ROCK JUKEBOX: 100 Essential Rock Classics. These five CDs collect 100 of the essential rock hits featuring the original artists such as Journey, Bon Jovi; Survivor; Meat Loaf, Alice Cooper; Deep Purple; Toto; and many more. Sony Music. Pub. at $14.99

CD 2993775 THE BEACH BOYS WITH THE ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA. An album that shows the incredible diversity of this legendary rock band. Songs include Good Vibrations; California Girls; and more. Seventeen tracks. PolyGram Records. Pub. at $29.99


CD 4655007 TOM PETTY: The Broadcast Archives. A huge collection of live FM broadcasts on four CDs including: Buye Bye Johnny; Breakdown; Free Fallin’; Listen To Her Heart; Running Down a Dream; American Girl; When the leek Wreck Me; Reluctance; Won’t Back Down; Fooled Again; and more. Fifty-seven tracks. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

CD 3919692 DR. HOOK: Classic Masters. Twelve songs are compiled here including hits: Only She Believes; One Way Out; Lookin’ Out the Window; and more. Featuring Dixon, Allee, and Sickman. CD. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 3889394 ZZ TOP: Lucky Thirteen. Recorded from a live broadcast from the Capitol Theater, Passaic, New Jersey on June 15, 1980. Thirteen tracks, including Thank Your Lucky Stars; Tush; La Grange; Left Chicago; Low Down in the Street; and more. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 3919781 RAINBOW: Long Live Rock ‘n’ Roll. Released in 1978, this is the third studio album from the British rock band. Eight tracks, including Long Live Rock ‘n’ Roll; Lady in Waiting; and more. EMI. Pub. at $12.99


CD 3887561 THE BEACH BOYS: Surfin’ Safari. One of the first examples of the surf music genre, the Beach Boys’ 12-track debut is originally remastered in both Mono and Stereo versions (the Stereo version includes a bonus track, Luau). Reissue that has been selected one of pop-rock’s greatest sensations: Surfin’ Safari; Chug-a-lug; 409 and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $6.95

★ CD 388452X LEGACY: The Music of Eric Clapton & T-Rex. This album celebrates the music that made Marc Bolan and T-Rex legendary on 12 tracks. Includes Hot Love; Telegram Sam; Raw Ramp; The Groover; I Love to Boogie; Get It On; The Motivator; I Don’t Know What You Got (Till It’s Gone); Back Door Man/Love Hides; When the Music’s Over; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99

CD 3931773 STEELEY DAN: Aja vs. the Scam. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Wang Theater, Boston in July 2009, this two CD set collects 26 tracks including Teenie Blues; Black Cow; Deacon Blues; Home at Last; The Royal Scam; The Boston Rag and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

CD 3885689 IN THE'RES: In Concert at Nakano Sunplaza, Tokyo, in September 1980. Sixteen tracks, including Break on Through (to the Other Side); Light My Fire; Back Door Man/Love Hides; When the Music’s Over; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 3717349 FLEETWOOD MAC: The Best of the Fleetwood Mac Tapes. This CD features one of the band’s finest live recordings, at the Warehouse in New Orleans, Louisiana on January 30, 1970. Songs include Before the Beginning; It Takes Time; Stranger Blues; Only You; and more. Ten tracks. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 3736563 STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN: Soul to Soul Live. From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Bumberhoart, Texas, in August 1982. Songs include Before the Beginning; It Takes Time; Stranger Blues; Only You; and more. Ten tracks. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

CD 2981149 PETER FRAMPTON: Icon. This CD collects 12 solo hits, including Show Me the Way; I Can’t Stand If More; It’s A Man’s World; Signed, Styled, Delivered; I’m In You; and more. Thirty-three tracks. Universal Music. Pub. at $9.95

★ CD 5724929 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN & THE E STREET BAND 1978: Roxy Night. revisit the early days of the boss with this 1978 Los Angeles show, originally broadcast live on KMET FM. Often flagged by fans as the best gig ever played by the legendary group, it features renditions of Badlands; For You; The Promised Land; Paradise By the C; It’s Hard to Be a Saint in the City; Born to Run; Twist and Shout; Heartbreak; and much more. Thirty-one tracks. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 3736431 JERRY GARCIA BAND: La Paloma Theater 1976. From a live FM broadcast recorded at La Paloma Theater, Encinitas, CA in February of 1976 come nineteen tracks on 3 CDs, including Second That Emotion; They Love Each Other; Catfish John; Harder They Come; and more. Three CDs. PolyGram Records. $9.95
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**CD 3820548 BEDIAM: Live in Binghampton 1974.** Collects seven songs from their live performance: **I Believe in You; The Beast; The Great Game; Set Me Free; Interview; The Fool; The Beast** (studio remix). Angel Air. **$19.99**

**CD 3715132 TWIST AND SHOUT.** Features five tracks of original twist and shout hits by the original artists including Mama Said by The Shirelles; Little By Little by Thurlston Harris; Twist and Shout by the Isley Brothers. Down in the Boondocks by Billy Joe Royal; and Sixty Minute Man by Billy Ward. **$3.95**

**CD 3869008 SLY & THE FAMILY STONE: Back on the Right Track.** Released in 1973, this album features several of the original Family Stone members—a comeback of sorts. Eight tracks include **Remember Who You Are; Back on the Right Track; We Why Are We; One More Time;** more. **$11.95**

**CD 3746984 PAUL YOUNG & THE ROYAL FAMILY: Live at Rockpalast 1985.** Recorded from a live performance on March 30th, 1985 in Essen, Germany, this CD contains four songs from the band’s albums. Thirteen tracks, including **Tomb of Memories; Love Will Tear Us Apart; Oh Women; Sex;** more. **$7.95**

**CD 3884599 LOU REED: Dusseldorf 2000.** Twenty tracks on 2 CD’s are from a live FM broadcast recorded at Philipshalle, Dusseldorf. Germany in April of 2000 and include Turn to Me; Turning Time Around; Romeo Had Juliet; My Mother’s Mate; Sweet Jane; and more. **$14.95**

**CD 3865959 COUNTING CROWS: Zurich 2000.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Volkskunz, Zurich, Switzerland in March of 2000 is collected here in these 15 tracks including: **I Wish I Was a Girl; Mr. Jones; All My Friends; High Life; Omaha; Four Days; A Long December;** and more. **$9.95**

**CD 3891758 STARRY EYED AND LAUGHING: Live at Rockpalast 1976.** The legendary German TV show Rockpalast remains the only video recorded performance ever of the band. Some songs performed in this set have never been performed live. Ten tracks including **Let Me Go Again; You Ain’t Goin’ Nowhere; Never Say Too Late; Money is No Friend of Mine; Fool’s Good; Love;** and more. Thirty-one tracks on 3 CD’s. **$11.95**

**CD 3875008 THE BEST OF EDWIN MCCAIN.** Collects 16 songs from the singer-songwriter’s hit rock ‘n’ roll hits and includes songs **I’ll Not Ask For More; I Want It All;** and more. **$25.99**

**CD 3754741 NEW MODEL ARMY: Live at Rock City, Nottingham.** This concert was recorded live at Rock City Nottingham, February, 1989, collecting 21 tracks on 2 CD’s including **The Hunt; The Charge; Drag It Down; Family Life; I Lost the World; Great Expectations; White Coats; and more.** **$14.99**

**CD 3753687 BILLY FURY: Wondrous Place, Vol. 2.** This wonderful collection includes 34 songs from the rock star, including **Gonna Type a Letter; Baby How I Cried; Comin’ Up in the World; Don’t Leave Me This Way; Running Around; You’re Having the Last Chance of Me; It’s You I Need.** **$7.95**

**CD 3870740 CREAM: Farewell Concert.** The supergroup says goodbye to their fans in one final 1968 show at the Royal Albert Hall in London. Featuring interviews with all three members and sprinkled with charmingly inept narration that attempts to explain rock music to a middlebrow audience, this is a very rare glimpse of one of Britain’s greatest bands in their prime. **$9.95**
**Rock Pop**

**DVD 3988392** DAVID BOWIE: The Television Generation. Fullscreen. This selection contains 24 performances of David Bowie "On the Box," whereby everyone’s all-time favorite "show-off" comes across doing perfectly what he always did so well. 116 minutes. Cherry Red. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**Dvd 3942201** TODD RUNDGREN: Global. Collects 12 tracks from the American rock musician, including Everybody; Flesh & Blood; Ride; Global Nation; Skyscraper; This Island Earth; and more. Also includes a DVD of a performance recorded at the City Winery in New York City on March 7, 2012. The performance includes songs like Lysistrata; 96 Tears; I Saw the Light; One World; and more. 110 minutes. Cherry Red. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

**Dvd 6857809** TOM PETTY: The Television Collection. Widescreen. Features more than 100 minutes of live Tom Petty and The Heartbreakers performances, all recorded for television broadcast and taken from across Tom’s extraordinary career. Twenty-four tracks in all. 101 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**Dvd 6887104** TOM WAITS: The Television Collection. Widescreen. With lengthy shows from 1981, 1986, and 1992, this film includes solo acoustic piano and guitar selections, and full band renditions which together make for one of the finest Tom Waits collections yet to emerge. 125 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**Dvd 3855899** CHRISTINA AGUILERA: My Reflection. One of our greatest vocalists today performs the hits that made her a superstar in this electrifying live concert. Includes performances of many of Aguilera’s biggest hits: Genie in a Bottle; Come on over Baby (All I Want Is You); What a Girl Wants and more, plus holiday songs and duets with Lil Bow Wow and Brian McKnight. 65 minutes. Image Entertainment. $3.95

**Dvd 2975661** KYLIE MINOGUE: Kiss Me Once Live at the SSE Hydro. An incredible performance from the pop star, live from the SSE Hydro in Glasgow, Scotland. This set includes a DVD of the show as well as two CDs (28 tracks). Among the songs performed are Breathe; Les Sex; In My Arms; Can’t Get You Out of My Head; Click; and many more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99

**Dvd 2885553** WOOSTOCK DIARY 1969. An enthralling “fly on the wall” look at the creation of Woodstock and of the historic three-day event itself. All the drama, humor, and pathos of those heady days of the hippie movement are captured, along with electrifying live footage of all the bands and performers who appeared. Three hours. Gravity. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**Dvd 486417x** YES ACOUSTIC. Following the live broadcast of Yespeak in theaters, the fans in the cinemas were treated to an exclusive live broadcast of all the bands and movements are captured, along with the creation of Woodstock and of the historic. 65 minutes. Image Entertainment. $3.95

**Dvd 3975851** CHUCK BERRY: Hail! Hail! Rock ‘n’ Roll. Widescreen. In 1986, Keith Richards invited 40 years of brilliant musicians to honor Chuck Berry for an evening of music to commemorate Berry’s 60th birthday, including performances by Eric Clapton, Robert Cray, Linda Ronstadt, Etta James and more. 120 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97 $12.95

**Dvd 6792956** BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: The Classic Television Collection. Fullscreen. Features over 100 minutes of live television broadcasts from the Boss, recording during the 1980s and 1990s, with clips that include solo-acoustic versions of BS classics, as well as cuts with and without his E Street Band, plus a variety of unexpected guests. 102 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**Blu-ray 6572103** DREAM THEATER: Live at Luna Park. Filmed in Buenos Aires during 2011-2012’s “A Dramatic Tour of Events,” this fierce live show captures one of metal’s most epic modern bands at their peak. Includes a Blu-ray of the show, plus three CDs featuring performances of Bridges in the Sky; The Roof of All Evil; War Inside My Head; These Walls; Far From Heaven; Pull Me Under; and more. Eagle Vision. $3.95

**Blu-ray 3943259** JONAS BROTHERS: The 3D Concert Experience. Widescreen. Kevin, Joe, and Nick invite you inside their world for an all-inclusive look. Secure your backstage pass to this one in a lifetime 3D experience complete with exclusive features like unseen performances, additional songs, and more. INCLUDES BOTH A DVD VERSION AND A 3D BLU-RAY VERSION WITH FOUR PAIR OF 3D GLASSES. English SDH. 89 minutes. Disney. Pub. at $29.95 $5.95

**Blu-ray 3771067** HUMBLE PIE: Life & Times of Steve Marriott + 1973 Complete Winterland Show. Widescreen. Includes Blu-ray and Blu-ray version of Humble Pie, that includes a rockumentary, full version songs including Tin Soldier; Lazy Sunday; Paradise Lost; and more; interviews, rare footage, and an interactive pedagogical experience. 67 minutes. Includes a CD that collects eleven tracks featuring Your UPSakes; Honey Tonk Woman; Halley/Hugh; and more. Cleopatra Records. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**Blu-ray 220844x** YESGIGS. Filmed in 1972 at London’s Rainbow theatre, this feature was released theatrically in the UK the following year. Yes has been at the forefront of progressive rock and became a major force in popular music selling over 30 million albums. 70 minutes. MVD Visaul. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

**Oldies - Easy Listening**

**Cd 4704501** LIPSTICK ON YOUR COLLAR: 100 Hits. Collects 100 timeless tracks from the legends, including Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald, Billie Holiday, Nat King Cole, Judy Garland, Crosby, Fred Astaire, Louis Armstrong, Tony Bennett, Dean Martin and many more. Five CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

**Cd 3988688** HIT PARADE 1953. Hit the dance floor with 25 nostalgic gems of 1953, all selected by Mr. Sandman, his orchestra; and many more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $14.95

**Cd 4705041** UPSIDE OF YOUR COLLAR: 100 Hits. Collects 100 teen classics of the ‘50s and ‘60s. Artists include Buddy Holly, Chuck Berry, Conway Twitty, Eddie Fisher, Tony Bennett, Dean Martin and many more. Five CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

**Cd 5878790** FREDDY FENDER: On the Border. Collects 18 nostalgic favorites like Before the Next Teardrop Falls; Wasted Days and Wasted Nights; Since I Met You Baby; The Wild Side of Life; You’ll Lose a Good Thing; Talk to Me; La Bamba; She’s Just Like That Sugar Woman; Money; Mean Woman Blues; Ain’t We Fun; Let’s Dance Last Night; Mr. Sandman; and many more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

**Cd 4730046** DECADE OF HITS: The 50’s. Celebrate a bygone era with this massive 75-track collection, featuring the original recordings of such unforgettable classic performers as Mona Lisa by Nat “King” Cole; Mr. Sandman by The Chordettes; Cry by Johnnie Ray; Memories Are Made of This by Dean Martin; Wake Up Little Susie by The Everly Brothers; Peggy Sue by Buddy Holly; and so much more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

**Cd 4730011** DECADE OF HITS: The 20’s. Collects 75 original recordings from the roaring 20s, including Ain’t We Fun by The Anderson Quartet; April Showers by Al Jolson; If You Knew 3x by The Rock Shikklin Orchestra; Blue Skies by Harry Richman; Ramona by Ben Selvin Orchestra; and many more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

**Limited Quantity Cd 4730002x** DECADE OF HITS: The 30’s. Presents 74 chart-hopping hits from the thrilling ‘30s. Includes Night And Day by Leo Reisman Orchestra,三天 Little Words by Frank Crumit, PS. I Love You by Jack Fulton, My Old Ram by Duke Ellington and His Famous Orchestra; and many more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 SOLD OUT
Oldies - Easy Listening

**CD 2953447** BLUE HAWAII: The Most Romantic & Popular Songs of the South Seas. Enjoy some of the most beautiful and romantic songs to melodies--subtle undulating rhythms insinuating themselves like a soft breeze into the hearts and souls of romancers. Twelve tracks include Sweet Lelian; Blue Bayou; Girl; Beyond the Reef; Hula Girl; and many more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $11.99

$7.95

**CD 3794555** FRANK SINATRA: Triple Gold. This collection is prime Sinatra, taking hold of songs and investing them with a weight of emotional and musical delivery that leaves you breathless with admiration. Sixty tracks include Come Fly With Me; All or Nothing at All; Melancholy Mood; The Lady Is A Tramp; Do I CD. Start at $11.99

$9.95

**CD 4730098** DECADE OF HITS: The 40's. This three CD set collects 75 hits from the fabulous '40s, including In The Mood by the Glenn Miller Orchestra; You Made Me Love You by the Harry James Orchestra; Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy by The Andrews Sisters; It's Magic by Doris Day; I'll Walk Alone by Dinah Dynamic. $11.95

**CD 3808440** MANTOVANI: All-Time Love Themes. Presents Mantovani and his orchestra in two CD, 40 track collection of some of the greatest love songs ever written. Includes Autumn Leaves; Strange in Paradise; Laura; Antivederi; Roma; Three Coins In a Fountain; The Way You Look Tonight; Love Is A Many Splendored Thing; Shore; and many more. Medley. $9.95

**CD 5878756** FRANKIE Laine: Sings 1 Becoming Great Hits. Standing alongside Sinatra and Crosby as one of America's greatest vocalists, Laine performs 16 tracks: Mule Train; Jezebel; Jealousy; High Noon; Before You; Moonlight Gambler; Love Is; Golden Ring; The Wayward Wind; Raehide; Answer Me; Tennessee Waltz; If I Knew You Were Coming I'd've Baked a Cake; The Singin' in the Rain; and more. Sebastia. Pub. at $20.99 $11.95

**CD 3803836** 101 ORCHESTRA: Unforgettable Songs. Presents 20 tracks performed by this fabulous orchestra. Selections include Unforgettable; That's My Desire; Come Where My Love Lies Dreaming; Are You Lonesome Tonight; True Love; Summertime; Yesterday; Scarborough Fair, I Left My Heart in San Francisco; Tell There's No Rainbow; The London I Loved; Misty; 'It's Impossible'; and more. Medley. $9.95

**CD 3952991** VERA LYNN: We'll Meet Again. An English singer/songwriter, Lynn was known as the “Forces Sweetheart” for her contribution to morale during WWII and her best known songs include Somewhere Over The Rainbow; New York; New York; and many more. Medley. $5.95

**CD 5909864** SPIKE JONES & HIS CITY SLICKERS: Clink Clink Another Drink. With his concoction of humor and musical brilliance, the drummer and bandleader intoxicated in 20 tracks. The hit song joins By The Beautiful Sea; I Want To Go Back To The West Indies; The Shock of Arabry; Liebestraum; The Blue Danube; The Glow Worm; and more. $4.95

**CD 4694368** JIMMY BUFFETT: Songs from St. Somewhere. A 16 track album turns childhood memories of childhood life on the king of leisure and margaritas. Drift away with timeless classics like Somethin' Bout a Boat; Einstein Was a Surfer; Earl's Dead--Cadillac for Sale; Too Drunk To Stand; Too Drunk To Drive; I'm Runnin' Out of Gas; The Sun and More! Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Mailboard Records.

$5.95

**CD 4715756** AMERICA'S GREATEST HITS 1947. This 98 track, four CD set comprises every record which peaked in the Top 10 of the jukebox charts or Top 7 of the Juke Box or Disc Jockey charts during the year. Includes songs from Guy Lombardo, Johnny Mercer and the Red Pipers, Benny Goodman, the Andrews Sisters, Dinah Shore, Frank Sinatra, Perry Como, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

$17.95

**CD 4648161** THE WRECKING CREW. Compilation of 73 tracks from the musicians who played the sessions for thousands of Shelly recordings in the 1960s and 1970s, and includes several recordings under their own name. Hits they performed include Be My Baby by the Ronettes; Wichita Linear by Glen Campbell; Mary, Many by many, many. Four CDs. $17.95

**CD 3913864** 1960S PSYCHEDELIC RADIO COMMERCIALS. Much of what you will hear are ads created at hip ad agencies and at DMB underground FM radio stations. Includes some very established companies blending popular psychedelic pop sound into their ads--Rice Krispies, Revlon, Ban Deodorant, to name a few. Collects 62 tracks. RockBeat Records. $7.95

**CD 3736466** LINDA RONSTADT WITH NELSON RIDDLE: Lust Live. From a live TV broadcast recorded at The Arlington Theater, Santa Barbara, California in March, 1984 comes Linda Ronstadt and Nelson Riddle's - a Crush on You; What's New; Keepin' Out of Mischief Now; Guess I'll Hang My Tears out to Dry; and many. Letfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 4715829** CHESTERFIELD RADIO TIME STARRING BING CROSBY. Crosby's Chesterfield radio show ran from 1949 until 1952. Many of his finest performances were duets with the likes of Perry Como, Dick Powell, Fred Astaire, Bob Hope and many more. This two CD set includes 60 tracks, including Melbourne; My Heart Belongs To Only the Lonely; Smoke Gets in Your Eyes; Venus; Stella by Starlight; Tennessee Waltz; If I Knew You Were Coming I'd've Baked a Cake; The Singin' in the Rain; and more. Medley. $9.95

**CD 3852969** HITS 1941. Some of the biggest names in 20th century music come together in 18 tracks: If I Didn't Care; Address Unknown; When The Swallows Come Back To Capistrano; Whispering Grass; We Three (My Echo, Your Shadow, and Me); To Each His Own; Blueberry Hill. Can't Give You Anything But Love; and more. Acrobat. $9.95

**CD 398687X** HITS 1947. All the pleasures of 1947 come back to life with these 25 tracks including Take The A Train by Duke Ellington; Dolores by Bing Crosby, Yes, My Darling Daughter by Dinah Shore; and more. Medley. $9.95

**CD 385387X** HITS 1940. An amazing year in music is revived with these 25 tracks. Selections include I'll Be Seeing You; They All Laughed; I'll Be Seeing You; Only Forever by Bing Goodman; Fools Rush In (Where Angels Fear To Tread) by Glenn Miller; Moonlight Gambler; Love Is A Golden Treasure Like; Only These Hands; I'll Be Seeing You; and many more. RCA. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

**CD 3986944** HITS 1959. Over 50 years later, the hits in this 25-track selection must-have entertainment. Enjoy treasures like Mack the Knife by Bobby Darin; Venus by Frankie Avalon; Smoke Gets In Your Eyes by The Platters; Charlie Brown by The Coasters; There Goes My Baby by The Drifters; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

**CD 3986950** HITS 1960. A new decade is born, and with it comes these 25 tracks, as performed by their original artists. Includes unforgettable songs like The Twist by Chubby Checker; It's My Way or Never by Elvis Presley; Only the Lonely by Roy Orbison; Beyond the Sea by Bobby Darin; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

**CD 3957837** ETHEL MERMAN: I Get a Kick Out of You. Presents the unforgettable voice and style of Ethel Merman on 32 tracks. Shake Well Before Using; Marching Along With Time; This Is It; Anniversary Song by Al Jolson; Smoke! Smoke! Smoke! (That Cigarette) by Ella Fitzgerald; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

**CD 3986955** HITS 1958. A new decade is born, and with it comes these 25 tracks, as performed by their original artists. Includes unforgettable songs like Utah by Jo Stafford; Tie Your Shoes by Bob Eubanks; A Bird In The Hand by Count Basie; Smoke Gets in Your Eyes by The Platters; and many more. Dynamic. $5.95

**CD 3986960** HITS 1957. Over 50 years later, the hits in this 25-track selection must-have entertainment. Enjoy treasures like Mack the Knife by Bobby Darin; Venus by Frankie Avalon; Smoke Gets In Your Eyes by The Platters; Charlie Brown by The Coasters; There Goes My Baby by The Drifters; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

**CD 3986965** HITS 1960. A new decade is born, and with it comes these 25 tracks, as performed by their original artists. Includes unforgettable songs like The Twist by Chubby Checker; It's My Way or Never by Elvis Presley; Only the Lonely by Roy Orbison; Beyond the Sea by Bobby Darin; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/845
CD 3886918 HIT PARADE 1956. The year 1956 gave us such hits as Heartbreak Hotel and Hound Dog by Elvis Presley; Allegheny Moon by Patti Page; Just Walking in the Rain by Sonja Ray. (You've Got) The Magic Touch by The Platters and more. Here those classics join many more in 25 tracks. Dynamic. $5.95

CD 388690X HIT PARADE 1955. Venture back to an era that saw the birth of rock 'n' roll with 25 hit recordings in a range of genres. Includes the 1955 classics like A Blossom Fell by Nat “King” Cole. Only You by The Platters, Ain’t That a Shame by Fats Domino, I'll Never Stop Loving You by Doris Day; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

CD 3880505 SOUNDS OF THE 60'S. Two CDs capture the essence of this era. Some 30 tracks deliver memorable tunes such as Turn, Turn, Turn by The Byrds, Up, Up and Away by The Fifth Dimension, Stolen Moments by Bobby Vinton; Beyond the Sea by Bobby Darin; A Summer Place by Percy Faith; Cherish by The Association; Breast of Fire by The Animals; and many more. Pegasus Entertainment. Breaking Up Is Hard to Do by Neil Sedaka; and more. Medley. $9.95

CD 3957799 THE BEST OF BILLY REID & THE LONDON PIANO-ACCORDION BAND. Join Billy Reid and his Piano-Accordion Band as they take you on a musical tour of music with 24 tracks, including Hits like Florida Woman, Florida Man; Devil, Take My Soul; Song: It Wasn't Me, Play Me Gypsy; and more. Pegasus Entertainment. $4.95

CD 4654576 JIM REEVES: Gold. Collects 60 tracks from the smooth vocalist featuring: Distant Drums; Four Walls; I Know One; He’ll Have It; Heaven Sent by Bobby Vinton; Beyond the Sea by Bobby Darin; A Summer Place by Percy Faith; Cherish by The Association; Breast of Fire by The Animals; and many more. Pegasus Entertainment. $17.95

CD 3937641 NANCY LA MOTT: Ask Me Again. A special private collection of twenty unreleased recordings from this American singer including: Who’s Going To Love Me Tonight; Right as the Rain; September in the Rain; I Only Have Eyes for You; The Wind Beneath My Wings; The Music That Makes Me Dance; You’ll Never Know; and more. Two CDs. Middler Music Records. Price at $7.99 $5.95

CD 3885916 THE ANNETTE FUNKELCO COLLECTOR'S 1958-62. Two CD, 65 tracks pack which comprised the A & B sides of Annette’s singles on the Disneyland and Buena Vista labels during the 1960s and includes Jailhouse Rock, That’s All Right Baby; Wind Beneath My Wings; The Music That Makes Me Dance; You’ll Never Know; and more. Two CDs. Middler Music Records. Price at $7.99 $5.95

CD 3790452 FRANKIE LAINE: Hits. Features twenty-six tracks from the hit vocalist who topped the charts in the fifties including: Rawhide; I Believe; Mule Train; The Cry of the Wild Goose; The Rock of My Soul; Blue Water; I hear a Symphony; and more. Sony Music. $5.95

CD 6857639 THE KINGSTON TRIO COLLECTION 1958-62. Comprises all their A & B sides from the first formative years of their recording career. Fifty-five tracks include Scarlet Ribbons; Three Jolly Holidaymen; There’s a Man in My Life; The Shadow Knows; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Price at $16.99 $12.95

CD 4694335 BOB HOPE & FRIENDS: Thanks for the Memories. Comprises Bob Hope’s complete Decca recordings, featuring duets with Shirley Ross, Bing Crosby, and Jimmy Durante. Plus a vocal trio with Peggy Lee and Bing Crosby. Includes Thanks for the Memories; Road to Morocco; Chicago Style; Hello, Baby; Road to Bali; The Boy with the Proscopis; and more. MCA Records. $5.95

CD 3937569 LINDA PURDA: Midnight Caravan. Fifteen tracks of glamorous night music performed by Lina including I Feel a Song Coming On; Let Me Love You; Autumn in New York; I Thought About You; My Ship; Caravan; My Romance; and more. LML Music. Price at $7.99 $5.95

CD 673731 BOBBY DARIN: Complete US & UK A & B Sides, 1956-62. This 60-track collection features every A and B side released by Darin during the first seven years of his career including such landmark hits as Splish Splash; Queen of the Hop; Dream Lover; and many more.  Two CDs, Acrobat. Price at $16.99 $9.95

CD 6878202 THE CLASSIC SONGS OF COLE PORTER. Collects over 50 Porter songs, some by artists who were legendary interpreters of his work. Includes Ella Fitzgerald; Frank Sinatra; Nat “King” Cole; Frank Bennett; Nat King Cole; Fred Astaire and Dinah Washington, along with others who simply dipped into Porter’s rich catalog of landmark songs for their albums. Two CDs. Acrobat. Price at $24.99 $12.95

CD 3886824 HERB ELLIS: The Early Years. This four CD collection represents the first phase of Ellis’s solo career, considered his glory years. Eight albums are collected here. Ellis in Wonderland; Nothing but the Blues; Ellis Meets Jimmy Giuffre; Our Man In Havana; But With That Feeling; Three Guitars in Bossa Nova; Time; Together; Go!; and Guitar. Sixty-nine tracks. Enlightenment. Price at $14.99 $11.95

CD 4664790 THE GORDON MACRAE COLLECTION, 1945-62. Comprising the single album tracks with eight of his solo chart entries, and 10 duet hits with Jo Stafford during this era, including his number one My Darling, My Darling. Four CDs and 107 tracks also include Love is the Sweetest Thing; Full Moon; Empty Arms; Brotherly Love; One Misty Morning; and so many more. Acrobat. Price at $24.99 $17.95

CD 1848877 RICKY NELSON: The Definitive Collection, 1957-62. A comprehensive 108-track collection bringing the A and B sides of all of Nelson’s U.S. and U.K. singles up to 1962, and all the tracks on the seven LPs he released in that same period. Includes I’m a Waker; A Teenager’s Romance; Poor Little Fool; Travelin’ Man; Hello, Darlin’; Pretty Baby; Mad Mad World; and much more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Price at $24.99 $17.95

CD 3938541 MEL TORME LIVE WITH THE MEL-TONES, VOLUME 1. Enchanted Evening; No Other Love Wanted; Catch a Falling Star; and much more. Acrobat. Price at $24.99 SOLD OUT

CD 2422558 ANDRE PREVIN & LINDA PURL: LIKE BLUE & LIKE Young. The two albums collected here combine the piano magic of Andre Previn along with the lush strings of David Rose and his orchestra. Thirty six tracks, including titles such as: Back to You; Young and Tender; and so many more. Pegasus Entertainment. Price at $24.99 $19.95

CD 4653149 THE SHADOW KNOWS MORE. This Halloween-themed compilation is the soundtrack for all your scary shenanigans, guaranteed to shock, thrill, and amuse you. Thirty-four tracks, including half of Andre Previn’s classic The Shadow and its perfect Halloween companion The Hop by Kenny Owens. The Shadow Knows by Paul Peck. Ghost Riders in the Sky by Dean Martin. more. Bear Family Productions. Price at $11.99 $9.95

CD 3840735 AL JOLSON: The Kraft Music Hall Years 1947-1949. Collected from Jolson’s Kraft Music Hall shows, these over 100 tracks on four CDs were performed live. Songs include Almost Like Being in Love; Hello, Tucky!; My Gal Sal; I Can’t Give You Anything but Love; Near You; Without a Song; Of Man River; All Alone; Baby Face; Shine on Harvest Moon; and many more. Sepia. Price at $24.99 $17.95

and enter the item number in the search box. - 25 -
CD 3991059  THE 60S LOVE ALBUM. Collects 60 classic love songs of the sixties by artists like Andy Williams, Jose Feliciano, Neil Sedaka, Nina Simone, Aretha Franklin, Doris Day, Johnny Mathis, Sammy Piynet and many more. bear Family. Pub. at $12.95

CD 3887812 THE SMOOTH VOICE OF AL MARTINO. The Italian-American pop crooner offers 50 tracks including Here in My Heart; Wanting, The Man from Laramie; Because You're Mine; Who Mourns... The Loveliest Night of the Year; Take My Heart; Nessun Dorma; Love Is Eternal; My One and Only; and two CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95

CD 2081221 DON MCLEAN. American Troubadour. This collection features songs originally recorded for 11 different McLean albums between 1970 and 2010. Among the 30 tracks compiled here is I'll Be Seeing You; Treat Sawnill Slide; Peeking Peak; Safe Home Swing; It Had To Be You; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

CD 4665015 THE 50 GUITARS OF TOMMY GARRETT. Mexican Leather and Spanish Lace and Maria Elena. Two four-tracks from the two albums feature: A Day in the Life of a Fool; Delicado; Lo Mucho Que Te Quiero; The Moon Was Yellow; Jungle Drums; Taboo; Brazil; The Breath and I;

CD 4689909 THE JAYE P. MORGAN HITS COLLECTION, 1952-62. This 60-track, two-CD collection comprises selected A & B sides of Morgan's singles on the RCA, Dot and RCA-Victor labels. Songs include Thats All; I Want You from The Longest Waltz; Danger! Heartbreak Ahead; If You Dont Want My Love; Pepper-Hot Baby; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 3866516 THE HELEN FORREST HITS COLLECTION, 1960-62. This two-track, two-CD set comprises her chart hits as vocalist with the Orchestras of Artie Shaw, Benny Goodman, and Harry James and in Duets with Dick Haymes as well as her solo numbers. Songs include Time Waits for No Colorful Ventures. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 5981174 THE VENTURES COLLECTION, 1960-62. Sixty-four tracks offer a comprehensive overview of the initial era of the Ventures' career, comprising their A and B sides during the period, as well as the complete contents of their first two albums: We Dont Run, The Ventures; Another Smash; and The Ventures. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 4652894 THE KAY STARR HITS COLLECTION, 1948-60. This 49-track, two-CD set entirely comprises Starr's recordings during her time with the Capitol and RCA-Victor labels. Songs include Rock and Roll Waltz; Wheel of Fortune; Comes A Love; Hoop De Doo; Bonaparte's Retreat; Side by Side; Changing Partners; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 2926008 JIMMY DURANTE: In Person & at the Piano. Features 27 tracks of the comedian, actor, pianist and vocalist at his piano. Tunes include: ThatS How You Lose Your Heart; Won't You Please Come Home?; Its My Noses Birthday; The Day I Read A Book; The State of Arkansas; Dollar a Year Man; Mad Hatter; Good Time Charley; and many more. Bird Melody, Inka Dinka Doo; Good Night; A Really Piano Player; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

CD 4699920 THE FRAN WARREN COLLECTION, 1945-56. A 48-track, two CD set featuring recordings with the Charlie Barnet Orchestra and Claude Thornhill Orchestra, plus selected A & B sides from Warren's singles on the RCA-Victor, MGM and Unique labels during this era, including duets with Artie Shaw, Martin, Lisa Montez and Woody Herman. Songs include: Deano; Ho Hurm; Its Spring; Don't Call It Love; Dam It Baby; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 3937410 THE 75TH ANNIVERSARY VE DAY COLLECTION. May 8, 2020 marked the 75th anniversary of VE Day and this collection of fifty tracks celebrates that time in our lives with songs like We'll Meet Again by Vera Lynn; Moonlight Serenade by Glenn Miller Orchestra; Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy by the Andrews Sisters; and much more on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 2927535 THE KITTY KALLEN COLLECTION, 1939-62. Fifty-one tracks feature Kallens solo and B sides, plus performances with Jack Teagarden, Jimmy Dorsey, Harry James, and Artie Shaw Orchestras. Includes 31 chart hits, including Number One favorites like Besame Mucho; Because Youre Mine; and many more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

CD 3960838 GOOD OLD SUMMERTIME. A collection of thirty-three hot summer songs for your summer holiday listening fun. Two CDs feature hits performed by the original artists including The Sun by The Del Wyoming Islanders; Moonlight Serenade by Gerald Woolruf; Beach Party by Annette Funicello; In the Cool, Cool of the Evening by Dean Martin; Moonlight Cocktail by Mel Torme; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99

CD 4725476 DESTINATION LONELY STREET. If youve unclenched enough to take a dark, secluded stroll down Lonely Street, be sure to bring this reassuring collection along. Thirty-two tracks, including Lonely Street by Gene Vincent, Lonely Lullaby by the Four Tunes, Lull in Dreamland by B IDYER BROWN, and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99

CD 3959589 ROD MCKUEN: Greatest Hits. Features twenty of McKuens greatest hits including Stanian Street, The Lovers, Lonesome Cities; If You Go Away, Underwater Sunbeams; The Morning After; The Only One; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.99

CD 3937704 THE TAB HUNTER COLLECTION, 1956-62. Comprises most of his A & B sides for DOT and Warner Brothers during this era, plus the titles from his albums Tab Hunter, When I Fall in Love and R.D. Tab Hunter. Seventy-one tracks include Young Love; Red Roses for a Blue Rose; The Sunset; Wild Side of Life; Time After Time; But Beautiful; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 4715896 EDDIE FISHER: Songs from Stage & Screen. Collects 28 songs from Fishers illustrious career, including tracks from both the 1950s and 1960s. Songs found here include: In Time of Our Youth; Mack the Knife; Arivederci, Roma; Sunshine Girl; Sayonara; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $11.95

CD 6807860 TERESA BREWER: The Singles Collection 1949-62. This 57-track collection includes many of the stylish and vibrant dance hits of her career including number one hits Music! Music! Music! and Till I Waltz Again with You. Comprising selected A and B sides of her singles this 2 CD set also includes: Copper Canyon; Let Me Love You; Fear Felt a Sweet Old Fashioned Little Ricote; Jijicoted; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $15.99

Oldies - Easy Listening

CD 3917778 DANNY ALONSO: Greatest Hits. Featuring a collection of thirty-five hits from the original artist, including: Lonesome for My Baby; My Man; Ive Got a Feeling; I Cant Help Myself; and many more. Bear Family. Pub. at $12.95
Oldies - Easy Listening

**CD 4579224 THE TOM LEHRER COLLECTION, 1953-60.** Celebrating one of the most distinctive musical satirists of the 1950s, this entertaining 72-track collection comprises the complete content of four of his definitive LPs: Songs by Tom Lehrer; An Evening Wasted with Tom Lehrer (‘Live’); More of Tom Lehrer; and Tom Lehrer Revisited. Acrobat. Pub. at $13.99. **$12.95**

**CD 464531 THE HAL KEMP HITS COLLECTION 1930-41.** This 46 cd, two-track collection includes: You’ve Got Me Crying Again; Irresistible; Dinner For One, Please; James, The Touch of Your Lips; Pennies from Heaven; Whispers in the Dark; Gossipy Sunday; Goodnight, My Love; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **$12.95**

**CD 377099 THE JUDY GARLAND COLLECTION 1937-47.** Judy Garland remains one of the enduring icons of show business. This 76 track, three cd set, includes hits such as Over the Rainbow; I’m Nobody’s Baby; A Journey to St A; The Trolley Song; Meet Me in St. Louis; Louie; Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas; This Heart Of Mine; On the Atchison, Topeka and the Santa Fe; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 375368 AUTUMN LEAVES.** Twenty-nine gems for the golden season of Indian Summer. Songs include: Stormy Weather by Ella James; Rain; Rain, Go Away by Bobby Vinton; Waiting for Fall by Tab Hunter; September in the Rain by Dinah Washington; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99. **$9.95**

**CD 373701 A KISS IS STILL A KISS: Great Romances in Sound.** This two cd set collects 39 romantic favorites, including As Time Goes By by Jo Stafford and the Pied Pipers; Harbor Lights by Rosamund Crowely; Unchained Melody by Captain & Tennille; My Boy by Nata. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 654393 BALLADS OF THE GREEN BERTS: S’ggt Barry Sadler.** Sadler delivers 13 tracks by turns patriotic and moving. The title track joins I’m a Lucky One; Letter from Vietnam; Badge of Courage; Saigon; Salute to the Nurses; I’m Watching the Raindrops Fall; Garet Trooper; The Soldier’s Valentine; I Love You; by the Chordettes; Moonlight Serenade; Ave Maria; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. **$9.95**

**CD 4715837 CLUB 15 FROM HOLLYWOOD PRESENTS THE ANDREWS SISTERS.** This two cd set collects 69 tracks, comprised mainly of songs that made the pop charts during the late 1940s and early 1950s. Songs include: Bel’ Mir Bist DuSchon; Pennsylvania Polka; Dreamer’s Holiday; Sabre Dance; Way Back Home; Sugar Coated Lies; Buttons and Bows; and many more. Sepia. Pub. at $16.98. **$12.95**

**CD 394526X AL JOLSON: For me and My Gal.** Compiles 12 songs from the legendary jazz and blues singer, including Swanee; After You’ve Gone; Too, Too, Tooiste; Goodbye; Rock A Bye Your Baby with a Dixie Melody; April Showers; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 3920380 PHILCO RADIO TIME STARRING BING CROSBY.** This superb 2 cd set picks up Bing’s cover versions of the hits of the chart during the Christmas season between October 1947 and December 1948. Fifty-nine tracks include: Five Minutes More; Among My Souvenirs; County Style; Time After Time; Face Baby; Rambling Rose; Sunflower; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $18.99. **$14.95**

**CD 395429 AMANDA MCBROOM: PIPING ON COMMAND.** A collection of command recordings including: The Rose; Dreaming; Errol Flynn; Hot in Here; Crimes of the Heart; Ship in a Bottle; Here and Now; A Timeless Thing; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Acrobat. Pub. at $7.95. **$7.95**

**CD 3821919 THE LEO REISSMAN HITS COLLECTION 1921-40.** This three cd set consists entirely of recordings which before 1940 were credited with a Top 20 chart position in Joel Whitburn’s “Pop Memories” or on the “Your Hit Parade” chart. Seventy-two tracks, including The Wedding of the Painted Doll; I’ll See You Again; Paradise; Night and Day; Stormy Weather; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **$12.95**

**CD 3955456 JOHNNY MATHIS: The Island.** Released in 2017, this album of ten tracks includes: The Island; Who’s In Love With Me; Like a Lover; So Many Stars; Photographer; Who’s Counting Heartaches; Your Smile; Wanting More; I Can Try Love Again and Flower of Hawaii. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $15.99. **$11.95**

**CD 390743 AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS 1946.** An intriguing entertaining musical snapshot as the world dealt with the aftermath of World War II, this collection of 98 tracks on four CDs gathers every record which peaked in the Top 10 space in 1946 including Symphonic Jo Stafford: I’m Always Chasing Rainbows by Perry Como & The Satisfiers; and more. Some songs are performed by multiple artists. Includes 47 page booklet. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. **$17.95**

**CD 3906932 AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS 1950, VOLUME 1.** One hundred and four tracks performed by the original artists on 4 CDs include: I Can Dream Can’t I by the Andrews Sisters; Mule Train by Bing Crosby; Johnson Rag by Jack Teletro; Rag Mop by Ralph Flanagan; Candy and Cake by Mickey Mouse; Things to Come by the Ames Brothers; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. **$17.95**

**CD 390917 THE JUNE HUTTON COLLECTION 1945-55.** This 50 track, two cd set comprises the Top 10 hits Hutton had as the only female member of The Pied Pipers; and more. Complete with most of her A & B sides for Decca and Capitol. Tracks include: Dream; My Sweetie Went Away; My Kinda Love; Bye, Honey, Bye-Bye; I Miss You So; Song of the Sleigh Bells; Too Little Time; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **$13.95**

**CD 3960722 ANDY WILLIAMS: Gold.** A compilation of sixties tracks that include: Can’t Get Used to Losing You; Music to Watch Girls By; For the Good Times; Happy Heart; Fly by Night; Moon River; Born Free; Ave Maria; Bye Bye Blues; It’s So Easy; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Sony Music. Pub. at $23.99. **$17.95**

**CD 3840857 MARIO LANZA: Classics.** This 23-track CD brings together Lanza’s most popular recordings, including his three million-selling singles, his Top 20 chart successes, and the highlights from two best-selling albums. Songs include: Granada; I Love You; Because; The Lord’s My Helper; Waiting for Fall; and more. Decca and Capitol. Tracks include: The Most Beautiful Girl In The World; Who Shot) Liberty Valance; Town Without Pity; I’m Gonna Be Strong; and so much more. Five CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95. **$19.99**

**CD 466504X UNCHAINED MELODY: Fifties Forever.** This collection of fifties music includes: Earth Angel by The Penguins; If I Give My Heart to You by Donis Day; Hold Me, Till Me, Kiss Me by Karen Chandler; Jambalaya (On the Bayou) by Patti Page; Mr. Sandman by the Chordettes; Love Me Tender by Elvis Presley, and so much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.95. **$12.95**

**CD 398224 THE ART LUND COLLECTION 1941-59.** This 2 cd, fifty-one track set features all his 10 career chart entries, including the number one Mam Selle, the number four Peg O’ My Heart and the top twenty hits And Gold; Hair of Gold, Eyes of Blue; One Horse Shay; and My One and Only. Plus three top 20 hits with Benny Goodman, including the number five Blue Skies. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **$12.95**

**CD 6878210 GENE PITNEY: The Collection.** One of the most consistent hit makers of the 1960s, Gene Pitney established an idolizing fans’ pop style with his trademark melodramatic vocals. This two cd collection brings together all his biggest hits, including Something’s Gotten Hold of My Heart; (The Man I Love) You’re Breaking My Heart; and many more. Forty tracks. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 3959007 THE ANDREWS SISTERS IN HOLLYWOOD.** They are one of the most successful groups in show business history, having sold over 90 million records worldwide. This two cd set collects 50 tracks, including Rhumbagoo; Hill the Road; Pennsylvania Polka; You’re Just a Flower from an Old Bouquet; Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy; Oh He Loves Me; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $20.99. **$15.95**

---
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CD 4664493 THE GAYLORDS COLLECTION, 1953-61. This two CD, 61 track collection includes Tell Me You're Mine; Cuban Love; Song For Free-Again; The Things of My Heart; From the Vine Came the Grape; Mambo Rock; Bring Me a Bluebird; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 3988811 THE EVELYN KNIGHT COLLECTION, 1944-59. Comprises selected A and B sides of Knight's Decca releases during the years 1944 to 1954, including duets with Dick Haymes, Bing Crosby, Hoagy Carmichael & Red Foley. Fifty-two tracks include A Little Bird Told Me; Lover, Lover (Face with Sunshine); Dance with a Dolly; Chickery Chick; Brush Those Tears From Your Eyes; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 2853677 A SUMMER PLACE: Great instrumental Hits. Presents a stimulating collection of 75 great instrumental including Blue Hawaii by Billy Vaughn Orchestra; All My Love by Percy Faith and His Orchestra; Quiet Village by Martin Denny; Tear Drop by Santo and Johnny, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

CD 3887359 THE ANDY RUSSELL COLLECTION, 1944-49. This 50 track two CD set comprises selected A and B sides from Russell's singles on Capitol, including those with the Duke Ellington Band. Songs include Besame Mucho; Amor; What a Difference a Day Made; I Dream of You; I Can't Begin to Tell You; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 3736233 AL JOLSON: The Deca Years, 1945-1950. Today, almost 70 years after his passing, Jolson is still held in high regard as a famous and respected showman. In this three-CD collection are 80 tracks, including some alternative takes, including Swannee; April Showers; Sonny Boy; Crying Just For You; Jeannie with the Light Brown Hair; My Mother's Rosary; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

CD 3763102 THE JUDY GARLAND COLLECTION 1953-62. This six CD, 122 track set presents Judy's fabulous recording career, it includes Without A Memory; The Man That Got Away; and the A Star Is Born soundtrack. This set also has all the 9 albums she released Miss Show Business; Judy, Alone; Judy in Love; Judy Garland at the Glen; That's Love; The Garland Touch; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 3691519 DORIS DAY: The Hits Collection, 1945-62. Day was one of the most universally popular entertainers of the post-war era on both screen and record. This 79 track, four CD set features a multitude of hit songs, including Sentimental Journey; My Dreams Are Getting Better All The Time; Look for the Silver Lining; More Than A Lover; Heart of the Matter; It's The Same Old Moon; Love Is A Many Splendored Thing; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 685768X NINA SIMONE: The Definitive Collection 1958-62. This 79 track, four CD set comprises all the recordings from Simone's albums: Little Girl Blue; Nina Simone and Her Friends; The Amazing Nina Simone; Nina Simone At Town Hall; Nina Simone At Newport; Forbidden Fruit; Nina at the Village Gate; and Nina plus tracks released on Bethlehem and Colpix. Simone Sings Elton John singles not included on albums. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

CD 2921618 PETULA CLARK: Greatest Hits. Clark has spanned eight decades... This collection contains 13 wonderful tracks, including Sign of the Times; This Is My Song; I Know a Place; My Love; Downtown; I Couldn't Live Without You; and many more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

CD 5880939 THE ROGER WILLIAMS COLLECTION 1954-62. With over 30 chart entries to his name, pianist Roger Williams had success that few musicians of his time could manage. There are 51 recordings, including several of those hits—from Near You to Autumn Leaves—plus his takes on classic melodies like The Warsaw Concerto (The World Outside); Tchaikovsky's Piano Concerto No. 1; and The Skater's Waltz. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

CD 3988861 I LEFT MY HEART AT THE STAGE DOOR CANTER: Essential Collection. A three CD collection of essential songs from the WWII era with 74 tracks by the original artists that include such memorable songs as I'll Be Seeing You by Bing Crosby; Victory Belongs to The Andrews Sisters; Candy by Johnny Johnson; and so many more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 3988570 THE MINDY CARSON COLLECTION 1946-54. A 50 track, two CD set comprising selected A & B sides from her singles on the Signature, Musicraft, RCA-Victor, Columbia and Joy labels from this era and including her 3 Signature entries to her name, pianist Roger Williams had success that few musicians of his time could manage. There are 51 recordings, including several of those hits—from Near You to Autumn Leaves—plus his takes on classic melodies like The Warsaw Concerto (The World Outside); Tchaikovsky's Piano Concerto No. 1; and The Skater's Waltz. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 4715918 THE FIRST BRITISH HIT PARADE: The B Sides. This CD collection contains the B sides from the early British charts. Twenty-five tracks comprise A & B sides that include: Dried My Eyes To Sleep by Al Martino; Pretty Boy (Pretty Girl) by Jo Stafford & the Starlighters; At Last! At Last! by Bing Crosby; What's Up? by Johnnie Ray & the Four Lads; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

CD 3988627 THE VERA LYNN SINGLES COLLECTION 1936-62. This commemorative 144 track, six CD set comprises selected A & B sides from the Forces Sweetheart’s singles on the Crown, Decca, London, MGM and HMV labels. Tracks include Where in the World, In My Little Red Book; The Bells of St. Mary’s; You’re Breaking My Heart All over Again; The Anniversary Waltz; Be, Careful, It’s My Heart; While Christmas Is Still Young; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 3988414 DORIS DAY: Gold. This three CD set comprises 60 hits by the well-known vocalist including Sugarbush; Que Sera Sera; Secret Love; Sentimental Journey; A Guy Is A Guy; Autumn Leaves; Send In The Rain; I Dream Of You; It's Only A Paper Moon; and many more. Sony Music. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

CD 3792374 JOHNATHY MATHIS: Different Kinda Different. A collection of nineteen tracks of the singer's standards include; With You I'm Born Again; Never Give Up On You; The Lights Of Rio; Wondering Why; Three Times A Lady; The Way You Look Tonight; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 2809066 THE VERSATILE MR. BELAFONTE. One of the most clever Belafonte compilations ever made, this is a perfect portrait of his early repertoire. Collects 23 tracks, including Mama Looka Boo Doo; Don’t Ever Love Me; Chimney Smoke; I’m So Glad I’m a Country Boy; The Marching Saints; Kingston Market; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

CD 3937526 THE JUNE VALLI SINGLES & EPS COLLECTION 1961-62. This 83 track, three CD set comprises most of her A & B sides for RCA, Mercury and United Artists during the fifties, and some tracks from the EPS All Pals; The Torch, and Body and Soul. Songs include So Madly in Love; Love and Hate; Crying in the Chapel; I Fall to Pieces; The Things We Meet Again; That Old Gang of Mine; Carolina in the Morning; Home on the Range; On Top of Old Smoky; Goodnight Irene; Tiptoe Through the Tulips with Me; and many more. Dynamic. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 2870940 MITCH MILLER & THE GANG: Essential Collection. This three CD collection features 79 tracks that welcome you to sing along! Hits include Memories; You Are My Sunshine; Don’t Fence Me In; Tell Me We Meet Again; That Old Gang of Mine; Carolina in the Morning; Home on the Range; We Meet Again; That Old Gang of Mine; Carolina in the Morning; Home on the Range; On Top of Old Smoky; Goodnight Irene; Tiptoe Through the Tulips with Me; and many more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 3950476 THE DEAN MARTIN GANG: Essential Collection. The Dean Martin Gang have recorded new songs highlighting love song for country at an opportune time when the world is currently embroiled in the COVID 19 lock-down. Eighteen tracks include; Another Soldier by Carolina Road; Women in Uniform by Daughters of Bluegrass; Sergeant Barrow by Clay Hess; I Wave by Family Sunshine; and much more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
Gone Music. Pub. at $20.99

LML Music. Pub. at $7.99

Little Lift; Here Is My Life; A Great Idea; performing together a collection of Divas with Billy Barnes at the piano*

Magic; Also included is a 99-page full-color, hardcover book. The six-CD set period, as well as all the tracks from their EPs and the 1960 LP in Berlin; Thirty tracks include

Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

3937453

My Inner Child; Something Special; Captain's Daughter; A

Also included is a 99-page color, hardcover book. The six-CD set also includes 146 tracks. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $199.99 $149.95

CD

4648129 LUCIE ARNAZ: Latin Roots. Features fourteen tracks from the vocalist including You and the Night and the Music; I’ll See You in C-U-B-A, Rumba Mambo, Four Nights In Havana, In A Bubu, La Copa De La Vida; and more. LML Music. Pub. at $7.99

CD

3886700 DORIS DAY, 1947-1950: It’s Magic. This set covers Day’s earliest Columbia recordings, including hits like Love Someone Comin’, It’s Magic, Out Of Fashioned Walk; and Bewitched. There are movie songs, as well as some duets with Buddy Clark, Dinah Shore and Frank Sinatra. Also included is a 99-page color, hardcover book. The six-CD set also includes 146 tracks. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $199.99 $149.95

CD

4648056 GLORIA LORING: By Request. Here are ten tracks of the most requested songs by Loring’s fans that include I Got a Kick Out of You, Tonight I Celebrate My Love for You, Here, There and Everywhere; I Never Entered My Mind, Goddy’s Song, As Time Goes By; and more. SilkRuse. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

CD

3972382 JOHNNY MATHIS: I Only Have Eyes for You/Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me. These 22 tracks of standards from the Crawbucker; I Write the Songs; Do Me Wrong, But Do Me, The Hungry Years; All The Things You Are; The Most Beautiful Girl, Don’t Give Up on Us; If It’s Magic, and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

CD

3920364 FRANCK POURCEL AND HIS ORCHESTRA: Pourcel Portraits. For those who’ve not yet been to Paris, Franych Pourcel provides an agreeable substitute–portraits of Paris by an orchestra of Parisian strings. Twenty-eight tracks include I’ll Follow You, P’tit Buvard; Pianissimo; La Semaine; You Don’t Know; Any Time; Ton Adieu; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

CD

3986977 HAT PARADE 1962. Thirty 25 hit recordings that had you humming the tune for months on end! Includes classics like Sherry by The Four Seasons; The Loco-Motion by Little Eva; Return to Sender by Elvis Presley; I Can’t Stop Loving You by Ray Charles and many more. Dynamic. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

CD

3868759 UPTOWN SATURDAY NIGHT: Jump to the Beat. Thirty tracks to keep your night bumping ‘til the sun comes up! Includes I’ll Take You There by The Staple Singers; Move Along Baby by Frank Sinatra; I Want Your Love by Chic; I Can’t Wait by Nu Shooz, Turn Your Love Around by George Benson; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. $3.95

CD

3859397 HAT PARADE 1950. These are the 25 classics that made 1950 a year to remember. Revisiting mid-century America through its most endearing essentials like The Tennessee Waltz by Patti Page; Mona Lisa by Nat “King” Cole; I Can Dream, Can’t I? by The Andrews Sisters; There’s No Tomorrow by Tony Martin; and more. Seven CDs. TIME LIFE. $14.95

CD

3937454 BILLY BARNES’ DIVAS. This album gathers together a collection of Divas with Billy Barnes performing My Inner Child; Something Special; Captain’s Daughter; A Little Lift; Here Is My Life; A Great Idea; and more. Seventeen tracks, LML Music. Pub. at $7.99

CD

3972390 JOHNNY MATHIS: The Heart Of Man/Feelings. Twenty-three tracks from the popular singer’s repertoire include Woman; Woman, It’s Gone; Feel Like Makin’ Love; One Day in Your Life; That’s All She Wrote; Turn the Lights Down; Let’s Get It On; Be The One; and more on 2 CDs. Real Tone Music. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

CD

393764X RAY JESSEL: The First Seventy Years. Recorded live at Tom Rolla’s The Gardenia in Hollywood, California, in 2003. Eighteen tracks include I’m A Genius; I Will Find You; The Things We Did, Moonlight, Whatever Happened to Melody and more. LML Music. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

CD

3840700 SAM COOKE: Greatest Hits. He brings his dulcet tones to twenty nostalgic hits including You Send Me; I’ll Love You For Sentimental Reasons; You Were Made For Me, Win Your Love For Me, Love You Most Of All; Everything Loves To Cha Cha Cha; Only One; Wonderful, World; Chain Gang; Sad Mood; Frankie and Johnny; and more. Real Tone Music. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

CD

3878788 SELL OUT

NELSON EDDY & JEANETTE MACDONALD: Musical Favourites. Sixteen digitally enhanced tracks highlight a beloved musical duo. Includes Ah! Sweet Mystery of Life; I’m Falling In Love With Someone (From “Tramp! Tramp! Tramp!”); Street Song; When I Grow Too Old to Dream; The Mounties; Rose Marie; and more. Pegasus Entertainment. $4.95

CD

3957888 NO. 1 HITS OF THE 50’S. Eighteen tracks take you down memory lane in the swinging 50’s. Includes I’ll Be Home For Christmas; I’m All Right Now; The Things You Do; and more. LML Music. Pub. at $7.99

CD

3887839 THE VERY BEST OF BOBBY VEE. Collects 50 original recordings by the artist, digitally remastered for a new audience. Two CDs also include hits like Rubber Ball; Run to Him; Devil or Angel; Stayin’ In; Tears on My Pillow; Take Good Care of My Baby; Mister Sandman; Susie Q; and more. Int. Pub. at $14.95 $10.95

CD

3853988 THE MILLERS BROTHERS: Moon Above, Malaga by Jimmy Young, and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
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OLDIES - EASY LISTENING

CD 3853993 HIT PARADE 1952. All the joy of mid-century America is packed into this 25-track selection, featuring some of the most beloved numbers by the biggest stars. You Belong to Me by Jo Stafford; Kiss of Fire by Georgia Gibbs; Tryin' by The Hill Toppers; A Guy Is A Guy by Doris Day; Natural Color by The Coasters; Right On by The Ventures; Moonlight Serenade by Glenn Miller; Woodchopper's Ball by Woody Herman; Hold Tight by The Andrews Sisters; Cherokee by Charlie Barnett; and more. Dynamic.

CD 3853861 HIT PARADE 1939. Collects 25 tracks that seized the public imagination and crossed the country, including Moonlight Serenade by Glenn Miller; Woodchopper's Ball by Woody Herman; Hold Tight by The Andrews Sisters; Cherokee by Charlie Barnett; and more. Dynamic.

SOLD OUT

CD 3853926 HIT PARADE 1946. Here are the 1946 classics you've carried in your heart. Twenty-five original recordings include Prisoner of Love by Perry Como; Symphony by Freddy Martin; The Old Lamp-Lighter by Sammy Kaye with Billy Williams; Day By Day by Frank Sinatra; and more. Dynamic.

CD 3853918 HIT PARADE 1945. Twenty-five tracks represent the best of a year in music. Revisit the charms of such hits as Till the End of Time by Perry Como; A Cottage for Sale by Billy Eckstine; Rum and Coca Cola by The Andrews Sisters; Candy by Dinah Shore; Dream by The Pied Pipers; and more. Dynamic.

CD 3991067 THE 70S LOVE ALBUM. Collects 60 classic love songs of the seventies by artists including Art Garfunkel, Bill Withers, Dolly Parton, Earth Wind & Fire, Eric Carmen, Billy Ocean, Gladys Knight & The Pips and many more. 43 minutes. Immortal.

CD 3949370 FRANK SINATRA: Icon. Features eleven tracks of this music icon's hits including Come Fly with Me; Young at Heart; I Get A Kick Out of You; I've Got You Under My Skin; One for My Baby; Fly Me To The Moon; That's Life; Strangers in the Night; My Way; Theme from New York, New York; and more. Dynamic.

CD 3878862 THE CHORDETTES: Greatest Hits. The female vocal group whose bubbly sound made the 1950s dance, the Chordettes are given the mic in these 50 beloved hits. Kicking off with one of the biggest songs of the century--Mr. Sandman--it also features Never on a Sunday; Pink Shoe Laces; Lollipop; For Me and My Gal; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music.

CD 3702645 YANNI: Port of Mystery. Collects eight tracks from the new-age music legend: The Sperm; You Only Live Once; Pink Shoe Laces; Lollipop; For Me and My Gal; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music.

NEW AGES - NATURE & RELAXATION

CD 385599X THUNDER DRUMS. The music of Native American, African, Hispanic, Aboriginal, and South American cultures unites with a collection of thunderstorm recordings to create a mesmerizing backdrop of a rolling thunderstorm. The result is nothing short of stunning. Global Journey. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

CD 3958418 CELTIC DREAMS. Lose yourself with this wonderful 4 CD collection of enchanting celtic melodies, including these eight tracks: She Moved through the Fair; Carrickfergus; The Water is Wide; Loch Lomond; Celtic Dreams; Will Ye Go Lightly; New Genny; Sweet Afton; and more. Four Winds. 3958418

CD 3957101 HEALING WATER: Body, Mind, Spirit. Experience the healing sound of a spring rain shower blended with the beautiful melodies of harp, strings, guitar and flute. Thirty tracks on 3 CDs in a metal presentation case. NorthQuest.

CD 3957290 SPIRIT EARTH: Relaxing Native Flute. Captivating and serene, these Native flutes melodies peacefully give you an ancient spirit. Twelve tracks include Morning Sky; Wandering; Prayer for the Elders; Sacred Land; Sunflower; and more. NorthQuest.

CD 3957136 PEACEFUL RETREAT: Body, Mind, Soul. Create your own peaceful retreat as you relax to soothing melodies performed on guitar, piano and strings blended with the healing sounds of ocean waves. Thirty tracks on 3 CDs in a metal presentation case. NorthQuest.


CD 4694406 ROMANTIC MOODS. Ten tracks of instrumental arrangements that will inspire a romantic mood within your significant other: Raindrops; Sea of Serenity; Starfinder; Halcyon Blue; Leeward Shore; Fantasia; Forth Beneath the Waves; Atlantis; Drillwind; and Oceanic Dreams. Universal Music.

CD 6887082 STEVEN HALPERN: Crystal Bowl Healing 2.0. By combining two premier sound healing instruments; quartz crystal singing bowls and the Rhodes electric piano, these nineteen transcendent compositions spontaneously create an aura of deep relaxation and peace and mindful awareness. Over an hour of transcendent music. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 3957063 DEEP RELAXATION: Body, Mind, Spirit. Experience deep relaxation as you listen to the calming sounds of the ocean waves blended with beautiful melodies performed on piano, strings and guitar. Thirty tracks on 3 CDs in a metal presentation case. NorthQuest.

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/845
**CD 4654757** STEVEN HALPERN: Ocean of Bliss. Features 13 tracks, over an hour, of Halprin's award-winning music with Morton Subotnick's Organic Brainwave Entrainment soundtrack, the hypnotic rhythm of the ocean. This beautiful music supports your immune system and innate healing energies, and is in sync with COVID-19 reality. Open Channel Sound Company. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3945812** STEVEN HALPERN: Spectrum Suite. Pioneering sound healer Steven Halprin resonates, activates and elevates your seven chakras with the seven musical keynotes of the solar and electro-magnetic spectrum. This 45th anniversary edition is almost twice as long as the original vinyl LP. Tune your chakras with tracks: 1-7. Tracks 8-16 include the out of print favorites from all Side B pressings. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**CD 6700896** STEVEN HALPERN: Music for Sound Healing 2.0. Proven in research studies and the lives of millions, Halprin's award-winning compositions update the ancient art of sound healing. He mixes the soothing tones of the Rhodes electric piano, cello, harp, and bamboo flute in a mindful audio masterpiece sure to heal and restore you at your most stressed. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.94 $11.95

**CD 4652576** ANDREAS VOLLENWEIDER: Down to the Moon. Collects 12 tracks from the Swiss harpist, including Down to the Moon; Moon Dance; Steam Forest; Water Moon; Three Silver Ladies Dance; La Lune et l'Enfant; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $17.97 $13.95

**CD 5979770** STEVEN HALPERN: Optimal Health: The Speed of Sound. Listening to the music on this album provides an easy, effective, and enjoyable way to reduce stress for a healthier life. Halprin's multi-modal program is combined with Next-Gen Brain Balancing Music with sonic entrainment tones and subliminal affirmations that harmonize body, mind and spirit. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3854256** RICK WAKEMAN: Classic Tracks: Let the mystical and magical worlds of Rick Wakeman surround you and fill you with inspirational feelings. Four tracks include Journey to the Center Of The Earth; Catherine Howard; Umberto II; and Merlin the Magician. The Store For Music. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**CD 4652952** ANDREAS VOLLENWEIDER: White Winds (Seeker's Journey). Vollenweider's fourth studio album, released in 1984. Collects 10 tracks, including The White Winds/White Boat (First View); The Woman and the Stone; Flight Feet & Root Hands; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

**CD 4700066** JIM VALLEY: A Garden Faire. A collection of neoclassical instrumentalists to draw you into a world of wonder and calm your stress. Ebb and Flow; Celtic Wedding; Renaissance; Water Popsicle; Lamp Light; Lavender Dreams; Butterfly; Song; and more. Rainbow Planet. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**CD 4652844** ANDREAS VOLLENWEIDER: Quiet Places. Ten tracks are collected here from the new-age musician, including Pygmalion; Polyphony; The Pyramidsian; Entangled; Fields of Blue; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

**CD 2960001** TANGERINE DREAM: Somnambulistic Imagery. Recorded for FM broadcast at the Irvine Meadows Amphitheater, in Laguna Hills, California on June 25, 1983. This two CD set collects all five tracks from the show: Imagery One; Imagery Two; Imagery Three; Imagery Four; and Imagery Five. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**DVD 3957217** ZEN GARDEN: The Art of Relaxation. Take a peaceful retreat to the Far East with this collection of soothing world flutes and calming soundscapes. Includes a 60 minute DVD that transforms any room into a peaceful water garden set to relaxing Asian inspired music. Lifescapes. $4.95

**DVD 4653009** MY FIREPLACE GIRL: Beauty in Black. Widescreen. Come get comfortable, with a roaring fire and a beautiful young lady to keep you company. Watch as the fire roars and keeps her warm while she relaxes, knits you a sweater and sends you sweet kisses. Starring Instagram sensation, ModelAngelica. 61 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**DVD 371165X** MODERN ART DECO FIREPLACE VISION! For those who long for a winter night in New York, sitting by the fire with friends and family or a romantic evening for two, now you can enjoy the sensory as one would in a modern home. Relax, sit back and relish in the mesmerizing glow and warmth of a modern fireplace anytime of year. Includes a version with soothing music. 60 minutes. WWMV. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**CD 567990X** THE KINGTON TRIO LIVE. Twenty tracks from the popular folk outfit: Tom Dooley; Greenback Dollar; The Tijuana Jail; Where Have All the Flowers Gone; Scotch and Soda; The Lion Sleeps Tonight; Baby You've Been on My Mind; Shout; How Long Has This Song Been Going On; Hard Travelin' John; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

**CD 6558879** EDITH PIAF: Chansons. An icon, diva, and legend in her own lifetime. Edith Piaf is widely regarded as the most important French singer of the 20th century. Here she brings her peerless talent to 25 French-language tracks: Duragan (Hurricane); Je Suis A Toi (I Am Yours); La Vie En Rose (Life Through Rose-Colored Glasses); and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 3736644** THE TARTAN SCOTTISH BAND: Celtic Romance. Collects 11 songs--tracks from an extraordinary show Donovan gave at New York's Bottom Line in June 6, 1986, this two CD set collects all five Connections. In a modern home. Relax, sit back and relish in the mesmerizing glow and warmth of a modern fireplace anytime of year. Includes a version with soothing music. 60 minutes. WWMV. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**CD 3957047** THE CELTIC ROMANCE COLLECTION. On two CDs you'll experience the white rock and get lost in the beauty of these enchanting Celtic melodies. Featuring 15 tracks of relaxing instrumentals and dreamy vocal performances by Cat Agus Stein. Includes Isle of Innisfree; Edge of the Stone; Castle of Dromore; and more. Lifescapes. $4.95

**CD 3889270** JONI MITCHELL WITH HERBIE HANCOCK: Bread & Roses Festival 1978. Collects 11 songs–tracks one through nine recorded from an FM broadcast on September 2 and a number of bands and pipers performing many of Scotland's best loved tunes and anthems are included in this 3-CD set with sixty tracks in all featuring Amazing Grace; Auld Lang Syne; Caledonia; Dark Lachnan; Lassie; Loch Lomond; Scotland Forever; Scots Wha Hae; The Dark Island; and more. Scottisc. $11.95

**CD 6656929** BOB DYLAN: Shadows in the Night. Collects 12 songs from this music icon, including I'm a Fool to Want You; The Night We Called It a Day; Stay With Me; That Lucky Old Sun; Full Moon and Empty Arms; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 4665929** THE CELTIC ROMANCE COLLECTION. On two CDs you'll experience the white rock and get lost in the beauty of these enchanting Celtic melodies. Featuring 15 tracks of relaxing instrumentals and dreamy vocal performances by Cat Agus Stein. Includes Isle of Innisfree; Edge of the Stone; Castle of Dromore; and more. Lifescapes. $4.95

**CD 3957047** THE CELTIC ROMANCE COLLECTION. On two CDs you'll experience the white rock and get lost in the beauty of these enchanting Celtic melodies. Featuring 15 tracks of relaxing instrumentals and dreamy vocal performances by Cat Agus Stein. Includes Isle of Innisfree; Edge of the Stone; Castle of Dromore; and more. Lifescapes. $4.95

**CD 3889270** JONI MITCHELL WITH HERBIE HANCOCK: Bread & Roses Festival 1978. Collects 11 songs–tracks one through nine recorded from an FM broadcast on September 2 and a number of bands and pipers performing many of Scotland's best loved tunes and anthems are included in this 3-CD set with sixty tracks in all featuring Amazing Grace; Auld Lang Syne; Caledonia; Dark Lachnan; Lassie; Loch Lomond; Scotland Forever; Scots Wha Hae; The Dark Island; and more. Scottisc. $11.95

**CD 6656929** BOB DYLAN: Shadows in the Night. Collects 12 songs from this music icon, including I'm a Fool to Want You; The Night We Called It a Day; Stay With Me; That Lucky Old Sun; Full Moon and Empty Arms; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 4659434** MARIA MULDAUR: Yes We Can! Three live tracks from Maria Muldaur with the lead vocals and fiddle, accompanied by The Women's Voices for Peace Choir: Make a Better World; Inner City Blues; Yes We Can, Can; We Can, Can; Can; Call It Old World; Call It New World; More; and more. Concord Music Group. $7.95

**CD 3717331** DONOVAN: Bottom Line 1976. This CD comes from an extraordinary show Donovan gave at New York’s Bottom Line Club in April 1976. Features a host of his classics plus a number of cuts from his 15th album. This stunning concert features Sunshine Superman; Atlantis; Mellow Yellow; Hurdy Gurdy Man; and more. Ten tracks. Unicorn. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
CD 3886905 JOHN DENVER: Gold. A must-have collection for any fan of the folk rock star. This set collects 43 songs on three CDs, including Take Me Home, Country Roads; Leaving, on a Jet Plane; Rocky Mountain High; Christmas for Cowboys; Thank God I’m A Country Boy; and more. Capitol. Pub. at $19.99

CD 5993059 JOAN BAEZ: The Debut Album Plus! Joan’s groundbreaking first album, featuring 13 folk-blues classics like Silver Dagger, House of the Rising Sun; Wildwood Flower; John Riley; Mary Hamilton and more together with ten bonus tracks from the Folk Singers’ “Round harvest” Square album, including collaborations with Bill Wood and Ted Alvezos. Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $14.95

CD 3913791 PHIL OCHS: The Best of the Real. This CD collects 17 songs plus three bonus tracks (already unreleased) from the folk singer, including In the Heat of the Summer; That What I Want to Hear; City Boy; The War Is Over; Braecro; Sailors and Soldiers; and more. Liberation. Pub. at $15.99

CD 3775841 BOB DYLAN: Finley Club. The folk icon performs 11 songs in Montreal on July 2, 1962. Death of Emmett Till; Stealin’; Hiram Hubbard; Blowin’ in the Wind; Rocks and Gravel; Quit Your Lowdown Ways; He Was a Friend of Mine; Let Me Die in My Footsteps; Two Trains Runnin’; Ramblin’ on My Mind; and more. A&R. Pub. at $14.99

CD 388774X JOHNNY CASH VS BOB DYLAN: The Singer and the Song. Collects 50 legendary recordings from these two icons, often together on how their worlds collided in the 60’s. Includes I Walk the Line; Five Feet High and Rising; and In Them Old Cottonfields Back Home. Johnny Cash and Blowin’ in the Wind; by Bob Dylan and man more. Not Now Music.

CD 3714710 JOHN PRINE: Talking Dirty. Features a performance recorded in October 1986 from Asheville, North Carolina. Twenty-two tracks, including Lulu Walls; The Torch Singer; Aw Heck; Too Soon to Tell; Too Soon to Tell; Cry on My Shoulder; Nobody’s Girl; The Road is My Middle Name; Give It Up or Let Me Go; Thing called Love; Love Letter; Three Girls and a Baby; and more. O-B-O. Pub. at $14.99

CD 6941028 BONNIE RAITT: Nobody’s Girl. This dynamic performance delivers 17 tracks including About to Make Me Leave Home; Runnin’ Down a Dream; Friends in Faraway; Too Soon to Tell; Cry on My Shoulder; Nobody’s Girl; The Road is My Middle Name; Give It Up or Let Me Go; Thing called Love; Love Letter; Three Girls and a Baby; and more. O-B-O. Pub. at $14.99

CD 3931625 JOHN PRINE: An Irish Pipedream. From a live FM Broadcast recorded at Glor Irish Music Centre, Ennis, Ireland in November 2005, these 15 tracks include Spanish Pipedream; Blue Umbrella; and more. O-B-O. Pub. at $14.99

CD 3962746 SYLVIA TYSON: You were on My Mind. A collection featuring fourteen tracks from this Canadian singer-songwriter and folk icon, including Repere’s Mill; Walking on the Moon; Sleep on My Shoulder; Tracker’s Cafe; River Road; Last Call; and more. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $15.99

CD 3931560 EMMYLOU HARRIS: Here and There. From a live FM Broadcast recorded at Harpo’s in Chicago. Eighteen tracks are collected in these tracks that include Cash on the Barrehead; You’re Still on My Mind; Coat of Many Colors; The Race Is On; Country Captivity and more. Foces Faster Records. Pub. at $14.99

CD 3931625 JOHN PRINE: An Irish Pipedream. From a live FM Broadcast recorded at Glor Irish Music Centre, Ennis, Ireland in November 2005, these 15 tracks include Spanish Pipedream; Blue Umbrella; and more. O-B-O. Pub. at $14.99

CD 3931625 JOHN PRINE: An Irish Pipedream. From a live FM Broadcast recorded at Glor Irish Music Centre, Ennis, Ireland in November 2005, these 15 tracks include Spanish Pipedream; Blue Umbrella; and more. O-B-O. Pub. at $14.99

CD 3794709 MARCHING AROUND THE WORLD. Collects 16 tracks from the folk, rock, and folk rock bands of H. M. Forces, including Friedlander March; Redetsy March; Gibralter Army of the Nile; Marche Lorraine; A Bridge Too Far; Cairo Road; Hyde Valdes March; and more. Start.

CD 3988552 JONI MITCHELL: Live in New York. A two CD, 21 track collection that features Big Yellow Taxi; Cars, and more. Equinox. Pub. at $19.99

CD 2928156 MICHTEL MILLER: Folk Songs/ March Along. A great selection of 28 folk songs to sing along with Mitchel! Includes The Top of the Hill; Smokey; Red River Valley; Doin’ in the Valley; My Darling Clementine; Aunt Rhody; The Blue Tail Fly; I’m Going Back to Dixie; Anchors Away; From the Halls of Montezuma; Dixie; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

CD 392816 JONI MITCHELL & JAMES TAYLOR: Live at Paris Theatre 1970. Recorded from a live FM Broadcast recorded at the Paris Theatre, London on October 29, 1970. Eighteen tracks, including That Song About the Midway; The Gallery; Rainy Day Man; Stealing Blues; Carey; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99

CD 3794709 MARCHING AROUND THE WORLD. Collects 16 tracks from the folk, rock, and folk rock bands of H. M. Forces, including Friedlander March; Redetsy March; Gibralter Army of the Nile; Marche Lorraine; A Bridge Too Far; Cairo Road; Hyde Valdes March; and more. Start.

CD 4725484 JOHN RENBOURN GROUP: A Maid in Bremen. This contemporary folk album collects 15 tracks, including I am a Maid That’s Deep in Love; Death and the Lady; Wrenston Wynde; I am a Maid; and more. A-M. Pub. at $24.95

CD 5934737 THE CARTER FAMILY 1927-1934. A.P., Sara, and Maybelle–they were the truth. Only 6 albums are collected these 16 tracks that include Cash on the Barrehead; You’re Still on My Mind; Coat of Many Colors; The Race Is On; Country Captivity and more. Foces Faster Records. Pub. at $14.99

CD 4694392 PETE, BETHANY & RUFUS CAPDCOCCA: The Roots. Comprises eleven tracks from Peter (originally of Peter, Paul and Mary). Peter’s daughter Bethany and Rufus Capdoccia, reinterpreting the original vitality of the folk song family. Tracks include Blue Moon Rising; Redemption; and more. Rufus Capdoccia. Pub. at $11.95
World - Folk

**CD 3988503 JAMES TAYLOR: The Mermaid Theatre.** Features twelve tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at The Mermaid Theatre, London, England on March 25th, 2003, including Secret O’Life; October Road; Whenever You’re Wrong, More Lonesome;  Em Up; Sweet Baby James; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 3987086 ELLEN MCLWLNAINE: The Real/Everybody Needs It.**Gathers 23 tracks from this singer-songwriter and guitarist including many Whatcha Gonna Need, a Single Word; Everybody Needs It; Come Sit Down and Tell Me; Crawling Kingsnake; and more. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $15.99 **$11.95**

**CD 4590079 SOUTH OF THE BORDER: Great Latin Hits.** This essential collection gathers 75 of your Latin favorites, including Brazil by Xavier Cugat; Frenesi by Artie Shaw; I Came, I Saw, I Conquered by George Evans; Mama Yo Quiero by Carmen Miranda; Cherry Pine; and Blossom White by Perez Prado. Sony BMG. Pub. at $9.95 **$7.95**


**CD 3988546 LEONARD COHEN: Tel Aviv 1972.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Yad Eliahu Sports Palace, Tel Aviv, Israel, on April 19th, 1972 are collected these twelve tracks from a live FM broadcast–a benefit gig in Berkley, California, 1978–and collected nine tracks including Furry Sings the Blues; A Chair in the Sky; Goodbye Pork Pie Hat; The Circle Game; and more. Sony BMG. Pub. at $12.99 **$9.95**

This two CD set features all live performances, two recordings including Midnight Rider; Treetop Flyer; For Free; Carry Me; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**CD 3900347 SONGBIRDS: Albanian Music from 762, 1924-1946.** A wonderful set containing 84 tracks on four CDs! Songs include Islam Jontuzi and Friends; Coban Arifi and Sabri Fehmi; Xhemal Asllani and Sabri Fehmi; Selim Asllani and Hafize Asllani; Riza Sutrisno, Ben Rogalsky and more this album contains only two bonus tracks, Mixed-Up Contusion and Contina, Conina; as well as all 13 tracks of Joan Baez, Vol. 1, plus four bonus tracks. Sony BMG. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 3987399 BOB DYLAN: -Blame It on You.** This CD collection captures the iconic style of this legendary performer. Includes Young at Heart; Maybe You’ll Be There; Polka Dots and Moonbeams; All the Way; Skylark; Nevertheless; All of Nothing at All; On a Little Bit of Sorrow; I’d had to Be You; Melancholy Mood; That Old Black Magic; and Corne Rain or Corne Shyne. Sony BMG. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 3975796 BOB DYLAN & JOAN BAEZ: Voices of a Generation.** Compiled into one set all the songs from these two folk legends’ albums of all time, including many bonus tracks. Sony BMG. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 3775933 BOB DYLAN: Blame It on Rio.** This CD collection brings together songs from the folk icon’s live performance from Brazil in January 1990. Includes Songs for Work, Homesick Blues; Lay Your Lover Down; All Along the Watchtower; You’re a Big Girl Now; Maggie’s Farm; Political World; Seeing the Real You at Last; and many more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 **$9.95**

**CD 3957810 THE BEST OF THE IRISH ROVERS: 20th Century Beginnings of folk music’s greatest influencer in Bob Dylan.** BOB DYLAN VS. PETE SEEGER: The Singer and Constructing the Legend. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3887608 BOB DYLAN & JOAN BAEZ: Songs for Work, Homesick Blues; Lay Your Lover Down; All Along the Watchtower; You’re a Big Girl Now; Maggie’s Farm; Political World; Seeing the Real You at Last; and many more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 **$9.95**

**CD 3998997 JAMAICA JOHNNY & HIS MILAGRO BOYS: Trinidad, Land of Calypso.** Includes 12 tracks from Trinidad, Land of Calypso, Donkey City; Madeleine; Mother and Wife; Pretty Woman; Wai Wa Sotaya; Divorce by Television; Fifty Years One Line; and many more. Cherry Tree. Pub. at $12.99 **$9.95**

**CD 3914550 JOE NOLAN: Drifters.** Eleven tracks are collected here from the Canadian singer-songwriter, including Kisses in the Dark; Tupelo Honey; Maybe We Didn’t Get Our Timing Right; How I Used To Be; and more. Fallen Tree Records. Pub. at $16.99 **$12.95**

**CD 3988511 JONI MITCHELL WITH HERBIE HANCOCK: Live at the Brooklyn Coliseum Festival, 1978.** From a live FM broadcast–a benefit gig in Berkley, California, 1978–and collected nine tracks including Furry Sings the Blues; A Chair in the Sky; Goodbye Pork Pie Hat; The Circle Game; and more. Sony BMG. Pub. at $16.99 **$11.95**

**CD 3982750 THE BEST OF THE IRISH ROVERS.** Includes 12 tracks from  their instrument in this 25 track CD. Titles by The Dubliners; The Silver Spear; Kerry Regiment; the Straw; Oslo Waltz; The Irish Washerwoman; The Silver Spear; Kerry Regiment; and many more. Fallen Tree Records. Pub. at $16.99 **$12.95**

**CD 2992750 THE BEST OF THE IRISH ROVERS: 20th Century Beginnings of folk music’s greatest influencer in Bob Dylan.** BOB DYLAN VS. PETE SEEGER: The Singer and Constructing the Legend. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3887608 BOB DYLAN & JOAN BAEZ: Songs for Work, Homesick Blues; Lay Your Lover Down; All Along the Watchtower; You’re a Big Girl Now; Maggie’s Farm; Political World; Seeing the Real You at Last; and many more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 **$9.95**

**CD 3775933 BOB DYLAN: Blame It on Rio.** This CD collection brings together songs from the folk icon’s live performance from Brazil in January 1990. Includes Songs for Work, Homesick Blues; Lay Your Lover Down; All Along the Watchtower; You’re a Big Girl Now; Maggie’s Farm; Political World; Seeing the Real You at Last; and many more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 **$9.95**

**CD 3957810 THE BEST OF THE IRISH ROVERS: 20th Century Beginnings of folk music’s greatest influencer in Bob Dylan.** BOB DYLAN VS. PETE SEEGER: The Singer and Constructing the Legend. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3887608 BOB DYLAN & JOAN BAEZ: Songs for Work, Homesick Blues; Lay Your Lover Down; All Along the Watchtower; You’re a Big Girl Now; Maggie’s Farm; Political World; Seeing the Real You at Last; and many more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 **$9.95**

**CD 3960897 JAMAICA JOHNNY & HIS MILAGRO BOYS: Trinidad, Land of Calypso.** Includes 12 tracks from Trinidad, Land of Calypso, Donkey City; Madeleine; Mother and Wife; Pretty Woman; Wai Wa Sotaya; Divorce by Television; Fifty Years One Line; and many more. Cherry Tree. Pub. at $12.99 **$9.95**

**CD 3988609X BOB DYLAN VS. PETE SEEGER: The Singer and The Song.** Collects 40 legendary recordings from these two music icons, including Turn! Turn! Turn!; Man of Constant Sorrow; Handsome Molly; Freight Train Blues; Where Have All the Flowers Gone?; Kisses Sweeter Than Wine; Blowing in the Wind; and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. **SOLD OUT**
**World - Folk**

*CD 3945642 LEONARD COHEN: Reckyhair 1988. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Laugarasholl, Reykjavik, Iceland on June 24, 1988. Collects 28 tracks, including "Dance Me to the End of Love; Ain’t No Cure For Love; Who by Fire; Bird on a Wire; Story of Isaac; Hallelujah; Passing Through; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99*  

*CD 3887677 THE FOLK BLUES OF DA VE VAN RONK. Two original albums by the folk performer who inspired a generation of singer-songwriters. Includes all 14 tracks of Dave Van Ronk Sings Ballads; Blues & a Spill and all 15 of Dave Van Ronk Songs; In the Pines; Backwater Blues; Dink’s Song; Willie the Weeper and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.95*  

*CD 3711488 RY COODER & THE MOLLA BANDA RHYTHM ACES: Santa Cruz. This CD contains a stunning recording from a performance on March 25th, 1987 in Santa Cruz, California. Songs include Let’s Have A Ball; Jesus on the Main Line; Down in Mississippi; Goodnight Irene; Crazy ‘Bout An Automobile; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99*  

*CD 6908845 LEONARD COHEN: Austin City Limits. This CD collects nine tracks from Cohen’s October 1989 live performance in Austin, Texas. Songs include First We Take Manhattan; Tower of Song; Everybody Knows; Ain’t No Cure For Love; The Partisan; Joan of Arc; Jazz Police; If It Will Be Winter We Want It; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $24.99*  

*CD 593432X IAN & SYLVIA: The Beginning of the End. Reissues the rarest—and final—studio recordings of these pioneer Canadian folk singers. Tracks include More Often Than Not; Creators of Rain; I’ve Got A Kind Of Fool; Shark and the Cockroach; Last Lonely Eagle; Needle of Death; Everybody Has To Say Goodbye; and more. Beat Family Records. Pub. at $24.99*  

*CD 3910917 CIVIL WAR & OTHER LOVE SONGS. Features twelve tracks including: When the War Is Over; Good Night; Bordeleo; Me and You; The Junction; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Magentaine Music. Pub at $14.99*  

*CD 3746143 RICHARD DURAND: In Search of Sunrise 10. This three CD, 44 track set, a trance music mix-compilation, is mixed by Dutch producer Richard Durand. Tracks include Mixed Up; Sweet Sky; Paradise; In Motion; and more. Black Hole. Pub at $17.99*  

*CD 3848884 ELMO WILLIAMS & HAMSAH EARLY: The One to Know One. Collects ten tracks, recorded at various locations including: Mother’s Dead; Insane (Instrumental); Blue Jumped the Rabbit; Boaster; Nothing Man; Hoopin’ and Hollerin’; Been Here and Gone; Natchez Fire; Do Your Fat Poss mum Records. Pub. at $12.99*  

*CD 3848787 A.A. BONDY: American Hearts. Includes 12 tracks from this alternative folk artist, recorded in The Red Barn, Palenville, NY: How Will You Meet Your End?; The Times Have Changed; Summer Wages; Midnight; Barney: Some Kind of Fool; Shark and the Cockroach; Last Lonely Eagle; Needle of Death; Everybody Has To Say Goodbye; and more. Beat Family Records. Pub. at $24.99*  

*CD 4728327 CAT STEVENS: Tea for the Tillerman Live. This rare, classic 1970 performance captures the warmth of Stevens’ studio recordings but with even more passion and depth. Songs include Moonshadow; On the Road to Find Out; Where Do The Children Play?; Wild World; Miles from Nowhere; Summer Snow; Father and Son; Hard Headed Woman; and Eraser and the Firecat. 35 minutes. MVD Visual.*  

*DVD 2986051 WOODY GUTHRIE ALL-STAR TRIBUTE CONCERT 1970. A rare and historic tribute concert from the Hollywood Bowl in 1970. It features Alice Cooper; Joan Baez; Pete Seeger; Country Joe McDonald; Otis redda; Richie Havens; Ramblin’ Jack Elliott and others in their prime. 62 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95*  

*DVD 3918149 JOHN MARTYN: Live from the Camden Palace, Fullscreen. When John Martyn performed at the Camden Palace in 1984 as part of the ‘...Live from London’ series, it was already considered a great. Accompanied by Foss Paterson, Jeff Allen and Danny Cummings, this concert goes to highlight the remarkable skills of a guitarist who left us all too soon. Tracks include Love Is In; Sweet Little Mystery; Root Love; John Wayne; and more. 60 minutes. The Store For Music. Pub. at $7.95*  

*DVD 3950484 WEATHER REPORT: Live in Cologne 1983. Fullscreen. Recorded live in Cologne at the Sarltoy Sale, Germany, in 1985. This three CD, 44 track set, a trance music mix-compilation, is mixed by Dutch producer Richard Durand. Tracks include Mixed Up; Sweet Sky; Paradise; In Motion; and more. Black Hole. Pub at $9.99*  

*DVD 387527X THE WOODSTOCK COLLECTION: Let’s Work Together. Collects 30 songs on two CDs, including Do It, Diddy Diddy by Manfred Mann. The Man Won’t Let Me by the Outlaws; Smokin’ the Water by Deep Purple; Suzanne by Judy Collins; Jingle Jangle by the Archies; and more. Star Vista. Pub. at $29.99*  

*CD 373070X LORETTA LYNN: All Time Gospel Favorites. A rare and historic tribute concert from the Hollywood Bowl in 1970. It features Alice Cooper; Joan Baez; Pete Seeger; Country Joe McDonald, Odetta, Richie Havens, Ramblin’ Man All The Brothers Band; Don’t Stop Believin’ by Journey; Smokin’ in the Boy’s Room by Brownsville Station; and more. Time Life. Pub. at $12.99*  

*DVD 3084952 101 TREASURED HYMNS: How Great Thou Art/Amazing Grace. This CD offers 101 of the most popular and familiar hymns including Down by the Riverside; When the Saints Go Marching In; Bringing in the Sheaves; This Is My Promise; I’m Longing for the Promised Land; The Lamb is Coming; A rare and historic tribute concert from the Hollywood Bowl in 1970. It features Alice Cooper; Joan Baez; Pete Seeger; Country Joe McDonald, Odetta, Richie Havens, Ramblin’ Man All The Brothers Band; Don’t Stop Believin’ by Journey; Smokin’ in the Boy’s Room by Brownsville Station; and more. Time Life. Pub. at $12.99*  

*DVD 3651800 POP GOES THE ’70S: Sky High. Thirty classics, including A Horse with No Name by America, You’re So Vain by Carly Simon; Cat’s in the Cradle by Harry Chapin; The Lion Sleeps Tonight by Robert John; It’s a Heartache by Bonnie Tyler; and more. Two CDs. Star Vista. Pub at $23.99*  

*DVD 3701433 70S COUNTRY: Behind Closed Doors. Collects 34 songs from many of America’s favorite country stars. Tracks include Good Hearted Woman by Waylon and Willie; The Most Beautiful Girl by Charley Rich; Thank God I’m a Country Boy by John Denver; Joline by Dolly Parton; and more. Two CDs. Time Life. Pub at $29.99*  

*CD 3737020 70S COUNTRY: Southern Nights. Thirty-country classics from this decade’s biggest stars. Songs include Love is a Rose by Linda Ronstadt; Don’t Make My Brown Eyes Crying by Waylon and Willie; The Gambler by Kenny Rogers; Suspicion by Eddie Rabbit; Southern Nights by Glen Campbell; Happy Birthday Darlin’ by Conway Twitty; and more. Two CDs. Time Life. Pub at $29.99*  

*DVD 3875105 THE HEART OF CLASSIC ROCK: Don’t Stop Believin’. Thirty-two tracks include: Don’t Stop Believin’; Dirty Old Man; Ramblin’ Man All The Brothers Band; Don’t Stop Believin’ by Journey; Smokin’ in the Boy’s Room by Brownsville Station; and more. Time Life. Pub. at $29.99*  

Feeling By; and more. Time LIFE. Pub at $29.99*  
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**CD 3874882** ‘70s COUNTRY. Collects 137 tracks from some of the decade’s biggest stars, including Charley Pride, George Jones, Charlie Daniels, Tanya Tucker, The Statler Brothers, Hank Williams Jr., Linda Ronstadt, Kenny Rogers, and more. Eight CDs. **TIME LIFE. Pub. at $129.99 $99.95**

**CD 3097056** SOUL OF THE ‘60s. A fantastic collection of 151 tracks by the original artists, including This Old Heart of Mine, by The Isley Brothers; Love Is a Hurtin’ Thing, by Lou Rawls; You Beat Me to the Punch, by Mary Wells; Soul Man, by Sam and Dave; Funky Broadway, by Wilson Pickett; Heat Wave, by Martha & the Vandellas; Get Ready, by The Temptations; Pride and Joy, by Marvin Gaye; and many more. Nine CDs. **TIME LIFE. Pub. at $149.99 $129.95**


**CD 3900398** TIME LIFE LOVES THE ‘80s. Collects 151 tracks on nine CDs. Songs include Now Sensation by INXS; Love Shock by the B-52s; Addicted to Love by Robert Palmer; Walk Like an Egyptian by the Bangles; Don’t Stop Believin’ by Journey; Danger Zone by Kenny Loggins; and many more. **TIME LIFE. Pub. at $129.99 $99.95**

**CD 3737047** FAITH, HOPE & COUNTRY. This is the most complete and most inspirational collection of country music ever assembled. This amazing set includes 10 CDs, featuring 155 tracks. Artists include Lee Greenwood, Glen Campbell, George Jones, Marty Robbins, Porter Wagoner, Dolly Parton, Connie Smith, whom Dolly acknowledged among others, **TIME LIFE. Pub. at $149.99 $119.95**

**CD 3937503** GREATEST LOVESONGS OF THE ‘60s. Nine CDs with 150 of your favorite love songs from the decade that gave us the Inspiration by Chicago; Say You Love Me by Fleetwood Mac; Mandy by Barry Manilow; You Are So Beautiful by Joe Cocker; Do That One More Time by Captain & Tennille; I’ll Be There by the Jackson 5. **TIME LIFE. Pub. at $199.99 $119.95**

**CD 3701514** FAITH, HOPE & COUNTRY: Old Time Religion. Thirty songs are collected here, including God Bless America by LeAnn Rimes; Shall We Gather at the River by Randy Travis; The Old Country Church by Hank Williams, Give Me That Old Time Religion by Crystal Gale; Love Can Build a Bridge by theudders; and more. **TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95**

**CD 393750X** GREATEST LOVESONGS OF THE ‘60s. Collects 155 tracks on nine CDs, in cardboard sleeves and slipcased including Cherish by the Association; I Got You Babe by Sonny & Cher; Breaking Up Is Hard To Do by Neil Sedaka; It’s Now or Never by Elvis Presley; Where or When by Dion and the Belmonts; and many more. **TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95**

**CD 3875148** LEGENDARY VOICES: Magic Moments. Includes music from all your favorite and true legends of the the music world. Artists include Andy Williams, Bobby Vinton, Johnny Mathis, Tony Bennett, Elvis Presley, Ferry Como, Rosemary Clooney, Doris Day, Frank Sinatra, and more. **TIME LIFE. Pub. at $199.99 $99.95**

**CD 3737098** MUSIC OF YOUR LIFE. A special collection of 150 timeless love songs from the ‘50s, ‘60s, and ‘70s. Sit back in time with great musical memories by these hit-makers: Nat King Cole, Johnny Mathis, Pat Benatar; Andy Williams; Dean Martin, Elvis Presley, Perry Como, Rosemary Clooney, Bobby Darin, Engelbert Humperdink, and many more. Ten CDs. **TIME LIFE. Pub. at $169.99 $129.95**

**CD 3717224** SOUL OF THE ‘70s. This ten CD collection features the soul favorites of the decade. Featured artists include: Earth Wind & Fire; Stevie Wonder; The Jackson Five; James Brown; Kool & the Gang; Lou Rawls; Gladys Knight & the Pips; Commodores; Marvin Gaye; Aretha Franklin; Smokey Robinson; and the Miracles, and many more. **TIME LIFE. Pub. at $149.99 $119.95**


**CD 3874974** ‘60s COUNTRY. Collects 136 tracks from some of the decade’s biggest stars, including Eddy Arnold; Jim Jones; Johnny Cash, Dolly Parton, Willie Nelson, Tammy Wynette, Floyd Cromer, Chet Atkins, Ray Charles, Dean Martin, Patsy Cline, Diana Ross, and many more! **TIME LIFE. Pub. at $149.99 $119.95**

**CD 3804981** THE BRITISH INVASION. Featuring eight CDs containing 122 influential British tracks with performances by Eric Clapton; and the Animals; The Kinks, Herman’s Hermits, The Who, The Beatles, Gerry and the Pacemakers, Rod Stewart, Elton John, Deep Purple, and more. **TIME LIFE. Pub. at $129.99 $99.95**

**CD 3875091** THE HEART OF CLASSIC ROCK: B’fore you're a fan of classic rock, this two CD set is for you. Twenty-six songs, including I Want to Know What Love Is by Foreigner; Still the One by Orleans; Woman from Jacksonville by Journey; and many more. **TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95**

**CD 3874990** A TRIBUTE TO THE BAKERSFIELD SOUND LIVE! This tribute CD collects 16 tracks, including Buckaroo; Streets of Bakersfield; I’ve Got a Tiger by the Tail; Swingin’ Door; Air Supply; and More. Among the artists performing are Chuck Mead, Wade Hayes, Johnny Lee, Gatlin, and many more! **TIME LIFE. Pub. at $12.99 $8.95**

**CD 3097080** THE TEEN YEARS SET. Fifty-nine tracks of oldies but goodies from our teen years, performed by the original artists including All I Have to Do Is Dream, by The Everly Brothers; My Special Angel, by Bobby Helms; Come Go with Me, by The Dell-Vikings; Don’t Forbid Me, by Nat ‘60s CO UNTRY. **TIME LIFE. Pub. at $199.99 $99.95**

**CD 3737039** TIME LIFE’S EASY LISTENING CLASSICS. This ten CD set collects 126 tracks of easy listening music from music legends such as Nat King Cole, The Chordettes, Doris Day, Andy Williams, and many more. **TIME LIFE. Pub. at $199.99 $109.95**

**DVD 3701581** OPRY VIDEO CLASSICS: Queens of Country. Features Kitty Wells’s Making Believe, along with major hits by Patsy Cline, Loretta Lynn, Tammy Wynette and Dolly Parton. As a special bonus, this set includes The Opry’s Over by Connie Smith, whom Dolly acknowledged as possessing one of the three best female voices in the world. In Color and BW. **TIME LIFE. Pub. at $49.99 $39.99**

**DVD 3902844** OPRY VIDEO CLASSICS: Duets. Presents the greatest collection of vintage live country music performances ever assembled, from the ‘50s to the ‘70s. These fifteen historical duel performances include Don Gibson & June Carter, O LONESOME ME; Bobby Lord & Patsy Cline, (Remember Me) I’m the One Who Loves You; Porter Wagoner & Dolly Parton, If Waves were Pennies; and more. In BW and Color. **TIME LIFE. Pub. at $149.95 $119.95**
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**CD 3808416 COUNTRY'S GREATEST MALE SINGERS.** This 20 track CD presents country music's all time greatest performers. Includes Cold Cold Heart by Hank Williams; *The Same Old Me* by Ray Price; *Welcome to My World* by Jim Reeves; *I Walk the Line* by Johnny Cash. *It's Only Make Believe* by Conway Twitty; *Four Strong Winds* by Jim Reeves; Act: Nashville.

$5.95

**CD 3874834 GLEN CAMPBELL: By the Time I Get to Phoenix.** Campbells audiences across the country responded to this album and in the process made Campbell a star. Twelve tracks are compiled, including *By the Time I Get to Phoenix*, Homeward Bound, Tomorrow Never Comes, *My Baby's Gone, Love Is a Lonely River* and more. Capital Records.

$6.95


$6.95

**CD 4715926 THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1960.** This 114 track, four CD set comprises the biggest U.S. country hits of 1960 with many traditional established country stars well-represented, including Ernest Tubb, Webb Pierce, Hank Snow, Hank Thompson, Kitty Wells and Ray Price. There were also some hot new kids on the block like Buck Owens, Roy Drusky and Jimmy Dean. Acrobat.

$17.95

**CD 4659594 GEORGE STRONG.** Icon. Collects 11 songs from the country music icon, including *Amarillo by Morning*, *Ocean Football Properties; All My Ex's Live in Texas; Living and Loving Well; River of Love* and more. Universal Music.

$6.95

**CD 6584918 PATSY CLINE: The Complete Releases 1955-82.** One of the most revered female artists in the history of country music is celebrated in this 75-track collection. It includes every record Cline released between her debut on Coral until the end of 1962—just months before her tragic death. Includes *Walkin' After Midnight, I Fall to Pieces, Crazy, She's Got You* and much more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95


$4.95

**CD 5909686 JIMMIE RODGERS: Blue Yodels.** He's a founding father of country music whose influence is incalculable. Here, 20 tracks, including some of his most famous recordings, remind listeners why his name is etched in the annals of music history. Includes *The Soldier's Sweetheart, Train Whistle Blues; Wrecking Ball; Hobo Bill's Last Ride; and several blues yodels.* Acrobat.

**CD 3908521 WILLIE NELSON GREATEST HITS LIVE.** Twenty tracks presents the songs that made you love the iconic Willie. Includes *On the Road Again; City of New Orleans; If You Got the Money Honey, I've Got the Time, Whiskey River, Always on My Mind, All of Me; Georgia on My Mind; Good Hearted Woman; Angel Flying Too Close to the Ground; To All the Girls I've Loved Before; Me and Bobby McGee; and more. Medley.

$5.95

**CD 3907124 IAN TYSON: One Jump Ahead of the Dogs.** Eleven tracks from this Canadian folk and country musician include *What Does She See; Beverly, Turning Thirty, One Too Many, Texas, I Miss You; Freddie Hall, Half Mile of Hell* and more. Sony. Pub. at $6.95

$4.95

**CD 2862492 EMMYLOU HARRIS: Transmission Impossible.** Probably the most consistent country artist of the past 40 years, Harris remains as popular and dynamic a performer today as she ever was. This three-CD set collects 45 tracks, including *Born to Run, We'll Sweep Out the Ashes; Wrecking Ball; Cash on the Barrel Head; That's All I Took; Wheels, Cry One More Time* and many more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

**CD 4714776 HUIS KOSTERFJORD: COUNTRY HITS L.** Gold. Fourteen tracks on three CDs and includes some of Kristofferson's best: *Me and Bobby McGee; Joy and the Kid; For the Good Times, To Beat the Devil; When I Loved Her; Why Me, They Killed Him, The Golden Idol; Help Me and more.* Emmylou. Pub. at $29.99

$17.95

**CD 3905565 OPY VIDEO CLASSICS: Songs That Topped the Charts.** Presents the greatest collection of vintage live country music performances ever assembled. Performers include: Cowboy Copas, Ferlin Husky, Skeeter Davis, Leroy Van Dyke, Sonny James, Ernest Ashworth, Billy Walker, Del Reeves, Donna Fargo, and others. In Color and B&W. 95 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95

$11.95

**CD 2071573 OPY VIDEO CLASSICS: Pioneers.** Presents the greatest collection of vintage live country music performances ever assembled. Performers include: Roy Acuff, Grandpa Jones, Vern Gosdin, Faron Young, Ray Price, Patsy Cline, Tammy Wynette, Conway Twitty, Dolly Parton, Loretta Lynn, and more. In B&W and Color. 58 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95

$11.95

**CD 3905505 OPY VIDEO CLASSICS: Hall of Fame.** This collection honors the artists from the class of '73 Country Music Hall of Fame: Chet Atkins and Patsy Cline. Thirteen other performances include *Big River, by Johnny Cash; Mr. Record Man, by Willie Nelson; Po' Folks, by Bill Anderson; Oh Lonesome Me, by Don Gibson, One's On the Way, by Loretta Lynn, Joshua, by Dolly Parton, and more. In B&W and Color. 56 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95

$11.95

**CD 370159X OPY VIDEO CLASSICS: Martin.** Features 44 tracks on three CDs and includes *Mr. Recording Man, by Dolly Parton; and more. Universal Music.* Pub. at $15.99

$6.95

**CD 3905566 OPY VIDEO CLASSICS: Honky-Tonk Heroes.** Nobodys got things rolling better than these fifteen classic live country music performances, including *Walking the Floor over You, by Ernest Tubb, Heartaches by the Number, by Ray Price, Six Days on the Road, by DAVE Dudley, K&W, by Charlie Pride, and The Race Is On, by George Jones, Country Concert, and B&W. 53 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95

$11.95

**CD 3905555 OPY VIDEO CLASSICS: The Carter Family.** Collects 12 songs from the country music icon, including *Amarillo by Morning, Ocean Football Properties, All My Ex's Live in Texas; Living and Loving Well; River of Love* and more. Universal Music.

$6.95

**CD 3800892 IAN TYSION: One Jump Ahead of the Dogs.** Eleven tracks from this Canadian folk and country musician include *What Does She See; Beverly, Turning Thirty, One Too Many, Texas, I Miss You; Freddie Hall, Half Mile of Hell* and more. Stony Plain. Pub. at $6.95

$5.95

**CD 2841290 THE HIGHWAYMEN: On the Road Again.** Supergroup is a fitting label for these four legends: Johnny Cash, Kris Kristofferson, Waylon Jennings and Willie Nelson. This CD collects 17 songs from a performance recorded in April 1992 in Scotland. Tracks include Highwayman, On the Road Again; Folsom Prison Blues; Crazy; and more. Go Faster. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

**CD 3905586 THE BEST OF HANK WILLIAMS, JR: 20th Century Masters.** This CD collects 12 songs from the country music icon, including *Lone Gone Lonesome Blues; Standing in the Shadows; Living Proof; If I Wanted You.* Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

**CD 5621260 MARY ROBBINS: The Complete Recordings 1952-1961.** From one of the leading crossover artists comes six full records, plus his complete singles catalog, from across eight prolific years. Includes the entire Rock n Roll's Robbins; The Song of Robbins; Song of the Islands; Marty Robbins, Gunfighter Ballads and Trail Songs; and Marty Robbins, Country Ballads and Trail Songs. Capricorn. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

**CD 4900204 COUNTRY & WESTERN - BLUEGRASS.** This collection includes nine songs: *Hot 'n' Nasty, The Even, You're So Good For Me, C'mon Everybody* and more. Capital Records. Pub. at $6.95
Country & Western - Bluegrass

★ CD 3866017 THE FLOYD CRAMER COLLECTION 1953-62. Comprises the A & B sides of Cramer’s singles for the Abbott, MGM and RCA labels during these years, on two CDs with 62 tracks that include: Dancin’ Diane; Little Brown Jug; Jolly Cholly; Soccoclass; Dixie; Rumpus; Last Date; Snap. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 3821811 BUCK OWENS: The Capitol Singles & Albums 1957-62. This 47-track, two CD set comprises the A & B sides of Owens’ Capitol singles from his debut for the label in 1957 through 1962, along with all the tracks not otherwise released on singles from his albums released during this period. Tracks include Kickin’ My Hearts Around; Above and Beyond; My Only Companion; Under Your Spell Again; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 3919668 THE FREDDY FENDER: 20th Century Masters. Fender could sing a grocery list and make your heart melt by doing so. This CD collects 12 songs, including Before the Next Teardrop Falls; Wasted Days and Wasted Nights; Secret Love; I Love My Rancho Grande; and more. MCA Records. $6.95

★ CD 687827X TUMBLING TUMBLEWEEDS: Songs of the Golden West. A wonderful collection of 75 classic songs from country and western legends, including Gene Autry, Roy Rogers, Tex Ritter, Eddy Arnold, Bing Crosby, Jimmie Rodger, The Sons of the Pioneers, and many others. MCA Records. $29.98 $19.99

★ CD 6700810 THE JOHNNY HORTON SINGLES COLLECTION 1950-60. This 60-track anthology comprises selected A & B sides by this honky-tonk and rockabilly star, including all his pop and country hits from the US charts and the Battle of New Orleans; North to Alaska; When It’s Springtime in Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 4715748 75 NO. 1 COUNTRY HITS: Essential Collection. A must-have collection of 75 top hits from any of the country charts of yesteryear. Seventy-five tracks, including Oh Lonesome Me by Don Gibson; Don’t Be Cruel by Elvis Presley; I Walk the Line by Johnny Cash; A Satisfied Mind by Porter Wagoner; CDs. Graf. Pub. at $29.98 $19.99

★ CD 3905950 JIMMY BUFFETT: Coconut Telegraph. This CD collects nine songs from the “gulf and western” singer, including Coconut Telegraph; Island; It’s My Job; The Weather Is Here, Wish You Were Here; and many more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $17.99 $11.99

★ CD 3909702 TANYA TUCKER: My Truth. The album’s title is no misnomer: voices come these twelve tracks that include Wine Me Up; Lovesick Blues; Love’s Gonna Live Here; Crazy Arms; After the Fire Is Gone; Is Anybody Goin’ to San Antonio; I Love You a Thousand Ways; Big, Big Love: Walk Through This World with Me; Oh, Lonesome Me; You Don’t Know Me; and Ramblin’ Fever. Saguaro Road Records. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

★ CD 584651X HANK WILLIAMS: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1947-55. More than a country legend, Hank Williams was one of the most important figures in one American musical landscape in the post-war era. This massive 103-track set presents the A and B sides of all his records, from his debut for the MGM label in 1947 to his posthumous releases up to 1955—including his releases as Luke the Drifter. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $25.99 $19.95

★ CD 469878X THE CARLISLES COLLECTION 1951-61. This 61-track, two CD set comprises most of the band’s A & B sides for Mercury and Columbia labels during this era. Songs include No Help Wanted; Too Old to Cut the Mustard; Knobhole; Is Zat You, Myrtle; Faint Nice (to Talk Like That); I Would If I Could and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 3821862 EMILY LOU & RONNIE LINDA RONSTADT: Linda’s Night Out. Collects 29 songs from a live FM broadcast at the Warfield Theatre, San Francisco, CA on September 10, 1999. Tracks include Loving the Highwayman; For a Dancer; Hello Stranger; Sweet Spot; He was Mine; Telling Me Lies; and more. Two CDs. Lefrak Media. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

★ CD 3947459 TOWNEE VANN: ZANDT: Live at the Old Quarter, Houston, Texas. Collects 27 tracks on two CDs from the country/folk singer that includes: Announcement; Panama & Lefty; Two Girls: To Live Is to Fly; Her’s Blues; Keep a-Talkin’; Ring O’Round; and more. Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $13.99 $9.99

★ CD 295978X EMMYLOU HARRIS & LINDA RONSTADT: The Battle of New Orleans. This 47-track, two-CD set comprises the A & B sides of all his releases, from his debut for the Abbott, to his recordings for Columbia and Decca, to the Columbia and Deca labels during this time period. Songs include Along with You; Country Girl; Anyone, I’d Rather Loan You Out; Another Shot Like Me; Come on Back and Love Me; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $12.95 $9.99

★ CD 3889982 TOWNEE VANN, DELTA MOMMA BLUES. Collects 10 tracks from thegamma’s piano and vocals, and the accompaniments of10 tracks from thegamma's piano and vocals, and the accompaniments of theperformance (91 minutes). Wannabe Records. Sold Out


★ CD 5878802 HANK SNOW: We’ll Never Say Goodbye. Drawn from the Montreal sessions recorded between 1937 and 1942, here are 22 tracks from the yodeling country great. My San Antonio Mama; The Hobo’s Last Ride; Lonesome Blue Yodel; Was There Ever a Pal Like You; My Little Swiss Maiden; Someday I’ll Take Care; We’ll Never Say Goodbye; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99 $6.95

★ CD 4670531 GRADY MARTIN: Diesel Smoke, Dangerous Curves and Hot Guitar. This CD collects 30 tracks from the country and western legend, including Bimbo; Sweethearts or Strangers; Pork Chop Stomp; The Fuzz; Where the Rio De Rosas Flow; (There’s Always) A Need for Love; Red Sweater; and more. Other artists that can be heard here include Elvis Presley, Carl Perkins, and Conway Twitty. Atomic Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.99

★ CD 389179X STEVE EARLE AND THE DUKES: The Last Waltz. Thirteen tracks from the renowned rock band, including The Other One; Kind; Promise You Anything; Esmeralda’s Hollywood; Billy Austin; Close Your Eyes; Country Girl; and more. MCA Records. $6.95

★ CD 2983795 DON WILLIAMS: The Journey. The 14 tracks collected here span over 30 years of great songwriting. Songs include Leave It to the Fiddlans; I Need You to Want Me; Oh Misery; Fly Away; Running in the Fast Lane; and more. Warner Bros. Records. Pub. at $13.99 $9.99

★ CD 3891811 DON WILLIAMS: The Christmas Collection. This 47-track, two-CD set comprises the A & B sides of all his releases, from his debut for the Abbott, to his recordings for Columbia and Decca, to the Columbia and Deca labels during this time period. Songs include Along with You; Country Girl; Anyone, I’d Rather Loan You Out; Another Shot Like Me; Come on Back and Love Me; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $12.95 $9.99

★ CD 3886662 CRYSTAL GAYLE: Live in Tennessee. This concert, recorded at the Renaissance Center in Tennessee in 2005, stars Crystal Gayle at her very best. She performs all her hits, including Talking in Your Sleep; Why Have You Left the One; Don’t Make My Brown Eyes Blue; and more. Twenty Two Minutes of Music; Born to Run; Beneath Still Waters; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 3849982 TOWNEE VANN, DELTA MOMMA BLUES: Live at the Bottom Line, New York 1988. The ensemble played at New York’s legendary Bottom Line club, a gig that was recorded for live FM broadcast. This CD collects 16 tracks, including Wrecking Ball; Pancho and Lefty; Two Bottles of Wine; Born to Run; Beneath Still Waters; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $12.99 $9.99

★ CD 3888662 CRYSTAL GAYLE: Live in Tennessee. This concert, recorded at the Renaissance Center in Tennessee in 2005, stars Crystal Gayle at her very best. She performs all her hits, including Talking in Your Sleep; Why Have You Left the One; Don’t Make My Brown Eyes Blue; and more. Twenty Two Minutes of Music; Born to Run; Beneath Still Waters; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 3849982 TOWNEE VANN, DELTA MOMMA BLUES: Live at the Bottom Line, New York 1988. The ensemble played at New York’s legendary Bottom Line club, a gig that was recorded for live FM broadcast. This CD collects 16 tracks, including Wrecking Ball; Pancho and Lefty; Two Bottles of Wine; Born to Run; Beneath Still Waters; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 4652630 CHRISTMAS ON THE RANGE. Collects 25 festive and swingin’ country tunes from many of your favorites, including Here Comes Santa Claus by Gene Autry; The Christmas Song by Red Foley; Christmas Carol by the Old Corral by Tex Ritter; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

★ CD 3914907 ROY DRUSKY: The Singles & Albums Collection 1955-62. This 49-track, two CD compilation comprises Drusky’s A & B sides from the Columbia and Deca labels during this period. Songs include Alone with You; Country Girl, Anyone; I’d Rather Loan You Out; Another Shot Like Me; Come on Back and Love Me; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95
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**CD 3887162 THE SHEB WOOLEY COLLECTION, 1946-62.** This 60-track, two-CD set comprises selected A and B sides from Wolleny’s singles on the Bullet label, Blue Bonnet, and MGM labels during these years. Songs include That’s My Pa; The Purple People Eater; Don’t Go Near the Eskimos; Oklahoma Honky Tonk Gal; Let Me Take You Out for Lunch; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95 **CD 4653878 JERRY GARCIA & DAVID GRISMAN: The Thrill Returns, Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Warfield in San Francisco, February 2, 1991. Nine songs; The Thrill Is Gone; Rockin’ Chair; So What; Off to Sea Once More; Friend of the Devil; Dawg’s Waltz; Russian Lullaby; Arabic; and Ripple. Good Ship Funkie. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95 the big wind blow; and more. Saguaro Road Records. Pub. at $16.99 Gold; and many more. Saguaro Road Records. Pub. at $16.99.
CD | JIMMIE RODGERS: Recordings 1927-1933. An enormous five-CD set compiles some six years' worth of chart hits from this American great. "The Father of Country Music" entertains with more than 100 remastered tracks including "The Soldier's Sweetheart; Waiting for a Train; Texas Blues; Let My Love Walk In; The Greatest Actor; You Buy Me Bad; One Teardrop at a Time; and many more. Acetate. Pub. at $19.99

CD | WANDA JACKSON: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1954-62. This great value 58-track, two CD set comprises the A and B sides of all the singer's singles on the RCA and Capitol labels during this period. Tracks include "Liven Country Style; The Right to Love; I Cried Again; Sinful Heart; Funeral of Love; When Doves Cry; Who's Sorry Now; and more. Package in a cardboard sleeve. Acetate. Pub. at $19.99

CD | FRIZZELL - COUNTRY MUSIC LEGEND: Selected Sides 1950-1955. Head to the country for 100 selected sides by a king of country music, drawn from nearly a decade of his career. Four CDs include vintage tunes like "I Love You a Thousand Ways; If You've Got the Money (I've Got the Time); Cold Feet; Lost Love Blues; I've Been Away Too Long; I'll Sit Alone and Cry; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

CD | BILL MONROE & THE BLUEGRASS BOYS: Castle Studio 1950-1951 Complete Sessions. BL UEGRASS BOYS: Castle Studio 1950-1951 Complete Sessions. BILL MONROE & THE BLUEGRASS BOYS: Castle Studio 1950-1951 Complete Sessions. BL UEGRASS BOYS: Castle Studio 1950-1951 Complete Sessions. BL UEGRASS BOYS: Castle Studio 1950-1951 Complete Sessions. This duo’s songs and style influenced a generation. Eighty-eight songs are included, here including "Down in Florida on a Hog; Slow Wicked Blues; Pork Chops; Born in Hard Luck; Birmingham Town; Lonesome in the Times; Black Jack Moonshine; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99

CD | SUE FOLEY: The Ice Queen. Features twelve tracks from this Canadian blues singer and guitarist including "Come to Me; Run; The Lucky Ones; Gaslight; Death of a Dream; Cannonball Blues; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $15.99

CD | EMILYLO HARRIS AND THE HOT BAND: Cowboy Angels. In a 1975 live radio broadcast, Harris brings her country-rock sound to 15 classics: "Cash on the Barrel Head; That’s All I Know; Feelin’ Single, Seein’ Double; Coat of Many Colors; Amariillo; Together Again; Return of the Grievious Angel; Bluebird Wine; Tonight the Bottle Let Me Down; and more. All Acetate. Pub. at $14.99

CD | IAN & SYLVIA: The Lost Tapes. These two CDs collect 26 tracks from this Canadian folk and country music duo including "Keep on the Sunny Side; Darcy Farrow; Will the Circle Be Unbroken; Sweet Dreams; Come on in My Kitchen; Silver Threads and Golden Needles; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $19.99


CD | DALE ANN BRADLEY: Pocket Full of Keys. collects 12 songs from the bluegrass legend, including "The Stranger; Till I Hear It from You; Pocket Full of Keys; Ain’t It Funny; Hard Way. This duo’s songs and style influenced a generation. Eighty-eight songs are included, here including "Down in Florida on a Hog; Slow Wicked Blues; Pork Chops; Born in Hard Luck; Birmingham Town; Lonesome in the Times; Black Jack Moonshine; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99

CD | JIM & JESSE: The Old Dominion Masters. To ensure they had the total freedom to produce themselves as they saw fit, Jim & Jesse took the radical step of creating their own label for this collection. Eighty-eight songs are included, here including "Down in Florida on a Hog; Slow Wicked Blues; Pork Chops; Born in Hard Luck; Birmingham Town; Lonesome in the Times; Black Jack Moonshine; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $15.99

CD | DALE ANN BRADLEY: Pocket Full of Keys. Collects 12 songs from the bluegrass legend, including "The Stranger; Till I Hear It from You; Pocket Full of Keys; Ain’t It Funny; Hard Way. This duo’s songs and style influenced a generation. Eighty-eight songs are included, here including "Down in Florida on a Hog; Slow Wicked Blues; Pork Chops; Born in Hard Luck; Birmingham Town; Lonesome in the Times; Black Jack Moonshine; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99

CD | DALE ANN BRADLEY: The Hard Way. This CD compiles 10 songs from the five-time Female Bluegrass Vocalist of the Year, including "Hard Way Every Time; Pretty; Dark Hearted Woman; All Kinds of Woman; I Could Be Right; and more. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $15.99

CD | DALE ANN BRADLEY: Southern Memories; Champagne Lady; One More River; I’ll Just Go Away; Going Back to Kentucky; If You Were Mine To Lose; Our Last Goodbye; Blackberry Summer; This Is My Year for Mexico; Stand by Lonesome; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99

CD | JIM & JESSE: The Old Dominion Masters. To ensure they had the total freedom to produce themselves as they saw fit, Jim & Jesse took the radical step of creating their own label for this collection. Eighty-eight songs are included, here including "Down in Florida on a Hog; Slow Wicked Blues; Pork Chops; Born in Hard Luck; Birmingham Town; Lonesome in the Times; Black Jack Moonshine; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99

CD | JIM & JESSE: The Old Dominion Masters. To ensure they had the total freedom to produce themselves as they saw fit, Jim & Jesse took the radical step of creating their own label for this collection. Eighty-eight songs are included, here including "Down in Florida on a Hog; Slow Wicked Blues; Pork Chops; Born in Hard Luck; Birmingham Town; Lonesome in the Times; Black Jack Moonshine; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99

CD | DALE ANN BRADLEY: The Hard Way. This CD compiles 10 songs from the five-time Female Bluegrass Vocalist of the Year, including "Hard Way Every Time; Pretty; Dark Hearted Woman; All Kinds of Woman; I Could Be Right; and more. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $15.99

CD | DALE ANN BRADLEY: Southern Memories; Champagne Lady; One More River; I’ll Just Go Away; Going Back to Kentucky; If You Were Mine To Lose; Our Last Goodbye; Blackberry Summer; This Is My Year for Mexico; Stand by Lonesome; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99

CD | JIM & JESSE: The Old Dominion Masters. To ensure they had the total freedom to produce themselves as they saw fit, Jim & Jesse took the radical step of creating their own label for this collection. Eighty-eight songs are included, here including "Down in Florida on a Hog; Slow Wicked Blues; Pork Chops; Born in Hard Luck; Birmingham Town; Lonesome in the Times; Black Jack Moonshine; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99

CD | DAVEY WLANDER: A TRIBUTE TO OUTLAW COUNTRY: Live from the Country Music Cruise. Live from a Country Music cruise, these fourteen tracks are a tribute to Outlaw country and include "Whiskey River; Rainy Day Man; Storms Never Last; Honky Tonk Heroes; Good Hearted Woman; and more performed by Chuck Merid and Band, Wades Hayes and Band, Tim Atwood and Band, and more. StarVista. Pub. at $9.99

CD | DALE ANN BRADLEY: Southern Memories; Champagne Lady; One More River; I’ll Just Go Away; Going Back to Kentucky; If You Were Mine To Lose; Our Last Goodbye; Blackberry Summer; This Is My Year for Mexico; Stand by Lonesome; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99

CD | DALE ANN BRADLEY: Southern Memories; Champagne Lady; One More River; I’ll Just Go Away; Going Back to Kentucky; If You Were Mine To Lose; Our Last Goodbye; Blackberry Summer; This Is My Year for Mexico; Stand by Lonesome; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99

CD | DALE ANN BRADLEY: Southern Memories; Champagne Lady; One More River; I’ll Just Go Away; Going Back to Kentucky; If You Were Mine To Lose; Our Last Goodbye; Blackberry Summer; This Is My Year for Mexico; Stand by Lonesome; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99

CD | DALE ANN BRADLEY: Southern Memories; Champagne Lady; One More River; I’ll Just Go Away; Going Back to Kentucky; If You Were Mine To Lose; Our Last Goodbye; Blackberry Summer; This Is My Year for Mexico; Stand by Lonesome; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99

CD | DALE ANN BRADLEY: Southern Memories; Champagne Lady; One More River; I’ll Just Go Away; Going Back to Kentucky; If You Were Mine To Lose; Our Last Goodbye; Blackberry Summer; This Is My Year for Mexico; Stand by Lonesome; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99

CD | DALE ANN BRADLEY: Southern Memories; Champagne Lady; One More River; I’ll Just Go Away; Going Back to Kentucky; If You Were Mine To Lose; Our Last Goodbye; Blackberry Summer; This Is My Year for Mexico; Stand by Lonesome; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99

CD | DALE ANN BRADLEY: Southern Memories; Champagne Lady; One More River; I’ll Just Go Away; Going Back to Kentucky; If You Were Mine To Lose; Our Last Goodbye; Blackberry Summer; This Is My Year for Mexico; Stand by Lonesome; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99
Country & Western - Bluegrass

GARY FJELLAARD: Under Western Skies. This Canadian singer/songwriter bridges the gaps between yesterday and today. Part country, part cowboy, and all as real as the headlines in a small-town newspaper, these 12 tracks touch the heart. Titles include On the Riverfront; One more Pony Ride; more. Sony Rec. Pub. at $14.99

BILLY LARKIN: Country. The perfect blend of bluegrass, county, and country. This collection features ten songs recorded from this fiddle-singing cowboy. Songs are: I Still Love You; Wandering; My Baby's Gone; Little White Lies; California Dreaming; Elle; and much more. PolyGram Records. Pub. at $14.99

DON MATTISON: In the Spotlight. A collection of 14 tracks that include: In the Spotlight; You're So Fine; I Am a Child of Mine; Hanging on the Wind; I'll Never Get Over You; Louie, Louie; The Old Grey Mare; and more. Arista Records. Pub. at $14.99

JOHN DENVER: The Ultimate Collection. This 19 track collection captures the musical style and the gentle sound of this great performer. Includes Annie's Song; Take Me Home Country Roads; Calypso; Back Home Again; Thank God I'm a Country Boy; and more. PolyGram. Pub. at $24.99

BOBBY BARE: SONGS SHELDON. Collects 11 songs from the country music legend, Austin, TX. Recorded on October 23, 1988. Includes tracks like I'll Never Get Over You; I'm Not Through Loving You Yet; I Can't Believe She Gives It All to Me; Don't Cry Joni; Georgia Keeps Pulling On My Ring; I May Never Get to Heaven. New West. Pub. at $19.99

GARRY LUMINATI: So Long, Farewell. A collection of 14 tracks that include: So Long, Farewell; A Hymn to Happiness; I'm Shelfish; If I Had a Soup Bowl; If I Knew the Answer; and much more. Not Now Music. Pub. at $14.99

THE OAK RIDGE BOYS: Heartbreaker. A country western collection that includes: I'll Fly Away; By the Time I Get to Phoenix; Those Are My People; I Love You; and more. Arista Records. Pub. at $14.99

LYNN ROBERTS: Country ofrece. This collection features 13 tracks that include: Back Home Again; I'll Fly Away; Blessed Assurance; and many more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

DOLLY PARTON: The Hits. Nonstop truck stop country. This featured Dolly Parton so endearing. Includes Jolene; 9 to 5; Here You Come Again; Islands in the Stream, with Kenny Rogers; Coat of Many Colors; Tennessee Honey; Blue; The Bargain Store; Love is Like A Butterfly; and many more. PolyGram. Pub. at $24.99

RONNIE MILSOM: Country's Most Wanted. This collection presents all 15 number one country hits as originally recorded by the original band, plus a couple of number two hits. Tracks include: I'll Be True to You; Elvira; Trying to Love Two; and many more. New West. Pub. at $24.99

MOON MILLICAN: 22 Greatest Hits. Features Farewell; Ragged But Right; Magnolia Rag; Sweeter Than the Flowers; Jole Blon; Wabash Cannonball; Bottom of the Glass; Louisiana; Mona Lisa; We'll Be With You; Paradise; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

BOBBY BARE SONGS SHELDON. Collects 13 songs from this talented duo, including Blue as I Do; Not Everyone Knows; I Fought the Law; Number One; Silver Mantis; and more. PolyGram. Pub. at $28.99
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/845

Country & Western - Bluegrass

**CD 3820805 EARS OF STONE: 1960s Folk, Country & Pop from the Nashville Indies.** A unique collection of ultra rare gems from the vaults! Twenty songs, including Don’t Think Twice by Buddy, Woody & Bertha; It’s Another World by Bobby & Bergen; Too Much Too Soon; by Him & Her; Don’t Ever Tell Me by The Bridge, and many more. T-Bird Records. $3.95

**CD 375662 WILLIAMSON BRANCH: Classy, Sassy, Bluegrass.** Collects 12 tracks from the bluegrass family band, including Blue Moon Over Texas; Half Past You; The Ballad of Dan & Tom; Mindy Mae; I’ll Go With You; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 668645X ROY ACUFF: The King of Country Music.** Acuff proves his right to the country crown with nearly 60 vintage tracks including Tied Down; What Will I Do; Is It Love or Is It Lies; Lonesome Joe; Sweep Around; Your Own Back Door; Don’t Say Goodbye; Rushing Around; Please Daddy Forgive; and more. Bear Family Records. SOLD OUT

**DVD 385582X BRENDALI LE: Music Legends.** Get an in-depth look at an icon of country music, with a collection of fantastic live performances. Spanning her storied career, it includes live renditions of Outlaw; Strong; Johnny One Time; You Are the One I Want; I’ll Fly Away; and much more. 46 minutes. One Media. $4.95

**CD 2786956 THE GLEN CAMPBELL MUSIC SHOW WITH ANNE MURRAY.** Fullscreen. In this early 70’s favorite, Campbell hosts a wave of talented young singers to deliver a number of country and pop standards. In this episode, he joins a young Anne Murray, performing solo songs and duets like The Most Beautiful Girl; Dream Lover; Annie’s Song; Time in a Bottle; and more. 45 minutes. Vegas Entertainment. $5.95

**DVD 6771472 GLEN CAMPBELL: Live Anthology 1972-2001.** The country icon brings all his hits to the stage with this CD/DVD combo. Spanning nearly 30 years, the 140-minute DVD features footage of By the Time I Get to Phoenix; Try a Little Kindness; True Grit; and more, plus 20 bonus tracks including duets with Wayne Newton, Anne Murray and others. The CD offers 22 live tracks, from Rhinestone Cowboy to Gentle on My Mind. MVD Visual. $14.95

**DVD 3776830 THE BEST OF THE MAVERICKS.** Fullscreen. This short video collects five live albums, all in a powerful country-rock sound. Includes two of his most recent albums: This Trio, Quartet, Quintet and Sextet. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.95

**CD 4715810 CHARLIE PARKER: His Finest Recordings.** This wonderful collection from the legendary American jazz musician includes his most classic albums. Eighty-five tracks, including The Warm Deline; Quick Ship; Yardbird Suite; My Old Flame; Air Conditioning; Now’s the Time; Donna Lee; Temptation; Autumn in New York; and many more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 7553161 THE MILLS BROTHERS COLLECTION, 1931-52.** The Mills Brothers were one of the three important and influential vocal groups in 20th century music, bringing together gospel, doowop, and jazz, and more. This 54-track set showcases their unmatched talent, ranging from their earliest recordings in 1931 to their final Top 10 hit in 1962. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.95

**CD 4742745 THE MODERN JAZZ QUARTET: Lost Tapes—Germany 1956-1959.** The jazz combo, the Modern Jazz Quartet, presents recordings made in Germany between 1956 and 1959 on this 13 track collection. Includes Ralph’s New Blues; Weep Me, I’ll Remember April; Nightingale; Midsommer; Bluesology; Django; Gun Dance; Curteig; You go to My Head; I Can’t Get Started; and more. Jazz Haus. $5.95

**CD 3797791 THE ESSENCE OF SWING.** This two-CD set features 47 great recordings by many legendary musicians, such as Benny Goodman, Ella Fitzgerald, Glenn Miller, Duke Ellington, the Andrews Sisters, Artie Shaw, Jimmie Lunceford, Count Basie, Roy Milton, and many more. Delta Music. $5.95

**CD 4556444 THE GLENN MILLER V-DISC SESSIONS, VOLUME TWO.** Collects 21 tracks from the legendary band, including Everyday Loves Me (but My Baby Don’t Love Nobody but Me); stompin’ at the Savoy; Chattanooga Choo Choo; My Buddy; Bye Bye Blue; Why Dream?, and more. 140-minute DVD features footage of Miller and his band. One Media. $4.95

**CD 4566446 GENE KUPA: *Live.*** America’s Favorite Drummer. Kupa was one of the most charismatic performers during the Swing Era and is still remembered as one of the greatest drummers of all time. This 48-track set includes 20 tracks, including Don’t Ever Tell Me by the Pacific Jazz Quartet with Count Basie. UMG Recordings. $14.95

**CD 4556991 THE MODERN JAZZ QUARTET SESSIONS.** This 71-track, three CD set comprises most of Goodman’s recordings with his trios, quartets, quintets, sextets and septets during this era. Songs include After You’ve Gone; Whatever Is True; A Well Respected Man; Runnin’ Wild; After You’re Gone; and more. Star Line Productions. $3.95

**CD 4566430** BRENDALI LE: Music Legends. Fantasy, and more. Star Line Productions. $4.95

**CD 4567671 THELONIOUS MONK WITH JOHN COLTRANE: The Complete Riverside Recordings.** For a brief, magical period in 1957, musical demi-gods Thelonious Monk and John Coltrane worked together every night as part of a quartet at the now-tabbed Five Spot Cafe. Between April and July of that year, they made the stunning music presented here, their complete output in the recording studio. Two CDs. Concord Music Group. $5.95

**CD 4561011 ART TATUM TRIO: More Lasting Impressions.** The music content compiled here spans roughly a two year period of the group from February 1954 through March 1956. Twenty tracks, including Tenderly. Says you, Like to. Take a Waltz Georgia on My Mind; Fine and Dandy; Sweet Lorraine; and more. Star Line Productions. $4.95

**CD 3852768 DAVE BRUBECK: Seven Classic LPs.** Highlights some of the Dave Brubeck Quartet’s greatest albums, all remastered and presented here as a perfect introduction to the great man’s music. Albums include Bras Nova U.S.A.; The Black and White Years; The Classic Albums. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 4699882 THE BENNY GOODMAN SMALL BANDS COLLECTION, 1936-39.** This 71 track, three CD set comprises most of Goodman’s recordings with his trios, quartets, quintets, sextets and septets during this era. Includes Also贻 You’ve Gone; Give Me Some; Give Me Some; Never Twice Before; You Take A Waltz; Georgia on My Mind; and more. Star Line Productions. $4.95

**CD 3855967 CURTIS FULLER: Eight Classic Albums.** This four CD set features music from the era during which this jazz artist was at his musical prime, and includes 47 tracks from eight albums including: Seeing Red; Stormy Weather Cashmere; A Lonely Way to Spend an Evening; In the Wee Small Hours of the Morning; and more. MVD Visual. $11.95

**CD 592734X GERRY MULLIGAN: The Pacific Jazz Collection 1952-1959.** One of the foremost figures on the West Coast jazz scene, Gerry Mulligan retains a sparkling reputation as a musician, arranger and composer. Collected here are all nine albums he recorded for the Pacific Jazz label; Gerry Mulligan Quartet Volúmes 1 & 2, Paris Concert; California Concerts; Lee Konitz Plays with the Gerry Mulligan Quartet; Recorded in Boston at Storyville; The Gerry Mulligan Songbook; Reunion with Chet Baker; and More. Five-nine tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 4699887 THE BRYAN EAGLESHAM ORCHESTRA: More Classic Orchestral Recordings. Sold Out.**
Jazz - Big Bands

► CD 5812690 JOHNNY MATHIS, 1957-62: The Complete US Singles As & Bs. Running from his 1957 debut through to 1962, this collection highlights the foundations of Johnny Mathis’s monumental career. It includes classic hits like Wonderful Wonderful; Misty; Teacher, Teacher; The Twelfth of Never; A Certain Smile; Someone Loves Me (It’s Me for Say); and much more. Over 50 tracks on 2 CDs. Acclaim. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

► CD 4686470 LIONEL HAMPTON ‘LIVE’: Great Vibes. Collects 18 tracks from the Jazz great, including Air Mail Special; Vibe Boogie; In the Bag; Oh! Lady Be Good; Screamin’ Boogie; I’m a Sick Chick; China Stomp; and more. Star Line Productions. $4.95

► CD 4700862 KENNY DREW: The Complete ARGO Albums 1953-1961. Collects eight albums from this period including New Faces, New Sounds (1953); Kenny Drew and His Progressive Piano (1954); Talkin’ & Walkin’ (1955); Embrydom (1956); Kenny Drew Trio (1956). This is New (1958); Pat Joey (1959). Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

► CD 6701533 STAN GETZ: The Classic Albums Collection, 1955-1963. Among the truly great saxophonists of the Jazz Age, Getz’s most potent era is highlighted in this four-CD compilation. Collects eight classic albums, including Heart and Soul; Jazz at the Opera House; Jazz Giants ’58; Focus; Jazz Samba; Big Band Bossa Nova; Jazz Samba Encore!; and Getz/Gilberto. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

► CD 4686438 CHARLIE CHRISTIAN ‘LIVE’: First Star of the Electric Guitar. This superb collection features eight of the Jazz Messenger’s finest records from this era. Forty-six tracks in all, including Infra-Red; Nica’s Dream; I Could Have Danced All Night; On the Street Where You Live; Evidence; In Walked Bud; Backstage Sally; Contemplation; and more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

► CD 3988287 BENNY CARTER: His Eight Finest Albums. Collecting eight albums, this 72 track, four CD set includes New Jazz Sounds (1955); Urban Jazz (1956); Olympic Blues (1958); Aspects (1959); Sax Ala Carter (1960); Further Definitions (1961); and BBB & Co. (1962). Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

► CD 3914526 JAMES MOODY: The Complete ARGO Collection. This four-CD set features ten Moody albums from the 50s and early 60s, all compiled under the ARGO label, made between 1957 and 1964. A total of eighteen albums are collected here for your listening enjoyment. Songs include Last Train from Brooklyn; Don’t Blame Me; Great Day; and more. More enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

► CD 4653084 PHILLY JOE JONES: Riverside & Atlantic. This set compiles eight classic albums. Westlake Bounce; The Music of John Griss; Blues for Dracula; Drums Around the World; Showcase; Philly Joe’s Beat; Together; Cookin’ with the Miles Davis Quintet; and Kenny Drew Trio. Fifty-two tracks on four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

► CD 2870932 MCCOY TYNER: The Impulse Albums Collection. This complete collection showcases all of Tyner’s work with Impulse! as a bandleader. Featuring six original LP’s, plus an unreleased session. Albums include, Inception; Reaching Fourth; Nights of Ballads & Blues; Live at Newport; McCoy Turner Plays Ellington; and Tomorrow. All at $14.99. $11.95

► CD 4684280 BROTHER JACK MCDUFF: The Classic Albums 1960-1963. Collects eight classic albums. The Honeypointer; Goodnight; It’s Time to Go; Screamin’ 1962; Someone’s Slick; Brother Jack McDuff Live; Brother Jack at the Jazz Workshop; Prelude; and Crash! Fifty tracks on four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

► CD 3957802 THE BEST OF BRASS IN CONCERT. A collection of Brass Bands play fun tunes on 14 tracks. Includes Oklahoma; Always On My Mind; Dem Bones; Black and White Rag; Gettin’ Down the Road; Macarthur Park; Love on the Rock; Hello! Don’t Leave Me This Way; We’ve Only Just Begun; You Can Call Me Al; Solitaire; Ticket to Ride; and You’ve Lost That Loving Feeling. Pegasus Entertainment. $4.95

► CD 6841355 OSCAR PETERSON: The Classic Albums Collection 1948-1964. A four-CD collection brings together eight of Peterson’s finest albums, all recorded for the esteemed Verve label during his heyday in the 1950s and 1960s. Collects Stan Getz and the Oscar Peterson Trio; Ben Webster with the Oscar Peterson Trio; 6857787 Pegasus Entertainment. $14.99. $9.95

► CD 4675724 PEGGY LEE: The Complete Albums Collection 1948-1960. This collection comprises selected titles from her 25 albums released on Capitol and Decca during this era. This four-CD set collects 109 tracks, including My Best to You; The Man I Love; Azure; and the Beat. Pegasus Entertainment. $14.99. $11.95

► CD 3998509 BENNY GOODMAN: ‘Live’ Coast to Coast. Features twenty tracks of Benny Goodman’s best including After You’ve Gone; Body and Soul; Slipped Disc; Liza; Stardust; Stompin’ At the Savoy; Rock and Roll; Sweet Georgia Brown; and more. Star Line Productions. $5.95

► CD 3821803 BOOKER ERVIN: The Classic Albums 1960-1964. This four CD set brings together the finest recordings Ervin made between 1960 and 1964, the era considered to be the musician’s glory years. Forty-three tracks, including The Blue Book; Girl If; Little Jane; Moj-; Boolder’s Blues; A Lunar Time; Cry Me a River; and more. Pegasus Entertainment. $14.99. $11.95

► CD 6880758 MILES DAVIS: The Classic Collaborations 1953-1963. Featuring collaborations with John Coltrane, Sonny Rollins, Gil Evans and others these 48 tracks include Tasty Pudding; Poppin; Willie the Wailer; For Adults Only; Dr. Jackle; Bitty Ditty; Minor March; Changes; Autumn Leaves; Love For Sale; Someone Else’s; All of You; So What; Green Dolphin Street; Round Midnight; Once upon a Summertime; and more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

► CD 6799388 JOHN COLTRANE: The Classic Collaborations 1957-1963. This collection brings together the very finest albums Coltrane recorded in collaboration with other jazz greats including Thelonious Monk, Duke Ellington, Milt Jackson, Red Garland and more. Forty-four tracks on 4 CDs including Mating Call; Soutrane; On a Misty Night; You Me Breathless; Dedicated to You and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

► CD 3914496 HOWARD MCGHEE: The Classic 1960s Albums. Among the very first bebop trumpeters, McGhee was shown for his fast fingers and very high notes. This four CD set brings together four albums: Complete Argo Collection 1960-1963; Jazz Giants ‘58; Swingin’ the ‘20s and Dearie; and for Mot: Bop and Beyond. There are 72 tracks. Pegasus Entertainment. $12.95

► CD 6857787 STAN KENTON: The Classic Albums Collection 1948-1962. Comprises nine complete albums. A presentation of Progressive Jazz (1948); City of Glass (1951); New Concepts of Artistry in Rhythm (1953); Kenton in Hi-Fi (1956); Cuban Fire (1956); Viva Kenton (1960); Kenton’s West Side Story (1961); Adventures in Jazz (1962); and Adventures in Time (1962). Seventy-four tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95
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**CD 4690036 THE RAY ANTHONY COLLECTION 1949-62.** This must-have 62-track, three-CD set comprises A and B sides from Anthony’s hundred or so singles on the Capitol label during this era and offers Top 10 hits. Songs include Sentimental Me; Count Every Star; Harbor Lights; Nevertheless; At Last; Peter Gunn; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 3984108 DUKE ELLINGTON: American Classics.** Duke Ellington, jazz pioneer, wrote some of the greatest standards of the last century. Here on 17 tracks they’re given a new twist by the virtuosity of saxophonist John Harle. Includes Caravan; The Mooche; Sully Sunset; Minnehaha; Istanhan; Sonnet for Caesar; In A Mellotone; Don’t Get Around Much Anymore; and more. EMI Classics.

**CD 4668499 LOUIS ARMSTRONG ‘LIVE.’ On the Small Screen.** Twenty track compilation of Armstrong recorded in 1949 and originally shown as part of the “Eddie Cochran Floor Shows.” Songs include Sleepy Time Down South; Them There Eyes; Swing That Music; Aunt Hagar’s Blues’ Rockin’ This Town. Chair, and more. Star Line Productions.

**CD 5724910 THE 100 BEST JAZZ TUNES OF THE 1950’S.** Experience the sounds that defined ‘50s jazz, spread out across eight smooth CDs. There’s so much content here that any fan’s hunger will be satisfied with classics from all the greatest names: Ella Fitzgerald, Dizzy Gillespie, Miles Davis, Bill Evans, John Coltrane, Sarah Vaughan, Nat King Cole, and so many others. Includes a 62-page booklet profiling many of these featured legends. Chrome Dreams.

**CD 3996517 FATHERS OF BIG BAND: Live at the Moth Club.** Collects 25 tracks from the great jazz/rock band Hold My Hand; Pent Up in a Penthouse; Honeyuckle Rose; You Look Good to Me; Flat Foot Flingoe; Monday Morning; and more. Star Line Productions.

**CD 3794644 LE KONITZ: The Verve Albums Collection.** Features 61 tracks from eight of Konitz’s classic albums that include Lee Konitz with Warne Marsh; Inside Hi-Fi; Very Cool; Tranquility; An Image: Lee Konitz with Strings; Lee Konitz meets Jimmy Gillette; You and Lee and Motion. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3911445’S PENNSYLVANIANS: The Hits Collection 1923-32.** Forty-six tracks on two CDs from one of the most popular bands of this era. Songs include Sleep; Memory Lane; Laugh; Cown; Laugh; Little White Lies; I Found a Million Dollar Baby; Can’t Do Without You; My Lucky Star; and more. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 465519X INK SPOTS: The Hits of The Ink Spots in Hi-Fi.** Collects 25 tracks from the American vocal jazz group, including If I Didn’t Care; I’m Making Believe; Do I Worry?; My Greatest Mistake; Address Unknown; It’s a Sin to Tell a Lie; Pullin’ and Takin’; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

**CD 6941117 UNFORGETTABLE INSTRUMENTAL HITS: Essential Collection.** Includes 72 tracks in this three-CD collection are: Song From Moulin Rouge by Percy Faith; Stardust by Artie Shaw; Rhapsody In Blue by Glenn Miller; Seven Seconds by the Glenn Miller Orchestra; Whispering Les Paul; Brazil by Xavier Cugat; Moonlight Serenade by Glenn Miller; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99

**CD 4689894 THE MILES DAVIS COLLECTION, 1945-48: Before the Cool.** This 49-track, two-CD set comprises Davis’s studio recordings from 1945-48, in which he is the only trumpeter, from his studio debut in 1945 through to the end of 1948. Tracks include Billo’s Bounce; Now’s the Time; Moose the Moose; Bird feathers; Drilling on a Reed; Grenadin High; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $8.99

**CD 6908896 PAUL DESMOND: The Complete Albums Collection 1953-1963.** This wonderful four CD collection brings together the entirety of Desmond’s quartet during this time period. The 62 tracks compiled include Over The Rainbow; Two of a Mind; Desmond Blue; I Get A Kick Out Of You; Get All the Things You Are; and many more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3985554 MILES DAVIS QUINTET LIVE 1967.** These six tracks come from a live broadcast on April 7th, 1967 at the University of California and feature Gingerbread Boy; Stella by Starlight; Dolores; Round Midnight; So What; and Walkin’. Enlightenment. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 53288X WES MONTGOMERY: The Classic Recording 1956-1960.** Experience two years in the career of a jazz guitar master with eight of his classic albums in one set: Montgomeryland; Kisnet; The Montgomery Brothers; Five Others; A Good Gil-Topper; The Wes Montgomery Trio; The Incredible Jazz Guitar of Wes Montgomery; Movin’ Along; and The Montgomery Brothers. Nearly 60 tracks on four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 3914410 ERROLL GARNER: The Classic Trio Recordings 1949.** Garner was one of the most distinctive jazz pianists of all time during the post-war era. This 50 track, two-CD collection focuses on a series of six sessions he recorded in 1949. Songs include Surrender Dear; I Only Have Eyes for You; I Can’t Believe That I’m Losing You; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 2795922 ERROLL GARNER: The Classic Albums Collection.** This wonderful collection features 85 tracks from his original LPs from 1956-1961. Tracks include I’ll Never Smile Again; The Way You Look Tonight; Mack the Knife; Ol’ Man River; Misty; Sweet Lorraine; You Are My Sunshine; and many more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 379444X CHARLES MINGUS: The Rare Albums Collection.** In this collection of four CDs are 39 tracks from eight albums from one of the most inspirational and innovative composers and jazz musicians of the 20th century. Album titles include: The Young Pope; Mingus at Antibes; Reincarnation of a Lovebird; Mingus Plays Piano; Town Hall Concert; Right Now; and Mingus at Monterey. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 393775S ZOOT SIMS: The Rare Albums Collection.** Collects sixty-one tracks from 8 of Sims’ rare albums on four CDs. Songs include Tangerine; Zoot; Tenor Conclave; Just You; Just Me; Halley’s Comet; Everything I’ve Got; Lucky Day; You ’n Me; Love for Sale; and more. EMI Classics. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 3945533 HAROLD LAND: The Early Albums.** This set compiles eight albums from the jazz star: Jam Session; Harold in the Land of Jazz; For Real!; The Fox; West Coast Blues!; Eastward Ho! Harold Land in New York; Heal; and You ‘n Me. Forty-eight tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 465272X THE EDDY DUCHIN HITS COLLECTION 1932-42.** This 71 track, three-CD set consists entirely of recordings credited to Eddy Duchin. Ten 30 chart positions. It includes The hit songs like Did You Ever See a Dream Walking?; Let’s Fall in Love; I Won’t Dance; Lovely to Look At; You Are My Lucky Star; I’ll Sing You a Merry Christmas; and many more. Time Life.

**CD 3985652 MILES DAVIS SEXTET Fillmore West San Francisco 1970.** Eight tracks from a performance at San Francisco’s Fillmore West on April 9th 1970 include Directions; Miles Runs the Voodoo Down; That’s It; C.O.D. Full Call; Siesta; Easier; Spanish Key; Sanctuay; and Birds. Brew. Equinox. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 6795575 CAL TJADER: The Classic Fantasy Collection 1953-1962.** Nine of Cal’s classic albums of Latin jazz and Big Band, brought together on four CDs. This multi-talented performer shines on every track of The Cal Tjader Trio; Vibist; Ritmo Caliente; Tjader Plays Mambo; Cal Tjader Quintet; Latin Kick; Cal Tjader-Spade; Demasiado Te Love; and Latino Cor Cal Tjader. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99
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★ CD 4660723 THE DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET: Time OutTakes. Eight tracks of previously unreleased takes from the original 1954-55 recording sessions of the album Time Out. Two: At the Turk; Strange Meadowlark; Take Five; Three to Get Ready; Cathy’s Waltz; I’m in a Dancing Mood; Walrus Jam; and Band Banter from Dave’s Early Years. Pub. at $12.95

★ CD 6938809 LIONEL HAMPTON: The Classic Albums Collection 1951-1958. Features nine original albums on this 4 CD set, including Lionel Hampton and His All Stars with Milon Mezz Mezzrow; Crazy Hamp, The Lionel Hampton Quintet, Hampton and Getz; Jam Session in Paris; Gene Krupa-Lionel Hampton-Teddy Wilson, Lionel Hampton and His Giants; Hampton’s Big Four; and Hallelujah Hamp. Forty-three tracks in all. Medicare. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 3773989 KENNY DORHAM: The Complete Albums 1953-1959. Features eight albums by the jazz musician that include 56 tracks on four CDs. Titles include An Oscar for Oscar; Ruby My Dear; Be My Love; Monoco; Round About Midnight; Falling in Love with Love; I’ll Remember April; Autumn Leaves; Middle of Minton’s, Up in Dodo’s Room; Fiesta; I’m in the Mood for Love; Harvest Time; and more. 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 3759806 THE HOWARD MCGHEE COLLECTION, 1945-53. McGhee was one of the leading trumpeters of the pioneering bebop era. This 4 CD set contains a great portion of his recordings from the peak era of his career. Ninety-three tracks, including Deep Meditation; Intersection; Swinging Dance Hits; Alto Magic in Hi-Fi; and many more. Star Line. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 3840958 QUINCY JONES: The Classic Albums 1956-1963. This set of 76 tracks collected from eight albums in their entirety on 4 CDs include Mau Mau; Work of Art; The Little Bandmaster; Up in Quincy’s Room; Wildwood, Evening in Paris; Tia Juana; Walkin’; Little Karen; Gravy Waltz; and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 4669828 THE GEORGE COLEMAN QUINTET: In Baltimore. One of jazz’s most powerful tenor saxophonists is heard at his freewheeling, unfettered best on this CD, a testament to the tenor saxophonist’s incredible talent recorded on the: Ballroom in Baltimore in 1971. Five tracks: Afternoon in Paris; Sandi; I Got Rhythm; Body and Soul; and Joy Spring. Reel to Reel. Pub. at $16.99

★ CD 4665464 JOHNNY GUARNIERI: Fat Cat. This album from Guarneri’s days in his horn to jazz great Fats Waller. Collects 12 tracks, including Ain’t Misbehavin’; I’m Not Worried; Stealin’ Apples; Jitterbug Waltz; Squeeze Me; and more. Star Line. Pub. at $4.99

★ CD 3821994 SARAH VAUGHAN: The Complete Columbia Singles As & Bs 1949-53. This 69-track, three-CD collection comprises the A and B sides of her releases on the Columbia label during this time period. Songs include Love Is the Thing; Moon in Your Eyes; High Hopes; Miss Otis Regression; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

★ CD 1335888 BILL EVANS: 12 Classic Albums 1956-1962. This massive collection of 67 jazz essentials collects nearly all the tracks from twelve unforgettable Bill Evans albums: New Jazz Conceptions; Everybody Digs Bill Evans; The Ivy Hunter; Portrait in Jazz; Explorations; Sunday at the Village Vanguard; Waltz for Dewey; Undercurrent; Moon Beams; Interplay; Empathy; How My Heart Sings. Six CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 3829886 THE 75 BEST JAZZ TRACKS OF THE EARLY 1960’S. Rediscover a treasure trove of jazz favorites with one jam-packed collection. Includes Giant Steps by John Coltrane; The Push by John Coltrane and Miles Davis with Gil Evans; Driva’ Man by Max Roach; I Remember When by Stan Getz; Watermelon Man by Herbie Hancock; Black Eye Peas by Ramsey Lewis; and more. Six CDs. Star Line. Pub. at $19.99


★ CD 3965848 EARL BOSTIC: His Finest Albums. Features the finest albums Bostic ever recorded released between 1953 and 1963. These 91 tracks illustrate his musical prowess and the huge contribution he made to Jazz: Albums include: Alto-Lude; Dance; Time; Work; Early Earl Bostic Meets to Dance with Bostic; Bostic Rocks; Swingin’ Dance Hits; Alto Magic in Hi-Fi as I Feel It. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 3717534 THE WAYNE KING COLLECTION 1940-41. Collects 92 tracks on four CDs, comprising selected A and B sides from King’s releases for the Victor and Brunswick labels during this period. Songs include Dream a Little Dream of Me; Good Night, Sweetheart; The Waltz You Saved for Me; Wabash Moon; I Don’t Know Why (I Just Do); Sweethearts Forever and more. 1940-1944. Four CDs. Pub. at $11.95

★ CD 3928033 BURIED GOLD—the ZOOT SIMS QUINTET: The Complete 1956 Quintet Recordings. Thirty one tracks presents tenor saxophonist Zoot Sims and valve-trumpist Bob Brookmeyer. In 1956, the pair made a series of studio recorded quartet sessions, music that has never been compiled into one collection—until now. Includes September in the Rain; Them There Eyes; I’m臥ing In Your Eyes; Mojito; and more. 8 CDs. Pub. at $16.99

and enter the item number in the search box.
**CD 3950409** THE GERRY MULLIGAN/CHET BAKER COLLECTION 1952-53. This great 46 track, two CD set comprises most of the recordings that Baker and Mulligan have made together during this time as part of Gerry Mulligan’s quartet, initially comprising informal live ‘recordings at The Haig Jazz Club in Los Angeles. Tracks include; ‘To Whom It May Concern; ’ ‘Berline’s Tune; ‘Lullaby of the Leaves; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 5872863** THELONIOUS MONK: The Complete Albums Collection 1954-57. Monk is the second-most recorded jazz composer of all time, and this set gives us a taste of that vast output. Collects ten complete albums across nearly 80 tracks and five CDs, including Genius of Modern Music Volumes 1 & 2, Thelonious Monk Plays Duke Ellington and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.59

**CD 3840816** GIGI GRYCE: The Classic Albums 1953-1960. Collects from eight albums, these 60 tracks on four CDs include: Spontaneity; In a Meditative Mood; Social Call; Kenny Dance; Geraldine; Leila’s Blues; Frankie and Johnny; Strange Feeling; Lover Man; Sans Souci; and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 4700015** HERBIE HANCOCK: Jazz to Funk. This collection is some of Hancock’s most popular and interesting recordings from the 1960s including Mwandazo; Witch Fire; Hot Pants; Walkin’; Walk On;tho; Monk; Thelonious Monk & Sonny Rollins; Thelonious Monk Plays Duke Ellington and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 4690117** TONY BENNETT WITH THE COUNT BASIE BIG BAND. Collects 10 tracks; ‘I’ve Grown Accustomed to Her Face; ‘Someone Else’s Paradise; ‘What a Little Moonlight Can Do; ‘And I Love You So; ‘Can’t Help Lovin’ That Man of Mine; ‘In the Still of the Night; ‘You Are My Sunshine; ‘Long Ago and Far Away; and more. 2 CDs. AIM. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3960756** THE CHARLIE Barnet COLLECTION 1946-50. This 45 track, two CD set comprises recordings by the Charlie Barnet Orchestra released on the National, Apollo and Capitol labels during the years 1946-1950. Songs include ‘The Redskin Rumba; ‘Siesta; ‘Blue Valley; ‘At the Darktown Strutters Ball; ‘Deep Purple; ‘Charleston Alley and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3947467** WEATHER REPORT: Live in London. Features six tracks from this jazz fusion band; ‘Coner Pocket; ‘Unknown, Fast City; ‘Where the Moon Goes; ‘Drum Solo and Where the Monkey Goes. PQ2. Angel Air. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95


**CD 3691780** WAYNE SHORTER: Early Albums. A cornerstone of jazz, this four-CD box set highlights the early, albeit crucial years of Shorter’s solo career, both as a bandleader and as a contributor. Collects 59 tracks, including ‘Blue in Blue; ‘Harry’s Last Stand; ‘Marxman; and more. 4 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3753766** FRANK WESS: The Savoy & Prestige Collection. This 60 track box set highlights some of Wess’s most notable performances as a soloist, frontman and arranging jazz flautist. The collection features eight albums: Flutes & Reeds; North, South, East-West; Opus in Swing; Jazz for Playboys; Opus de Quartet; Southern Comfort; and Yo He! Poor You; Blues: The Frank Wess Collection and more. Forty-eight tracks. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3986000** THE MODERN JAZZ QUARTET: The Early Years 1952-56. From one of the most innovative, distinctive and influential groups in jazz in the 1950s comes this 32 track two-CD set comprising recordings from this time period. Songs include ‘All the Things You Do; ‘La Ronde; ‘The Queen’s Fancy; ‘Django; ‘Ralph’s New Blues; ‘Softly in the Morning Sunlight; ‘Bluesology, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3866033** THE FRANKIE CARLE COLLECTION, 1940-49. Comprises all the A & B sides of his Columbia releases during these years, naturally featuring all his hits with his orchestra, of which ten were Billboard Top 10 entries. They include performances featuring the King Sisters on vocals. Songs include ‘Drowsy Old Riff; ‘Where You Are; ‘Strip Polka; ‘The Ferris Wheel; ‘Among My Souvenirs; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 6711782** MILES DAVIS & BILL EVANS: Complete Studio & Live Masters. During 1958 and 1959, two of the greatest innovators in jazz history performed together in Miles Davis’ quintet and sextet. Collected here are all of their master takes, as well as their surviving live recordings together, all on four CDs. Over 30 tracks. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 8807798** THE JIMMY DORSEY HITS COLLECTION 1935-57. The ultimate collection of one of the most significant musicians and band leaders of our time with 105 tracks encompassing many of his number one hits like ‘True Love; ‘They Say About Us; ‘Change Partners; ‘The Breeze and I; ‘Amapola; ‘Green Eyes; ‘My Sister and I; ‘Maria Elena; ‘Blue Champagne; ‘Tangerine & Besame Mucho. 5 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 4654714** ORNETTE COLEMAN: Complete Recordings 1957-59. Two years before their Billboard topping Virgin Beauty album Ornette Coleman and Prime Time, his mutant funk-fusion outfit, perform an extensive set including ‘Song X; ‘Dancing in Your Head; ‘And The Angels Sing; and more live at Live Under the Sky, Tokyo, Japan, in 1966. Sixteen tracks on 2 CDs. Equinox. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3984330** THE EDDIE HEYWOOD COLLECTION 1940-59. This 46 track, two CD set comprises recordings from across decades, released on the Vocalion, Okeh, Signature, Commodore, Decca, RCA-Victor, London and other labels during this era. They include performances as a member of bands led by Coleman Hawkins and Bob Haggart, as well as with the Latin jazz group The Quintones, and others. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 4652975** THE MACHITO COLLECTION 1941-52. Collects 40 tracks on two CDs, comprising studio recordings for the Decca, Rossy, Mercury, Clef and Columbia labels as well as live broadcast performances. Songs include ‘Intermezzo (Souvenir De Vienne); ‘La Rumbantela; ‘Asia Minor; ‘Jungle Drums; ‘Mambro Fantastico; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2903814** WHEN THE SAINTS GO MARCHING IN: Greatest Dixieland Jazz. This collection of one of the most significant groups in jazz history, the Dixieland Jazz includes: Basin Street Blues by Eddie Condon; Muskrat Ramble by Wild Bill Davison & His Comrades, Darktown Strutters’ Ball by Bunk Johnson. At a Georgia Camp Meetings by Sidney Bechet & His New Orleans Feetwarmers, Red Hot Chili Peppers by Red Nickells & His Five Pieces and much more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3981898** THE ALVINO REY COLLECTION 1940-50. A 50 track, two CD collection comprising selected A & B sides from his releases on the Bluebird, Reprise, Verve, Capitol labels including performances featuring the King Sisters on vocals. Songs include ‘Drowsy Old Riff; ‘Where You Are; ‘Strip Polka; ‘The Ferris Wheel; ‘Among My Souvenirs; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2937371** THE MAY MOODY COLLECTION 1939-60. During the big band era, orchestral arrangers were among the most influential elements of recordings and stage performances. Billy May, one of the paragons of this cohort of master craftsmen, is celebrated in this massive collection. It offers some tracks featuring Frank Sinatra, Peggy Lee, Nat King Cole, Glenn Miller, Louis Armstrong, Ella Fitzgerald, and many more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95 $18.95
Jazz - Big Bands

CD 471606X ROSCOE MITCHELL: Conversations. The saxophonist's legend returns with two CDs from a two day recording session with Craig Taborn and Doug Wimbish. This adventurous and emotional compilation includes ten tracks, including Knock and Roll; Ride the Wind; Distant Radio Transmission; and more. Wide Hive. Pub. at $13.99. $19.95

CD 3822028 WEATHER REPORT: The Complete Early Years 1970-78. This radio broadcast was recorded on June 28, 1978 at Shinjuku Koseinenkin Hall, Tokyo. Seven tracks are collected on two CDs, including Elegant People; A Remark You Made; Brilliant Decalcomania; and more. JM Jazz. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

CD 3959473 ART BLAKEY & THE JAZZ MESSENGERS: The Best of the Columbia & RCA/Vik Years (1956-1959). Seventeen tracks collected on 2 CDs incorporate some of the best of this Jazz ensemble: A Night in Tunisia; Moanin’ with Hazel; Along Came Marion; Cranky Spanky; The Sacrifice; Cubano Chant; Couldn’t It Be You?; and many more. Four CDs. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

CD 2903563 DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET: 60 Years Jazz Edition, No. 02. These thirteen tracks recorded in 1958 are stand-out hits for this Jazz group. Tracks include: Gone with the Wind; A Moment Worth Years; Someday My Prince Will Come; The Wright Grove; For All We Know; The Duke; Face The A-Train; Two Part Contentment; I’m in a Dancing Mood; These Foolish Things; Drums Along the Thames; and St. Louis Blues. Two CDs. Cellar Live Records. Pub. at $21.99. $18.95

CD 4696017 LARRY CARLTON & DAVE T. WALKER @ BILLBOARD LIVE TOKYO. Features nine tracks that include Burnabelle; Nite Crawler; March of the Jazz Angels; Soul Food Cafe; A Place For Skipper; 10PM; The Wed's Gone Dry; Feel Like Makin' Love; and My Baby by My Side. 3 CDs. Records. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

CD 4689941 LO COXHILL & FRED FRITH: French Gigs. The duets collected on this CD were originally recorded from the late '70s to the early '90s. Six tracks: Reims; Limoges 1; Poitiers; Limoges 2; Munchen/London; and Amsterdam. Epic. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

CD 3866270 CONCERT IMPRESSIONS: The Stan Kenton Orchestra. These are eleven richly recorded treasures selected from 2004 and 2007 special concerts at London’s Blackheath Concert Hall, including Fringe Benefit, Artistry in Percussion; Chiapas; Malaga; Body and Soul; Inner Criso and more. Tanbura. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

CD 3950452 LOCKDOWN SESSIONS: An International Down Home Blues Revue. Roger Ware (Little Roger & The House Rockers) and The Night Walkers faced a situation not unlike many others in the wake of the Corona pandemic in March 2020. The loss of all upcoming gigs and events, the return to home recordings, and more. Eight tracks include The Blues Who Made Me; Certified Blues Papa; and Lockdown Blues. Two CDs. CrucialMusic. Pub. at $22.99. $17.95

CD 4675346 TOM KEENLYSIDE QUARTET: Fortune Teller. A compilation of music from all of Keenlyside’s albums. Eleven tracks, including The Summer Knows; The Fortune Teller; Pratfall; Sunday, Sunday, Someday; The Bouncer; Sun Time; and more. Cello Live Records. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

CD 3945464 ELLA FITZGERALD: Swingin’ in the Starlight Hour. She was sometimes referred to as the First Lady of Song and the Queen of Jazz. You’ll see why with the ten songs collected here, including Love Come Back To Me; Basin Street Blues; Still got the Blues; and more. Four CDs. Tantara. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

CD 3987132 JEFF HEALEY: Among Friends. Features 16 tracks from this Canadian folk and jazz artist including Would Do Anything for You; Bright Eyes; Lost Star; I'll See You; Limehouse Blues; and more. Two CDs. CrucialMusic. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

CD 3717372 HORACE PARLAK: The Classic Blue Note Collection. This four CD box set collates all of Parlak’s solo albums from the 1960s. Tracks include On the Spur of the Moment; Jam Blues; Up and Down; Headin’ South; Speakin’ My Piece; Lady Bird; and more. Five thirty-three tracks. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

CD 4644264 BOBBY WIENS: Talking Drums. What began as a canceled Master’s recital due to the COVID-19 pandemic turned into something far more valuable. Eight tracks include My Baby; Bill; So Sorry; La Dolly; The Miss of the Bride; Little Rascal on a Rock; Starry Starry Night; and many more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

CD 3900870 LARRY CARLTON: Jazz Impressions. Classic直from this Canadian jazz artist, including Sonny Boy. Thirty-three tracks, including Chicago; Down Home; Headin’ South; Speaking My Piece; Lady Bird; and more. Four CDs. Cellar Live Records. Pub. at $20.99. $15.95


CD 3908597 NEIL SWAINSON QUINTET: 49th Parallel. The group that appears on this collection had never performed together as a unit. Neil called upon two of his favorites from Toronto’s significant talent pool, and a pair of jazz legends from south of the border. Enjoy seven tracks that include Port of Spain; Southern Exposure; On the Lam; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Cellar Live Records. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

and enter the number in the search box.
**CD 386691** JOHNNY SUMMERS: Baker's Dozen. An incredible tribute to Chet Baker from Summers is presented here with these 13 tracks, including My Funny Valentine; Time After Time; It Could Happen To You; Like Someone in Love; That Old Feeling; and more. Cellar Live Records. Pub. at $12.99 **$9.95**

**CD 3840654** BEST OF ARTIE SHAW: 20 Songs. Shaw's hallmark isier standards on 20 tracks like Smoke Gets in Your Eyes; Stardust; Temptation; Begin the Beguine; Deep Purple; Blues in the Night; The Man I Love; Moonlight, La Paloma; All the Things You Are; My Heart Stood Still; A View; and more. TGG. Pub. at $12.98 **$4.95**

**CD 3840662** THE BEST OF TOMMY DORSEY: 20 Songs. A nostalgic collection delivers 20 tracks including I'm Getting Sentimental Over You; Opus No. 1; Boogie Woogie; Moonlight in Vermont; In a Little Spanish Town; Silk Stockings; On the Sunny Side of the Street; Anchors Aweigh; Song of India; Blue Skies; Embraceable You; Autumn in New York; Swanee River; I Dream of You; Pennsylvania 6-5000; Saturday Night; and more. TGG. Pub. at $12.98 **$9.95**

**CD 387477X** THE BEST OF BILLIE HOLIDAY: 20th Century Masters. Collects 12 songs, including Strange Fruit; Fine and Mellow; Lover Man; Don't Explain; Good Morning Heartache; God Bless the Child; and more. UMG Records. Pub. at $13.98 **$9.95**

**CD 3998525** HARRY JAMES: 'Live' on the Coast. Collects 22 tracks of the big band's best including You Are Too Beautifulful; Flatbush Flanigan; Blue Skies; Back Beat Boogie; In a Little Spanish Town; Two O’Clock Jump; Sierra; On the Alamo; and more. Star Line Productions. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3887699** FATS DOMINO: Greatest Hits. One of the most recognizable names in jazz. Fats Domino’s legendary status is reaffirmed in this collection of 50 original hit recordings, digitally remastered for peak quality. Includes My Girl Josephine; I'm Walkin'; My Blue Heaven; Valley of Tears; Fallin’ in Love/I Like It Swinging. **$18.99**

**CD 2948761** SPIKE JONES: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Features sixty numbers from the jazz drummer and bandleader known for his satirical renditions of popular songs. Tracks include Tennessee Waltz; The Man on the Flying Carpet; He Made My Heart in Three Places; Der Fuether's Face; Halfway to Hollywood; and more. **$17.99**

**CD 3957661** MILITARY CLASSICS. You’ll strike up the band in this 15 track collection of the greatest military marches. Reach for your baton and listen to classics such as 633 Squadron; Ceremonial Occasion; Soldier’s Chorus; Soldier’s Farewell; Gasbag; Cwm Rhondda; and more. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3821935** MANNY ALBAM: Classic Recordings 1957. The 25 tracks collected here include many extended pieces, comprising recordings from noted sessions and projects he led during 1957, which came on the Coral label albums. Songs include My Indian Skirt; What’s Wrong With Old Fashions; The Heart’s Pretty; The Blues is Everybody’s Business Part 1; Part 2; Part 3; and Part 4. Two CDs. Cellar Live Records. Pub. at $16.99 **$9.95**

**CD 3691543** FRED FRITH: Woodwork. This solo guitar album was recorded live in concert in Brussels as part of a European Tour. Includes two cuts, Stills: The Dancing and Falls of the Shadow. Klang. Pub. at $19.99 **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3866991** DIGBY FAIRWEATHER: Notes from a Jazz Life. This 33 track, two CD set features recordings with legendary personalities of British jazz over the last half-century and is an autobiographical retrospective of the recording career of the award-winning jazz cornetist. Songs include There’ll Be Some Changes Made; She’s Funny That Way; Samba to Morocco; Runnin’ Wild; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **$9.95**

**DVD 4728718** LOUIS ARMSTRONG: Good Evening Eve’rybody. A musical celebration you’ll never forget, bringing together Louis’ performing and musical guests for a never before released concert performance in honor of Armstrong’s 70th birthday at the Newport Jazz Festival. Guests include Dizzy Gillespie, Mahalia Jackson, Bobby Hackett, and more. 92 minutes. DVD Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95 **$11.95**

**DVD 4672718** CANNONBALL ADDERLEY LIVE in ’63: Jazz Icons. Widenscreen. Presents two beautifully filmed concerts in Switzerland and Germany from one of the most celebrated septets in Jazz history. You’ll see and hear Jessica’s Day; Angel Eyes; Jive Samba; Bohemia After Dark; Dizzy’s Bopastics; Trouble in Mind; Song Unit 7; and Brother John. 90 minutes. DVD Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95 **$11.95**

**DVD 3573703** BILLIE HOLIDAY: The One Night Only Collection, 1958. Seventy-two track, 3 CD set comprising Turrentine’s albums as a leader—across the earliest part of his lengthy musical career. Eight classic albums are presented here, Live at the Hideaway; Sugar Daddy; That’s Where It’s At. 3 CDs. Digipak. Pub. at $14.95 **$11.95**

**DVD 3993190** GITANO DEMONE: Life After Death. Regarded as “Madonna’s naughtier underground cousin” for her blonde bombshell looks and a penchant for erotic fetish dresses, Gitano Demone has pursued her own career after leaving the group Christian Death in 1989. This rare footage covers live concerts throughout Europe, live duets and more. In Color and B&W. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. UMG Films. Pub. at $17.99 **$14.95**

**DVD 374941X** CEDAR BURKE: Silver Bullet. Fullscreen. Recorded live at the Umbria Jazz Festival in 1976 this iconic jazz performance selection that includes Bolivia; Naima; Seven Minds; Blue Moon and Fink. Roots. 62 minutes. TDK. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**Blues - R&B - Reggae**

**CD 4716256** JOHNNY WINTER: Live from Japan. The songs Johnny played during his stellar set in Japan, are soaked with more blues riffs in this one night only than most guitar players can match in their careers. 14 track CD includes Hideaway; Sugar Coated Love; She Likes to Boogie Real Low; Lone Wolf; Got My Mojo Working; Johnny B. Good; Black Jack; All Tore Down; Dust My Broom; and more. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 4701712** THE MEMPHIS JUG BAND: COLLECTION, 1927-53. Forty-five tracks. There'll Be Some Changes Made; What’s Wrong With Old Fashions; The Blues is Everybody’s Business Part 1; Part 2; Part 3; and Part 4. Two CDs. Cellar Live Records. **SOLD OUT**

**DVD 3789575** STANLEY TURRENTINE: The Classic Blue Note Collection. This four CD box set collates Turrentine’s albums as a leader—across the earliest part of his lengthy musical career. Eight classic albums are presented here, Live at the Hideaway; Sugar Daddy; That’s Where It’s At. Forty-five tracks. **SOLD OUT**

**For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/845**
**CD 6908918** SHAPES OF THINGS: The Best of the Yardbirds. A definitive collection of the very best recordings from the highly influential British rock legends. This two CD set collects 40 tracks, including Shapes of Things; Over Under Sideways Down; Evil Headed You; Got To Hurry; and more. Two CDs. Bear Family Productions, Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

**CD 377330** THE BEST SOUL ALBUM: 100 Hits. Collects 100 top soul hits by the original artists on five CD including Everyday People by Sly & The Family Stone; Lady Marmalade by LaBelle; Love Ready Hunts Without You by Billy Ocean; Ain't No Stopping Me Now by L.C. McFadden & Whitehead; Piece of My Heart by many more. Sony Music. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 4652819** HEAVIN' FOR THE CHRISTMAS BALL. Collects 51 swing and R&B Christmas crooners on one CD. Songs include Jingle Bells by Knuckles O'Toole & the Brigadiers; Christmas in New Orleans by Louis Armstrong; Sleigh Ride by Leroy Anderson & His "Pops" Concert Orchestra; Christmas in the City by many more. Bear Family. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

**CD 3857930** MOTOWN: The Early Years 1959-62. This 80 track, three-CD set comprises early singles on the Motown, Tamla, Gordy, Miracle and Divinity labels, and features over 30 chart entries, with early pop and R&B hits on those labels by Mary Johnson, The Miracles, Mary Wells, The Supremes, The Contours, Marvin Gaye, The Miracles and many others. Sony Music. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 2947439** ETTA JAMES: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1955-62. Over 50 tracks encapsulate more than half a decade in the career of this top blues, R&B, and soul talent. Collects all her A & B sides recorded for Modern, Kent, Chess, and Argo, including hits like The Wallflower (I Love You Me Henry); Good Rockin' Daddy, All I Could Do Was Cry, At Last; and many more. Two CD. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $14.95

**CD 4689771** THE ELLIE ECKSTEIN COLLECTION 1947-1962. This great 74-track, three-CD set compromises selected A and B sides from Eckstein's releases on the MGM, RCA and Mercury labels during these years. Songs include Bewitched, Foolish Rain; In Temptation, Sitting By the Window, My Foolish Heart; This is the Inside Story; I Wanna Be Loved; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3850889** JOHN LEE HOOKER: Alone, Volumes 1 & 2. Collects 17 tracks on two CDs from this blues singer including; I Miss You So; Jesse James; Dark Room; Boogie Chicago Blues; Black Bottom; I Wish You Could Change Your Ways; and more. Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2927462** HOWLIN' WOLF: The Complete RPM & Chess Singles As & Bs 1951-62. Chester Burnett, was one of the most influential figures in Chicago blues through the 1950s. This massive set captures 80 tracks, including Moanin' at Midnight; Come to Me Baby; Riding in the Cadillac. This set includes more than 12 hours of music. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**CD 5795729** SAM COOKE: The Complete Solo Singles As & Bs, 1957-62. Explore the solo output of a pioneering soul singer, with nearly 60 tracks, representing the A & B sides of his singles on Specialty Kean, RCA and SAR labels. Includes classics like You Send Me; Only Sixteen; Wonderful World; Chain Gang; Cupid; and Twistin' the Night Away. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $36.95 $29.99


**CD 3757331** DAVID BYRNE: Live from Austin, TX. This show, captured on November 28, 2001, features 13 songs, including Like Humans Do; Desconocido Spy; (Nothing but) Flowers; God's Child; Marching Through the Wilderness; and more. New West Records. $3.95

**CD 478004** JAMES COTTON: Dealin’ with the Devil. Collects 13 tracks, considered the best of the blues artist including I Need You So Bad; The Creeper; VB Ford Blues; Knock on Wood; Jelly Jelly; If You Love Me, Boogie; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3848809** AL GREEN: Greatest Hits. This ten-track CD collects Tired of Being Alone; Call Me; I'm Still in Love with You; Here I Am; Love and Happiness; Let's Stay Together; I Can't Get Next to You; You Ought To Be With Me; Look What You Done for Me; and Let's Get Married. Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**CD 3950352** BIG MAMA THORNTON: The Singles Collection 1951-61. Collects 25 tracks from the rhythm and blues singer and songwriter from this era including: Billie Jean; Partnership Blues; I'm All Fed Up; No Jody for Me; Miscellaneous Boogie; Hound Dog; They Call Me Big Mama; I Smell a Rat. Just like a Dog; You Did Me Wrong; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

**CD 3945618** LAURA NYRO: The Nights Before Christmas. Recorded from a live TV broadcast at Fillmore East, New York City on December 22, 1970. Sixteen tracks, including: Don't Play That Song: Brown Earth; Christmas in My Soul; It's Gonna Take a Miracle; Poverty Train; and more. Unicum. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 4678273** THE DUKE ROBILLARD BAND: Blues Bash! This album was recorded in March 2020 and is so sure to be enjoyed by any and all blues fans. Ten tracks, including Do You Mean It; No Time; What Can I Do; Everybody Ain't Your Friend; Just Chillin'; and more. Stony Plain Record. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2993652** JOHNNY HODGES: The Best of the Verve Years. Features eight of Hodges' albums: Not So Dukish; Back to Back; Side by Side; Gerry Mulligan Meets Johnny Hodges; Blue; Johnny Hodges with Billy Strayhorn and the Orchestra; Sandy's Gone; and More. Blues Folk. Include 70 tracks. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


**CD 3914461** GLADYS KNIGHT AND THE PIPS: Gold. This three CD set collects 51 songs, including Where Peaceful Waters Flow, Midnight Train to Georgia; I've Got To Live My Imagination; So Sad the Song; Piece of Blues; I Ain't No Greater Love; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

**CD 384899X** MISSISSIPPI FRED MCDOWELL & JOHNNY WOODS: Mama Says I'm Crazy. Eleven tracks of Mississippi blues. Rooster; Spider Woman; Down; Goin' Away; Mama Says I'm Crazy; I Got a Woman; Red Cross Street; Going Down to the River; Standing at the Back Door; and more. Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**CD 3987213** RONNIE EARL AND THE BROADCASTERS: Beyond the Blue Door. An incredible musician. Earl plays with more emotion than anyone else who plays blues, as these 15 tracks illustrate: Brand New Me; Baby How Long; Down In My Own Tears; The Sweetest Man; Wolf Song; Peace of Mind; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95
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Trouble with My Love; I'm Evil Tonight; Mean Man; Lonely Hearts; Jenkins, Little Sonny and more, equals the definitive collection of down home blues from the soul singer, including Leavin’ in the Morning; You Bring the Jungle out of Me; Roadrunner; Two Blues Boss. Many Rivers; Hard Times; My Christmas Baby; Parkway Boogie...CD

Collects 35 tracks from a host of solo blues masters from the post war period up to 1962 is complemented with a 48-page booklet on Detroit and the scene by blues researcher Mike Rowe. Eighty-two tracks by 21 different artists such as: Muddy Waters, Bo Diddley, B. B. King, Little Sonny and more. Fool with My Heart and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

Collects 16 tracks of this soul singer's top hits: Walk Away; Give Me Some Credit; Pity the Fool; Slipped, Tripped, Fell in Love; and more. Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $12.95

Collects 16 tracks from this powerful blues performer including Lost & Found; They Call Me the擺; That's the Way She Is; Let the Rock Roll; and more. Collected in a cardboard sleeve. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $16.99

Collects twenty-one tracks from this colorful blues performer including the title track and A Night to Remember; The Second Time A Round; Got a True Love; Going to Chicago; and more. Starpoint Records. Pub. at $12.95

Collects sixteen of Benton's top hits including: Tell Me like It Is; Hard Place and a Rock; I'll Be Around; Stolen; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $18.99

Collects thirteen tracks from this Grammy Award winning major artist including: The Wedding; I’ll Always Be in Love with You; When You Cry, Sunday Morning; Crazy; Look Again and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $13.99

Collects fourteen tracks from this Grammy Award winning major artist including: The Wedding; I’ll Always Be in Love with You; When You Cry, Sunday Morning; Crazy; Look Again and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $13.99

Collects 12 songs from the soul singer, including Yes, I'm Ready; Love and Happiness;-Shackin' Up; The Ghetto; and more. MOTV Audio. Pub. at $14.99

Collects thirteen tracks from Austr alian R&B bandleader including: Same One; What a Kiss Won't Do; Think Twice; Many Ways; Kiddio; Lie to Me; Endlessly; The Rush In. Fentom Records. Pub. at $17.95

Collects thirteen tracks from this R&B bandleader including: Got a True Love; Going to Chicago; and more. Starpoint Records. Pub. at $12.95

Collects twelve tracks from this CD collection features 37 tracks with titles Hoochie Coochie Man; Good Time; Checkerboard; and street corners. George Paulus produced and complemented with a 48-page book let on Detroit and the scene by blues researcher Mike Rowe. Eighty-two tracks by 21 different artists such as: Muddy Waters, Bo Diddley, B. B. King, Little Sonny and more. Fool with My Heart and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

Collects 12 songs from this powerful blues performer including Lost & Found; They Call Me the摆; That's the Way She Is; Let the Rock Roll; and more. Collected in a cardboard sleeve. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $16.99

Collects eighteen tracks from this powerful blues performer including: Lost & Found; They Call Me the摆; That's the Way She Is; Let the Rock Roll; and more. Collected in a cardboard sleeve. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $16.99

Collects 10 tracks with titles from this powerful blues performer including: Lost & Found; They Call Me the摆; That's the Way She Is; Let the Rock Roll; and more. Collected in a cardboard sleeve. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $16.99

Collects 21 tracks from this powerful blues performer including: Lost & Found; They Call Me the摆; That's the Way She Is; Let the Rock Roll; and more. Collected in a cardboard sleeve. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $16.99

Collects 16 tracks from this powerful blues performer including: Lost & Found; They Call Me the摆; That's the Way She Is; Let the Rock Roll; and more. Collected in a cardboard sleeve. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $16.99

Collects 12 songs from this powerful blues performer including: Lost & Found; They Call Me the摆; That's the Way She Is; Let the Rock Roll; and more. Collected in a cardboard sleeve. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $16.99

Collects 10 tracks from this powerful blues performer including: Lost & Found; They Call Me the摆; That's the Way She Is; Let the Rock Roll; and more. Collected in a cardboard sleeve. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $16.99

Collects 12 tracks from this powerful blues performer including: Lost & Found; They Call Me the摆; That's the Way She Is; Let the Rock Roll; and more. Collected in a cardboard sleeve. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $16.99

Collects 12 tracks featuring some of Brown's later recordings with titles Koko Blues; Willing; Death Letter; No More Doggin'; Route 66; Hoochie Coochie Man; Peggy Sue Got Married; When the Levee Breaks; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $15.99
**Blues - R&B - Reggae**

**CD 3967093 STEVIE WONDER: The Definitive Collection.** A wonderful collection of music from the iconic singer-songwriter, including Deliver Me, Sir Duke, Superstition, I Just Called To Say I Love You; Part-Time Lover; Higher Ground; I Wish; and more. Universal Music. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3717518 THE TEXAS ALEXANDER COLLECTION 1927-51.** Collects 66 songs on three CDs, comprising all the recordings Alexander made at various sessions in New York, Fort Worth, and San Antonio, plus two titles made in 1951 on the Freedom label. Tracks include Levee Camp Moan Blues; Section Gang Blues; The Risin’ Sun; Tell Me Woman Blues, Stealing To Her Man; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 **$11.95**

**CD 3771211 THE PAPA CHARLIE JACKSON COLLECTION 1924-34.** One of the most intriguing series of Blues discs ever released from the minstrel, vaudeville and medicine shows to become a successful recording artist during the 1920s. This three CD set comprises almost all his recordings released on the Paramount, Vocalion and Okeh Labels during this era. Some titles are Saty Dog Blues; Coffee Pot Blues; Drop That Sack; and more. Seventy-two tracks. Acrobat. **SOLD OUT**

**DVD 2888432 JOHNNY WINTER WITH DR. JOHN: Live in Sweden 1987.** Blues legend Johnny Winters is joined by the equally legendary Dr. John on Swedish TV. The performance includes Sound the Bell; Don’t Take Advantage of Me; Joe Bongo; You Lie Too Much; Sugar Sweet; Love Life; Money; Jumpin’ Jack Flash; and Prodigal Son. 92 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

**DVD 3950862 BIG FISH BLUES.** Reveals a genre and a host of incredible performances by the Country and Rock (Fish) Blues greats, and through their personal stories, you’ll also learn about their journeys to success. So sit back, relax and let your hair down, and simply have some fun as you explore the “Blues way of life.” In Color and B&W. 92 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

**DVD 4652908 HAVE YOURSELF A ROCKIN’ SWINGIN’ CHRISTMAS: Kid Rock Sings the Lucky Stiffs.** Collects 13 holiday songs from rock legend Kid Rock’s Christmas collection. Includes his Christmas favorites with a rockin’, swingin’ beat, including Winter Wonderland; Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas; Jingle Bells; Rock Rudolph Rock; Ain’t No Holly in Hollywood; Christmas Bells; Santa’s on a Diet; You’re All I Want for Christmas; I Saw Mama Twistin’ with Santa Claus; An Angel for Christmas; and so many others. Label Pub. at $17.99 **$13.95**

**DVD 3789471 BLINK BEFORE CHRISTMAS.** Features thirty unusual rockin’ Christmas tracks compiled by Little Victor—the man behind the legendary Black Shack records. Tracks include White Christmas by James “Sugar” Boy Crawford; Santa Claus Boogie by The Voices; Cowboy Santa Claus by Bill Lacey; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99 **$9.95**

**DVD 4657168 CORKY HALE: Have Yourself a Jazzy Little Christmas.** Collects 12 hours of favorites, including Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; Silver Bells; Jingle Bells; Silent Night; Winter Wonderland; and more. LML Music. Pub. at $7.99 **$5.95**

**CD 3991006 CAROLS & HYMNS: 100 Hits.** Collects 100 festive classics including Away in a Manger; Coventry Carol; The Bleak Mid-Winter; The Holly and the Ivy; Little Drummer Boy; Abide with Me; Come Down, O Love Divine; All My Hope in God IsFounded; Once in Royal David’s City; Christmas Concerto; and much more. Featurs the Demon Music Group. **$9.95**

**Christmas - Gospel**

**CD 3872971 BELOVED GOSPEL GREATS: Glory Glory Hallelujah.** Seventy-four gospel classics are compiled on three CDs, including Amazing Grace; Peace in the Valley; The Old Rugged Cross; Up Above My Head; Will the Circle Be Unbroken; Move On Up A Little Higher; and I Want A Little Talk With Jesus. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3872971 BELOVED GOSPEL GREATS: Glory Glory Hallelujah.** Seventy-four gospel classics are compiled on three CDs, including Amazing Grace; Peace in the Valley; The Old Rugged Cross; Up Above My Head; Will the Circle Be Unbroken; Move On Up A Little Higher; and I Want A Little Talk With Jesus. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3991006 CAROLS & HYMNS: 100 Hits.** Collects 100 festive classics including Away in a Manger; Coventry Carol; The Bleak Mid-Winter; The Holly and the Ivy; Little Drummer Boy; Abide with Me; Come Down, O Love Divine; All My Hope in God IsFounded; Once in Royal David’s City; Christmas Concerto; and much more. Featurs the Demon Music Group. **$9.95**

**Christmas CDs & DVDs**

**CD 3982777 FRANK SINATRA CHRISTMAS.** Celebrate the Season with this 11-track collection. Includes Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas; Misteltoe and Holly; The Christmas Waltz; What ever Happened to Christmas; White Christmas; The Christmas Song; Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; I’ll Be Home for Christmas; Christmas Memories; and Silent Night. Capitol Records. **$6.95**

**CD 3982785 MERLE HAGGARD: Hag’s Christmas.** Join Merle Haggard as he celebrates the Holidays on this 10 track collection of country’s most iconic Christmas songs on 10 tracks. Includes It’s the Holly Jolly Christmas; Kalikimaka; Silver Bells; I Heard the Bells on Christmas Day; I’ll Be Home for Christmas; and more. Includes a 30 minute floor show that featured Bing Crosby, Merle Haggard, The Byrds and Johnny Cash! $4.95

**CD 3783251 SANTA'S TEN FAVORITES.** Features ten favorite Christmas songs by a variety of performers including The Little Drummer Boy by Harry Simeone Chorale; White Christmas by Bing Crosby; Oh Holy Night by Lee Greenwood; A Holly Jolly Christmas by Burt Ives, and more. MCA Records. **$4.95**

**CD 3771961 SHA NA NA: Rockin’ Christmas.** Sings, celebrates the holidays and dances their way into December with Bing Crosby, Nat King Cole, The Byrds, Count Basie, Percy Faith; and more. Five CDs. **$11.95**

**CD 3790555 BING CROSBY: Christmas by the Fire.** Celebrate the holidays with Bing Crosby and this collection of the legendary crooner’s most iconic Christmas songs on 10 tracks. Includes White Christmas; I’ll Be Home for Christmas; and Silent Night. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3797055 BIG BAND CHRISTMAS.** Features Bing Crosby and three other Bing Crosby albums. Collects 30 of the most beloved Bing Crosby holiday songs. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3982799 CORKY HALE: Have Yourself A Jazzy Little Christmas.** Collects 12 hours of favorites, including Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; Silver Bells; Jingle Bells; Silent Night; Winter Wonderland; and more. LML Music. Pub. at $7.99 **$5.95**

**CD 3995704 BIG BAND CHRISTMAS.** Two CDs celebrate the season and toast the New Year with classic big band Holiday sounds. Swing music instrumentals render these Christmas favorites are performed by a jazz horn ensemble. Includes Here Comes Santa Claus; Frosty the Snowman; Santa Baby; Deck the Halls; We Wish You a Merry Christmas; Winter Wonderland; Sleigh Ride; Winter Wonderland; and more. Curb. **SOLD OUT**

**Rock CDs & DVDs**

**CD 3966607 CHRISTMAS CLASSICS.** The five Christmas albums compiled here are sure to get you into the holiday spirit. Collects albums from Jim Reeves, Elvis Presley, Perry Como, Johnny Cash and Andy Williams. Songs include Jingle Bells; White Christmas; Do You Hear What I Hear?; Silent Night; It’s the Most Wonderful Time of Year; and many more! Sixty-nine tracks on 5 CDs. Legacy. **$9.95**
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**CD 3775887 PEGGY LEE: Icon Christmas.** The incomparable Peggy Lee, with her sultry voice, returns in this holiday collection. Includes favorites such as *Ring Those Christmas Bells; Winter Wonderland; Happy Holiday; The Christmas Waltz; I Like a Sleighride; The Little Drummer Boy; Christmas Carolus* and more. Universal Music. $3.95.

**DVD 3765993 BING CROSBY’S WHITE CHRISTMAS ALL STAR SHOW.** Produced by the USO for an epic television special in 1954. The coast-to-coast live film features over 50 top names from stage, screen, and TV in an evening of music and comedy. Crosby is joined by Louis Armstrong, Benny Goodman, Dinah Shore, Bob Hope, Lena Horne, George Burns, Jimmy Stewart, Shirley Maclaine, and many others. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $9.95.

**DVD 4670426 CHRISTMAS FIREPLACE VISION!** Press play and enjoy the magical experience of dancing flames any time you want without the need to store wood or clean up ash. Relax and watch as memorable classic holiday music plays in the background and your mind and spirit are cast into a joyful Christmas. 60 minutes. WWMV. Pub. at $19.98.

**Blu-ray 3800768 COZY CRACKLIN’ FIREPLACE.** Widescreen. Relax to this soothing fireplace in your own home—warm, glowing light and soft cracklin’ sounds create a peaceful atmosphere, helping you to unwind. No messy cleanup or safety hazards with this natural fire! Atmosphere, helping you to unwind. No messy cleanup or safety hazards with this natural fire. Audio options include natural sound, classical, and Christmas music. 65 minutes. Timeless Media Group. $3.95.

**CD 4705025 THE BEST MUSICALS ALBUM: 100 Hits.** Collects 100 timeless tracks from notable musicals including *Memory from Cats; On My Own from Les Miserables; America from 42nd Street; Circle of Life from The Lion King; Oh! What a Beautiful Mornin’ from Oklahoma; Another Suitcase in Another Hall by Jason Graae; Falling in Love Again; Lili Marlene; Naughty from Evita and many more.* LML Music. Pub. at $7.95.

**CD 2348854 THE MARLENE DIETRICH COLLECTION.** This two CD set comprises film, studio and “live” recordings from her across her career, including the classics Falling in Love Again; Lili Marlene; Naughty Lola; Black Market; Time for Love; Too Old to Cut a Rug, Kisses Sweeter Than Wine and more. Fifty-one tracks. Acrobat. $9.95.

**CD 3957128 MUSIC OF THE NIGHT.** Fifteen of the most romantic songs from Andrew Lloyd Webber’s repertoire are celebrated in this enduring orchestral collection. Includes unforgettable arrangements from all of his most renowned shows: *The Phantom of the Opera; Evita; Cats; Jesus Christ Superstar; Sunset Boulevard* and more. Mood Media. $4.95.

**CD 3957129 BROADWAY HITS: THE BEST OF GILBERT & SULLIVAN.** The D’Oyly Carte Opera Company & Gnydebourne Festival Opera perform the greatest Gilbert & Sullivan hits from *H.M.S. Pinafore; The Mikado; The Pirates of Penzance; The Mikado* and many more. 74 tracks. Snapper Music. Pub. at $12.95.

**CD 6949035 HENRY MANCINI: The Classic Soundtrack Collection 1958-1963.** Henry Mancini’s complete film score tally, plus bonus cuts including *A Touch of Evil; The Music from Peter Gunn; Music from Mr. Lucky; Breakfast at Tiffany’s; Experiment in Terror; Hatari; The Pink Panther; Love With the Proper Stranger.* Nineteen CDs. Mancini Touch. Nine more. $11.95.

**CD 3866262 THE GREATEST BROADWAY HITS: Essential Collection.** This essential collection features 72 tracks on three CDs of songs from some of the greatest Broadway hits sung by the original artists including: *Oh What a Beautiful Mornin’ from Oklahoma; Almost Like Being in Love from Brigadoon; You’re the Top from Anything Goes; Baubles, Bangles and Beads from Kismet* and so much more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95.


**CD 6992188 OKLAHOMA! The 75th Anniversary Collection.** Comprises the complete studio album from the 1943 Broadway production and the original soundtrack album from the 1955 movie version. Features landmark songs like *Oh What a Beautiful Morning; People Will Say We’re in Love; Surrey with Fringe on Top; Oklahoma* and more. Twenty-eight tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 3836103 THE BEST OF GILBERT & SULLIVAN.** The D’Oyly Carte Opera Company and Glyndebourne Festival Opera perform the best of Gilbert & Sullivan operas. Includes *H.M.S. Pinafore; The Mikado; The Pirates of Penzance; Iolanthe; Princess Ida; The Mikado* and more. 74 tracks. Snapper Music. Pub. at $12.95.

**CD 2795997 HOW THE WEST WAS WON: The Original Sound Track Recording.** Conducted by the legendary Alfred Newman, the score for this classic western film is widely considered one of his best. Collects the complete score, including How the West was Won; Home in the Meadow; The River Pirates; Cheyenne; No Goodbye; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $13.99.

**CD 3820610 THE JAMES DEAN STORY.** Before the country music was over, Dean received a posthumous Academy Award and had been the subject of two bizarre documentaries, both called *The James Dean Story.* The soundtracks to both are gathered together here. Forty-five tracks, including *East of Eden; Rebel Without a Cause; Giant.* $5.95.

**CD 3937712 TAP YOUR TROUBLES AWAY! The Words & Music of Jerry Herman.** Twenty-nine tracks include It’s Today’s by Karen Morrow; You I Like by Jason Graae; Hello Dolly/Mame by Angela Lansbury; I Won’t Send Roses by Rita Moreno; Time Heals Everything by Bernadette Peters; and more. Two CDs. MIL Music. Pub. at $5.95.

**CD 395708X ENCORE! The Music of Andrew Lloyd Webber.** Ignite your senses with the power and passion of contemporary stage favorites from such acclaimed musicals as *The Phantom of the Opera; Jesus Christ Superstar; Evita;* and *Cats* as performed by the stars of London’s West End. Compiles 30 tracks on three CDs. Mood Entertainment. $4.95.

**CD 3936102 THE 75TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE R.C.O.* The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Enjoy forty-eight selections from some of the greatest movies performed by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. *Features The Wizard of Oz; Blue Velvet; Fun in a Dark Room; Flashdance; Divorces; Breakfast at Tiffany’s; The Godfather; Gone With the Wind.* and many more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95.

**CD 395708X ENCORE! The Music of Andrew Lloyd Webber.** Ignite your senses with the power and passion of contemporary stage favorites from such acclaimed musicals as *The Phantom of the Opera; Jesus Christ Superstar; Evita;* and *Cats* as performed by the stars of London’s West End. Compiles 30 tracks on three CDs. Mood Entertainment. $4.95.
Ehle Merman that includes In: Easy to Love; and more. Start. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 4652789 GENEVIEVE: Songs from ‘Can-Can’ and More. This is the first ever CD of Genevieve’s recordings. Twenty-eight tracks, including I Love Paris; Figeallee; Allez-Vous En; Hearts of Paris; Can-Can; Cherie, Cherie; I’m Never Going to Kiss You; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

★ 3945669 MAX VON ESSEN: Call Me Old Fashioned—The Broadway Standard. This Tony nominated leading man is joined by Grammy winning composer and famed musical director, Billy Stritch, breathing new life into this collection of songs. Things by Ginney Sim, Romance, and much more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99

★ 3794601 GOLDEN VOICES FROM THE SILVER SCREEN: Hollywood Songs. A collection of 75 tracks on three CDs of wonderful music from the golden age of Hollywood, all performed by the original artists including Hoaray for Hollywood by Francis Langford; Blue Skies by Bing Crosby; Just One of Those Things by Jack Buchanan; and more. Warner Classics.

★ 3958434 CLASSICS FOR RELAXATION. Sit back, close your eyes, relax, and indulge in the incredible selections on this CD collection which includes Pachelbel’s Canon in D major; Chopin’s Piano Concerto No.1 in E minor; Mozart’s Piano Concerto No.21 in C major (Elvira Madigan); Schumann’s “Fast zu ernst,” from Scenes from Childhood; and much more. Sonoma Entertainment.

★ 5878988 SEGOGIA AND WILLIAMS: Guitar Virtuosos. Two masters of the guitar, John Williams and Andres Segovia, offer their interpretations of compositions by Bach. Nineteen tracks. Acrobat. $4.95

★ 3958426 CLASSICAL Moods. The incredible selections on this two CD collection recognize with talent and respect some of Bach’s Air; from: Overture No.3 in D major; Mozart’s Andante for Flute and Orchestra in C major; Bruckner’s Kyrie eliosion, from: Mass in E minor; Vivaldi’s The Four Seasons, Violin Concertos Op.8 (Spring); and many others. Sonoma Entertainment.

★ 4772894 GUITAR FAVORITIES: Roland Mueller. Presenteristus pianist Roland Mueller, who plays Domeniconi’s Kozanata; Brower’s Un Dia de Noviembre; Yoko’s Sukaku; Granados’ Danza Espanola No.5, No.4, No.10, and No.11; Sor’s Mozart-Variations op.9; Pintino’s Nevada esta; Crespo’s La noinor; Brilliant Classics. $5.95

★ 4713184 THE ORGAN AT EUROPEAN COURTS. Collects works by a variety of early composers of organ music. Includes pieces by Antico, Gabrieli, Frescobaldi, Passquini, Ghedini, Cathoman, Scheidemann, Asson, Attainign, and Du Mont. With Francesco Ceresa organ. Brilliant Classics. $5.95

★ 470214X PASSION: Music for Holy Week & Easter. A cluster of great sacred works by renowned composers that capture the essence of Holy Week and Easter. Includes magnificent pieces by Schubert, Gesualdo, Schutz, J.S. Bach, Pasquini, Siluria, Teleman, Arvo Part, Pergolesi, Haydn, Handel, and others. Performed by The Chamber Choir of Europe, Choir of King’s College, Cambridge, Ensemble Arte Musica and many more in this 25 CD collection. Brilliant Classics. $29.95

★ 4727975 RUSSIAN PIANO MUSIC: Benjamin Moser. Presents glorious piano pieces from Russian composers including Rachmaninov’s Prelude in B minor op.32/10, Skrabin’s Fantasy in B minor op.20, Medtner’s Two Fairy Tales op.28, selections from Tchaikovsky’s The Seasons op.37, and Borodin’s Fantasy No.7. Brilliant Classics.


★ 487726 MEYERBEER: Les Huguenots, Recorded in September/October 1988, this four-CD set features Meyerbeer’s Les Huguenots. Of the seven major roles, the tenor lead, a young Protestant noble and played by Richard Bonynge, is the most demanding music. Warner Music. $5.95

★ 4727843 4 BALLADES/4 SCHERZI. Frederic Chopin. A poetic collection of Chopin’s Ballad No.1 in g minor; Ballad No.2 in F major; Ballad No.3 in A flat Major; and Ballad No.4. These are accompanied with Scherzo No.1, No.2, Scherzo No.3 and Scherzo No.4. With Bernd Glemser, piano. Oehms Classics. $5.95

★ 3957144 PIANO Moods: Instrumental Moods. Enjoy your own quiet time with this soothing collection of beautiful piano melodies. Provides thirty tracks on 3 CDs in a metal presentation case. Includes Pachelbel’s Canon in D, Holst’s Jupiter from the Planets, Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata; Satie’s Gymnopédie; Saint-Saëns ‘The Swan’ from The Carnival of the Animals; and more. NorthQuest.

★ 4728033 TRILOGIES: Organ Works. Organist Guner Rost plays Marcel Dupré’s masterpiece Trois Preludes et Fugues op.7; and Trois Esquisse op.41; and Jehan Alain’s Three Dances. Oehms Classics.

★ 3958434 CLASSICS FOR RELAXATION. Sit back, close your eyes, relax, and indulge in the incredible selections on this 2 CD collection which includes Pachelbel’s Canon in D major; Chopin’s Piano Concerto No.1 in E minor; Mozart’s Piano Concerto No.21 in C major (Elvira Madigan); Schumann’s “Fast zu ernst,” from Scenes from Childhood; and much more. Sonoma Entertainment.

★ 4713168 FLAUTO D’AMORE. This collection features two classic pieces by Beethoven’s Adelaide Op.46, Schubert’s Romance aus Rosamunde; Faure’s Apres un reve op.7, Elgar’s Salut d’amour op.12, Gerwthin’s Somebody Loves Me, Poulenc’s Les Chemins de Claire, and many others. With Corrado Petrilli and Simon Brake, on the flauto d’amore and Paola Pita on piano. Brilliant Classics. $5.95

★ 4727959 RENAISSANCE AM RHEIN: Singer Pur. The singing group of Renaissance music, Singer Pur, invites you to discover sixteenth century musical gems in these selected works that range from sacred songs to performed at courtly celebrations to frivolous secular ditties. Oehms Classics. $5.95

★ 4727984資料 : erhbc.com/845  - 54 -
SACHA KIRSHNER

Concerto No. 3 in C Minor, Op. 37

CD recordings by both Russian and non-Russian vocalists. 5 CDs. EMI

also includes a DVD of the performance. Synergy.

Harbourful; Just as I Used to Say; Not too Long; Heaven; Fortune;

other works will bring you gardening joy. Naxos.

Dance

Klinger, cello and Milana Chernyavska, piano. Oehms Classics.

Piano Concerto No. 2 in B-Flat Major, Op. 19,

opera at its best. This compilation features a spectacular collection of German romantic vocal music. Includes the breathtaking Messe noire; Ravel’s Gaspard de la nuit; and Zinzaides’s Die schöne Mullerin. This two CD set presents the world’s most beloved operas. Carmen. With Grace Bumbry as Carmen, Mirella Freni as Micaela, and Jon Vickers as Don Jose. Rafael Frühbeck de Burgos conducts the chorus and orchestra of the Paris National Opera Theatre. EMI Music.

and others are presented here along with the brilliant orchestral excerpts from some of her most celebrated roles at the Royal Opera. Warner Music.

Zuckermann conducts The Georgian Chamber Orchestra with Alexander Korsantia, piano. Oehms Classics.


SOLD OUT

4774347 ROMEO & JULIET AND OTHER WORKS INSPIRED BY SHAKESPEARE. Antoni Witt conducts the Polish National Radio Symphony Orchestra in Tchaikovsky’s The Tempest, Op. 18; Adrian Leaper conducts the Polish National Symphony Orchestra in Tchaikovsky’s Hamlet, Op. 67; Paradise Overture; and The Yeomen of the Guard. This two CD set presents the most dramatic and romantic work in the Gilbert and Sullivan canon. The Yeoman of the Guard. With Denis Dowling as Sir Richard Cholmondeley, John Cameron as Sergeant Meryll, and Elise Morison as Elsie Maynard. Sir Malcolm Sargent conducts the Glyndebourne Festival Orchestra and the Pro Arte Orchestra. EMI Classics. Pub. at $16.99

477924 NACHTSTUCKE: Herbert Schuch, Piano. Pianist Herbert Schuch presents a collection of nocturnes including Schumann’s Mondscheinsonaten, op. 23; Heilinger’s Ein Nachtstuck; Skrabin’s Sonata No. 9; and Hollieder’s Messe noire”. Ravel’s Gaspard de la nuit; and Zinzaides’s Die schöne Mullerin. This two CD set presents the world’s most beloved operas. Carmen. With Grace Bumbry as Carmen, Mirella Freni as Micaela, and Jon Vickers as Don Jose. Rafael Frühbeck de Burgos conducts the chorus and orchestra of the Paris National Opera Theatre. EMI Music.

477886 GEORGIAN MINIATURES. The composers in this recording musically reminisce about their beloved Georgian country. Includes Nasside’s Chamber Symphony No. 3; Bardashanishvili’s Concerto quasi una Fantasia for piano; and Zinzaides’s Die schöne Mullerin. This two CD set presents the world’s most beloved operas. Carmen. With Grace Bumbry as Carmen, Mirella Freni as Micaela, and Jon Vickers as Don Jose. Rafael Frühbeck de Burgos conducts the chorus and orchestra of the Paris National Opera Theatre. EMI Music.

477427 VOICES OF RUSSIAN OPERA. Featuring many composers whose names are synonymous with Russian opera, including Glinka, Borodin, Mussorgsky, Tchaikovsky, Shostakovich, and Prokofiev, this collection showcases the breadth and variety of Russian opera at its best. This compilation features recordings by both Russian and non-Russian vocalists. 5 CDs. EMI Records Limited. Pub. at $24.99


4779191 SONGS OF THE GERMAN ROMANTICS: Letztes Gluck. The talented vocal group, Singer Pur, presents a spectacular collection of German romantic songs by the likes of Brahms, Mendelssohn, Robert Schumann, Schumann, Schiller, and Strauss. EMI Classics.

4772089 SYMPHONY NO. 1: Capriccio Italiano. Christoph Poppen conducts the Deutsche Radio Philharmonie in Tchaikovsky’s beautiful Symphony No. 1 in G minor op. 13 and the melodic Capriccio Italian op.45. Oehms Classics. $5.95

4772882 MY PLAYLIST FOR READING. These classical works are stitched together to create a musical tapestry of pieces to work amid the flowers and foliage. Hear the Adagio in B minor KV 540.

4772975 MY PLAYLIST FOR GARDENING. These cultivated classical pieces are the perfect accompaniment to working amid the flowers and foliage. Hear the Adagio in B minor KV 540.

and other works will bring you gardening joy. Naxos.


4772835 SCHUBERT: Ukrainian Polka. Franz Schubert’s Ukrainian polka, quasi una Fantasia for piano; and Zinzaides’s Die schöne Mullerin. This two CD set presents the world’s most beloved operas. Carmen. With Grace Bumbry as Carmen, Mirella Freni as Micaela, and Jon Vickers as Don Jose. Rafael Frühbeck de Burgos conducts the chorus and orchestra of the Paris National Opera Theatre. EMI Music.

and enter the item number in the search box.
CD 395904X THE MERRY WIDOW. Remastered recording from 1962, The Merry Widow stars Lisa Della Casa and is sung beautifully in English. Additionally, Franz Lehár's gorgeous score helps retain its timeless appeal. Collects 12 tracks from the acclaimed opera and includes two bonus tracks, Ave Maria and Arietta. EMI Classics. $9.95.

CD 4728267 SYMPHONY NO. 1 KRAKTFELD: Alexander Maria Wagner. Alexander Maria Wagner plays his Symphony No. 1 "Krätfeld"; along with his arrangement of Bach's Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue, and completes the selection with Prokofiev's piano sonata No.7. Alexei Kornienko conducts the Sofia Philharmonic Orchestra. EMI Classics. $5.95.


CD 3964345 BRITISH BALLET MUSIC. This two CD collection of music from 20th century ballets features such master conductors of British repertoire as Boulton, Pevnin, Handley and MacKerras. Includes Sullivan’s Pineapple Poll; Bliss: Checkmate; Elgar’s Enigma Variations; Walton’s Façade; dances from Holst’s opera The Perfect Fool; and colorful pieces by Berners, Lambert and Gordon. EMI Classics. $5.95.

CD 3961911 PUCCINI: La Boheme. Presents selected highlights from Puccini’s beloved opera La Boheme. With Roberto Alagna as Rodolfo, and many other artists. EMI Classics. $9.95.

CD 3972267 MY PLAYLIST FOR DRAWING & PAINTING. This playlist of inspirational and relaxing classical works provides the perfect background to time spent drawing and painting. From the iconic first notes of Promenade from Mussorgsky’s Pictures at an Exhibition, these works span a multitude of hues and tones from Higgin’s Pale Yellow & Blue to Violet and many other inspiring works. NAXOS. $5.95.

CD 4528077 THE MARIO LANZA COLLECTION. He was one of the finest tenor voices of the 20th century, respected and admired by his peers and fans around the world. This massive 92-track set includes classics from across his all-too-brief career, including many of his best-known songs most of the A and B sides of his singles for RCA. Four CDs. Acord, $39.99.

CD 3964353 BRITTEN & BARTOK: Ballets. This two CD collection features Benjamin Britten’s ballet The Prince of the Pagodas, Oliver Knussen conducts the London Sinfonietta. Also included is Bartók’s ballet The Miraculous Mandarin, and Franz Welser-Most conducts the London Philharmonic and Orchestra. EMI Classics. $5.95.

CD 3914453 THE GEORGE GERSHWIN COLLECTION. A wonderful collection of the established composer's greatest hits. The 50 tracks on these discs include Rhapsody in Blue; Piano and Bass; Songs from Girl Crazy; Rhapsody in Pink; A String of Songs; An American in Paris; and more. NAXOS. $12.95.

CD 4727932 LANDSCAPES OF PATMOS/OKNA/CONCERTO NO. 2 FOR ORGAN: Petru Eben. Three works by composer, organist, and pianist Petru Eben, Okna; Landscapes of Patmos; Concerto No. 2 for Organ. Presented in this extraordinary collection. With Gabriel Feltz conducting the Bamberg Symphony-Bavarian State Philharmonic. EMI Classics. $9.95.

CD 3716525 FRANZ KROMMER: Piano Quartet, Divertimento. Contrasts are presented in this pair of works. With Franz Kiss, Dorr, Mandlik and Talbot. EMI Classics. $13.95.


CD 393165X BELOVED OPERETTA FAVORITES: Lover Come Back to Me. Collects 67 tracks of operetta favorites on three CDs including Sively as In a Morning Sunrise; Shoot the Arrow; Men; One Kiss; The Desert Song; Tramp, Tramp, Tramp; Beyond the Blue Horizon; Love Me Tonight; Dancing Song; Serenade; Why Do I Love You? and much more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95.

CD 4778017 SYMPHONY NO. 9 FROM THE NEW WORLD/POHADKA OP. 16 FAIRY TALE. Bertrand de Billy conducts the Vienna Radio Symphony Orchestra in Josef Suk’s Pohadka Symphonic Suite in E major op. 16, and Antonin Dvorak’s Symphony No. 9 op.16 “From the New World” and Symphony “Ondine” op. 21. $17.95.

CD 4713206 DOMENICO CODISPITI: Cesar Franck. Presented for piano, pianist Domenico Codispoti, presents three works by Cesar Franck. Includes Violin Sonata in A Major; Prelude, Fugue et Variation Op.18; and Prelude, Choral et Fuge. Piano Classics. $5.95.

CD 384066X STEWART GOODYEAR–LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN: The Complete Piano Sonatas. Presented in three CDs that collect the complete piano sonatas performed by Goodyear on piano, including Sonata No. 1, F minor, Op. 2, No. 1 (1795); Sonata No. 2 in A, Op. 2, No. 2 (1795); Sonata No. 4, in F flat, Op. 7 (1796–98); Sonata No. 5 in C Minor, Op. 10, No. 1 (1801); and many more. Dynamic. $59.95.

CD 3937674 STRINGS FOR PEACE. Sharon Isbin explores the richness of North Indian classical music on guitar. Four tracks include By the Moon; Love Avalanche; Romancing Earth; and Sacred Evening, ZOHOL Music. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95.


CD 4557756 LEONCAVALLO PAGLIA CCI. Around 1890, Leoncavallo decided to write an opera in one act and composed in the verismo style. Leoncavallo claimed that he took the inspiration for Paglicci from a real-life incident from his childhood. Performed by the Budapest Opera Chorus, the Budapest Opera Orchestra, conducted by Franz Kiss. Dynamic. EMI Classics. $14.99.

CD 3905344 ANDREAS VOLLVENNERS: Behind the Scenes, Behind the Wall, Under the Tree. Features nine tracks from the Classical/New Age musician including the title track plus Pyramid, in the Wood; Moonlight; Micro-Macro; Skin & Skin; Moonlight Wrapped Around Us; Lion & Sheep; Sunday, Afternoon; and Hands & Clouds. MIG Music. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95.

CD 3713652 BIZET: Carmen. Presents favorites from Bizet's beloved opera Carmen. With Angela Gheorghiu as Carmen, Roberto Alagna as Don Jose, Thomas Hampson as Escamillo, and Inva Mula as Micaela. Michel Plasson conducts the National Orchestra of Toulouse. EMI Classics. $9.95.

CD 4658775 DIVER TIMENTO. Checkmate; Picnic at Hanging Rock; A Morning in Blue; I Love You Porgy; An American in Paris; Porgy and Bess; The Man I Love; Falling Out of Time. Including many of his best-known songs. With many other artists. Dynamic. $17.95.


CD 3913821 SHARON ISBIN: Affinity. Grammy Award winner Sharon Isbin performs nine works specifically composed for her. The performers are Isbin (guitar), Colin Davin (guitar), the Maryland Symphony Orchestra, and Elizabeth Scheliz (composer). ZOHO Music. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 384904X STEWART GOODYEAR-BEETHOVEN: Diabell Variations. Goodyear performs thirty-three variations on a waltz by Anton Diabelli, OP120 on this 34 track CD. Marquis. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95


CD 3849058 STEWART GOODYEAR–LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN: Favorite Piano Sonatas. This 2-CD, nineteen track set features Goodyear performing on his piano favorite Beethoven sonatas including I Adagio cantabile, II Allegro assai; and more. Marquis. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 3749363 A-Z OF Conductors. By David Patmore. Four CDs present selected recordings of conductors including; Arturo Toscanini conducting the BBC Symphony Orchestra; Richard Strauss conducting the Berlin Staatskapelle; Leonard Bernstein conducting the New York Symphony Orchestra; and more. A guide with more than 300 biographies of conductors is included. Naxos. Pub. at $19.99 $17.95


CD 3964329 THE BEST OF ROSSINI. This two CD compilation is made up of a good cross section of Rossini’s work with selections from some of his best known operas. The Barber of Seville; The Thieving Magpie; and William Tell. Also includes the choral works Petite Messe Solennelle and Stabat Mater. Also includes a few selections from his Sis of old age. EMI Classics. SOLD OUT

CD 4857780 VERDI: Rigoletto. Featuring Sherrill Milnes as Rigoletto, Cook as Sparafucile, Mignon Dunn as Maddalena; and Ann Murray as Giovanna. Accompanied by the Philharmonia Orchestra, and John Minton to Master. EMI Records. SOLD OUT

CD 3964256 TCHAIKOVSKY: 1812 Overture. Presents Tchaikovsky’s great masterpieces. Includes Romeo and Juliet Fantasy Overture; None But the Lonely Heart; and Wagner’s Tristans und Isolde. Includes an 1812 Overture, Op.49. Featuring tenor Placido Domingo. EMI. SOLD OUT

CD 3964255 THE WAGNER OPERA EXPERIENCE. Presents the powerful and passionate music of Wagner. Includes; Das Rheingold; Die Walkiuere; Gotterdammerung; and Die Meistersinger. With Placido Domingo, James Bloomfield, and more. Warner. Music. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95


CD 3964116 ESSENTIAL HANDEL. This two CD collection presents a sampling of Handel’s most celebrated operas and oratorios. Includes Messiah; Water Music Suite No.1 in F (Air), (Menulet); Messiah (Ev’ry valley shall be exalted); Harp Concerto in B flat Op.4 No.6; and more. Warner.Music. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

CD 3749452 ETERNAL STRINGS. Presents a beautiful collection of memorably works for strings in 11 track CD. Includes; O Marni’s Adagio for Strings; Glass: Violin Concerto, Mvt. 2; Pavlova’s Symphony No. 3, Mvt. 2; Dvorak’s Serenade in E major, Op. 22; Pendergast’s Polish Rhapsody; Chaconne; Gerschwin’s Rhapsody for Strings; and more. EMI Classics. SOLD OUT

CD 3964272 THE BEETHOVEN EXPERIENCE. Two CDs on 24 tracks present this outstanding Beethoven collection which includes Symphony No.5 in C major, op.67; With The Symphony Orchestra of Europe, Monsieur Manoncini conductor; Piano Sonata No.14 in C sharp minor with Jean-Bernard Pommier, piano; Symphony No.7 in A major, op.92; Chamber Orchestra of Europe, Nikolai Hammontdirect conductor; and more. Warner Music. Pub. at $16.99 $7.95

CD 2974355 ROSSINI: Guillaume Tell. This 2-CD production of Guillaume Tell is performed in its original uncut version. With Andrew Foster-Williams as Guillaume Tell; Michael Spyres as Arnold Melchthal; and Judith Howarth as Mathilde. Antonio Fogliani conducts the Virtuosi Brussoni, 4 CDs. Naxos. Pub. at $49.99 $5.95

DVD 3810690 GAETANO DONIZETTI: Lucia di Lammermoor. Widescreen. Patrick Fourniller directs the Orchestra and Coro del Teatro Carlo Felice in this beautiful performance of Donizetti’s Opera Lucia di Lammermoor. With Roberto Frontali as Enrico, Stefania Bondafedeli as Lucia, and Marcelo Alvarez as Edgardo. In Italian with English subtitles. 145 minutes. TDK. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

DVD 3918073 TANNAUER. Widescreen. A German production of an opera parody based on the opera of the same title by Richard Wagner. In German with English subtitles. 85 minutes. Phoenix. $5.95

DVD 3810712 THE GIACOMO VARIATIONS. Widescreen. We meet Cassandra Verity, a Hollywood star John Malkovich and baritone Florian Boesch in various encounters, bursting with desire and passion for numerous women. Cassandra has to confront his biggest fear: to die, before discovering what he has lived for. Includes documentary and interviews. In German and Italian with English subtitles. 174 minutes. Arthaus Musik. $5.95

DVD 3961004 GALA REOPENING OF THE TEATRO LA FENICE. Fullscreen. Riccardo Muti conducts the Orchestra del Teatro La Fenice at this gala event. Pieces performed were Beethoven’s Overture “Die Walze des Hauses” Op. 124; Stravinsky’s Symphonie de psalms; Caldara’s Les Deum; and Wagner’s Kaisersmarch and Walsungmarsch. Features Ciofi, Rostazar, Guleghina, Mingardo, Sacca, Persutti, and Reveng English subtitles. 66 minutes. TDK. Pub. at $29.99 $4.95

DVD 3810682 THE INFERNO COMEDY. Widescreen. Based on the real-life story of Jack Unterweger, a convicted murderer, pardoned and celebrated author and journalist, notorious womanizer, and prime example of reintegration, who gradually was suspected of killing a growing number of prostitutes. Includes a documentary on Making the movie. In German with English subtitles. 145 minutes. Arthaus Musik. $5.95


DVD 3961070 TAN DUN: The First Emperor. Widescreen. Tenor Placido Domingo leads an all-star cast in this stunning opera by Academy Award-winning composer Tan Dun. As the living hero, Li T’ang Tubal, Placido Domingo drives the action with the most highly-anticipated cultural events of the 2006-2007 Metropolitan Opera season. 177 minutes on two DVDs. EMI Classics. SOLD OUT

DVD 3847810 MUSSORGSKY: Khovanshchina. Widescreen. Kent Nagano conducts the Bayerisches Staatsorchester in an arranging the performance of Mussorgsky’s five-act musical drama, stage directed by Dmitri Tcherniakov. Stars include Paata Burchuladze as Prince Ivan Khovansky; Klaus Florian Vogt as Prince Andrei Khovansky, and Sir Donald Sinden as Mstislav Vasily Golsky. 174 minutes. $5.95

and enter the number in the search box.
BLOMSTEDT: Bach Mass in B Minor

Conductor Herbert Blomstedt pays homage to Beethoven Symphony No. 5. Blomstedt’s best known works.

Blu-ray 4666593
GIUSEPPE VERDI: Falstaff. Widescreen. This imaginative staging by the Italian director Daniele Michieletto moves the action of Verdi’s late, great masterpiece from a fictitious London to an old place rich in memories of great days past and interpretations of a real-time present. In Italian and English subtitles. 125 minutes. EuroArts. $7.95


Blu-ray 4666593
GIUSEPPE VERDI: Falstaff. Widescreen. This imaginative staging by the Italian director Daniele Michieletto moves the action of Verdi’s late, great masterpiece from a fictitious London to an old place rich in memories of great days past and interpretations of a real-time present. In Italian and English subtitles. 125 minutes. EuroArts. $7.95
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GIUSEPPE VERDI: Falstaff. Widescreen. This imaginative staging by the Italian director Daniele Michieletto moves the action of Verdi’s late, great masterpiece from a fictitious London to an old place rich in memories of great days past and interpretations of a real-time present. In Italian and English subtitles. 125 minutes. EuroArts. $7.95
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GIUSEPPE VERDI: Falstaff. Widescreen. This imaginative staging by the Italian director Daniele Michieletto moves the action of Verdi’s late, great masterpiece from a fictitious London to an old place rich in memories of great days past and interpretations of a real-time present. In Italian and English subtitles. 125 minutes. EuroArts. $7.95
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GIUSEPPE VERDI: Falstaff. Widescreen. This imaginative staging by the Italian director Daniele Michieletto moves the action of Verdi’s late, great masterpiece from a fictitious London to an old place rich in memories of great days past and interpretations of a real-time present. In Italian and English subtitles. 125 minutes. EuroArts. $7.95
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**CD 3749584 STRIKE UP THE BAND.**

Presents on 10 tracks a collection of great American military band music brought to you by the finest musicians in the world. Includes Gershwin’s Strike Up the Band; performed by the USAF Heritage of America Band; Ward’s America the Beautiful; performed by the U.S. Army Band; Sousa’s The Fairest of the Fair; performed by the U.S. Navy Band and more. Shawnee.

$4.95

**CD 3797633 SPIRIT OF THE ANZACS: Deluxe Edition.**

In 2015 it was the 100th anniversary of the ANZAC’s landing at Gallipoli. Music icon Lee Kernaghan teams up with a host of local artists to honor the landmark occasion. This Deluxe Edition features a total of 20 tracks plus special packaging that includes many of the letters, stories and images behind the songs, all encompassing a 64 page booklet. Universal Music.

$9.95

**CD 3749460 HAIL TO THE CHIEF: United States Marine Band.**

Features the United States Marine Band in this collection of 26 tracks of songs associated to presidents throughout history. Includes features the United States Marine Band in this collection of 26 tracks of songs associated to presidents throughout history. Includes the USAF Heritage of America Band; Ward's America the Beautiful; performed by the U.S. Army Band; Sousa’s The Fairest of the Fair; performed by the U.S. Navy Band and more. Shawnee.

$4.95

**VINYL 38895X CARPENTERS.**

This 180 gram vinyl collects 10 songs from the iconic group. Tracks include Rainy Days and Mondays; Saturday. Superslur; One Love; For All We Know; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼.

$11.95

**VINYL 3838874 GOLDEN JUBILEE: The Isley Brothers & Santana.**

This remastered 180 gram vinyl collects 12 songs, including We’ve Only Just Begun; Love is Surrender; Baby It’s You; I’ll Never Fall in Love Again; Maybe It’s You; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼.

$19.95

**VINYL 3848087 POWER OF PEACE:**

The Isley Brothers & Santana. This vinyl, lead by the legendary Isley Brothers and Carlos Santana covers songs first made familiar by the Chamber Brothers You Are Ready and Love; Peace, Happiness, Wonder Higher Ground; Marvin Gaye Mercy Me (the Ecology); Leon Thomas Let the Rain Fall on Me; and more. Thirteen tracks. Sony Music. 12¼x12¼.

$19.95

**VINYL 3848841 THE BLACK KEYS:**

Thickfreakness. Featuring eleven tracks, among which a song this rock band’s vinyl album includes Hard Row; Set You Free; Midnight in Her Eyes; Have Love Will Travel; Hurt Like Mine; Everywhere I Go; No Trust; If You See Me; Hold Me in Your Arms; and I Do It Alone. Fat Possum Records. 12¼x12¼. Pressed on red vinyl.

$13.95

**VINYL 3848949 IGGY AND THE STOOGES: Ready to Die.**

This 10-track vinyl collection is from the punk rock band, includes Burn; Sex & Money; Job; Unfriendly World; Ready to Die; DD’s; Dirty Deal; Beat That Guy; and The Departed. At Fiscon Records. 12¼x12¼. Pressed on clear vinyl.

$14.95

**VINYL 3838570 THE BEACH BOYS: The Hits.**

Presents a classic vinyl album of the Beach Boys’ greatest hits on 14 tracks. Includes Surfin Safari; Fun; Catch a Wave; Summertime Blues; Dance Dance Dance; Surfer Girl; Be True to Your School; I Get Around; Surfin’ U.S.A.; Little Deuce Coupe; In My Room; Good Vibrations; Fun, Fun, Fun; Little Honda; and more. Capri Records. 12¼x12¼. Pressed on clear vinyl.

$7.95

**VINYL 3838160 THE BEACH BOYS: Summer Fun.**

This 180 gram vinyl collects 13 songs from the popular band, including Surfin Safari; Surfin U.S.A.; Little Deuce Coupe; In My Room; Good Vibrations; Fun, Fun, Fun; Little Honda; and more. M.O.P. 12¼x12¼.

$11.95

**VINYL 3838162 THE RAT PACK.**

This remastered vinyl collects 14 songs, including I’ve Got You Under My Skin by Frank Sinatra, Volare by Dean Martin, Come Rain or Come Shine by Sammy Davis Jr. Ain’t That a Kick in the Head by Martin; Three Coins in the Fountain by Sinatra; and more. MPS.

$7.95

**VINYL 3728404 DEADPOOL 2.**

This vinyl collects 12 songs from the blockbuster film, including Ashes by Celine Dion; In Your Eyes by Peter Gabriel; If I Could Turn Back Time by Cher; 9 to 5 by Dolly Parton; We Belong by Pat Benatar; and more. 20th Century Fox. 12¼x12¼.

$7.95

**VINYL 368895X ROLLING STONES:**

Blue & Lonesome. This double vinyl collects 12 songs from the legendary rock band, including Just Your Fool; Come On a Ride with Me; Row by Row; Of Your Love; Little Rainy; Everybody Knows about My Good Thing; Blue and Lonesome; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼.

$19.95

**VINYL 3728412 POWER OF PEACE:**

The Isley Brothers & Santana. This vinyl, lead by the legendary Isley Brothers and Carlos Santana covers songs first made familiar by the Chamber Brothers You Are Ready and Love; Peace, Happiness, Wonder Higher Ground; Marvin Gaye Mercy Me (the Ecology); Leon Thomas Let the Rain Fall on Me; and more. Thirteen tracks. Sony Music. 12¼x12¼.

$19.95

**VINYL 3688968 ROLLING STONES:**

Blue & Lonesome. This double vinyl collects 12 songs from the legendary rock band, including Just Your Fool; Come On a Ride with Me; Row by Row; Of Your Love; Little Rainy; Everybody Knows about My Good Thing; Blue and Lonesome; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼.

$19.95

**VINYL 3688876 CARPENTERS:**

Close Your Eyes. This remastered 180 gram vinyl collection includes We’ve Only Just Begun; Love is Surrender; Baby It’s You; I’ll Never Fall in Love Again; Maybe It’s You; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼.

$11.95

**VINYL 3728412 POWER OF PEACE:**

The Isley Brothers & Santana. This vinyl, lead by the legendary Isley Brothers and Carlos Santana covers songs first made familiar by the Chamber Brothers You Are Ready and Love; Peace, Happiness, Wonder Higher Ground; Marvin Gaye Mercy Me (the Ecology); Leon Thomas Let the Rain Fall on Me; and more. Thirteen tracks. Sony Music. 12¼x12¼.

$19.95

**VINYL 3857022 ROCK & ROLL HALL OF FAME LIVE, VOLUME 2.**

Present a collection of performances from some of the legends in this ten track vinyl album. Includes Whole Lotta Shakin’ Going On by Jerry Lee Lewis, Big River by Johnny Cash and the Rock Hall Jam Band; Green River by John Densmore’s Friends; Let me Be Myself by Paul McCartney and the Rock Hall Jam Band; and more. TIME LIFE. 12¼x12¼. Pressed on clear vinyl.

$21.95

**VINYL 3848795 AL GREEN: Greatest Hits.**

This ten-track vinyl record collects Tired of Being Alone; Call Me; I'm Still in Love with You; Here I Am; Love and Happiness; Let’s Stay Together; I Can't Get Next to You; You Ought to Be With Me, What You Done for Me; and Let's Get Married. Fat Possum Records. 12¼x12¼. Pressed on clear vinyl.

$14.95

**VINYL 3852776 JESSIE MAE HEMPHILL:**

Run Get My Shotgun. This ten-track vinyl collects the blues by Jessie Mae including Run Get My Shotgun; Shame on You; DC 9; Go Back to Your Used to Be; Holy Ghost; Married Man Blues; Train Train; Nothing That You Say; Peggy Gou; and Eagle Bird. Fat Possum Records. 12¼x12¼. Pressed on clear vinyl.

$14.95

**VINYL 3884841 THE BLACK KEYS:**

Thickfreakness. Featuring eleven tracks, among which a song this rock band’s vinyl album includes Hard Row; Set You Free; Midnight in Her Eyes; Have Love Will Travel; Hurt Like Mine; Everywhere I Go; No Trust; If You See Me; Hold Me in Your Arms; and I Do It Alone. Fat Possum Records. 12¼x12¼. Pressed on red vinyl.

$13.95
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